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ABSTRACT
Great Minds Speak Alike:
Inter-Court Communication of Metaphor in Education Finance Litigation
Matt Saleh
This project uses a mixed methods approach to analyze the communication of metaphors
about educational equity and adequacy, between co-equal state supreme courts in education
finance litigation (1971-present). Evidence demonstrates that a number of pervasive metaphors
about students and educational opportunities (“sound basic education,” “marketplace of ideas,”
students as “competitors in the global economy”) have been shared and conventionalized within
judicial networks, with significant implications for how courts interpret educational rights under
state constitutions. The project first conducts a qualitative discourse analysis of education
finance litigation in New York State (four cases) using Pragglejaz Group’s (2007) Metaphor
Identification Procedure, to identify micro-level examples of metaphor usage in actual judicial
discourse. Then, it performs quantitative and qualitative social network analysis of the entire
education finance judicial network for state supreme courts (65 cases), to analyze two different
“relations” between this set of actors: shared citation (formal relation) and shared metaphor
(informal relation). Data analysis shows that there exist both formal and informal channels of
judicial communication—communication we can “see,” and communication we can’t—and
commonalities in discursive strategies (informal ties) are, in some ways, potentially more
cohesive than direct, formal ties. The project also finds that courts looking to break with existing
state precedent are more likely to turn to inter-court metaphors to validate their holdings. This
project seeks to describe how metaphors become diffuse within judicial networks, and more

generally seeks to enhance understanding of the ways in which political viewpoints on public
benefits and rights are communicated through elite channels.
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Great Minds Speak Alike:
Inter-Court Communication of Metaphor in Education Finance Litigation
1.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1.1 Inter-Court Communication of Metaphors
Do metaphoric conceptions of educational equity and adequacy have influence crosscourt? In this paper, I use a multi-disciplinary methodology to identify competing metaphors
about educational opportunity in New York State education finance litigation (Levittown Union
Free School District v. Nyquist, N.Y. 1982; Campaign for Fiscal Equity, Inc. v. State [“CFE”],
N.Y. 1995; 2003; 2006), and then situate these conveyances within the broader national network
of state-level education finance litigation, through qualitative and quantitative applications of
social network analysis. Network analysis is a method for analyzing the patterns of interpersonal
communication in a social system, by determining who talks to and influences whom (Valente,
1995).
This paper’s approach utilizes macro-level data about the judicial network to identify
trends in the communication and diffusion of metaphors in education finance litigation,
combined with a case study analysis of micro-level discourse from a sample of cases in the
network, to help explain the process by which figurative language is borrowed and employed.
One general finding is that many of the metaphors that judges use to talk about students and
educational opportunities are inter-textual, or “borrowed” from peer courts around the country.
The density of law’s figurative and symbolic linguistic system is often referenced in legal
scholarship (Fuller, 1967; Bosmajian, 2002; Lipshaw, 2012; Bumiller, 1988; Noonan, 2002), but
the development of this system has not been investigated empirically. This paper aims to
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improve general understanding of the role of symbolic speech in law, by highlighting the manner
in which metaphors are “coined,” communicated, and conventionalized within elite judicial
channels. I offer evidence that, over time, the origins of popular metaphors in jurisprudence are
gradually lost or obscured, with increasing numbers of courts borrowing metaphors without
attribution, as evidenced by citation.
I propose that this is part of the process of conventionalization of figurative speech in
law, a popular phenomenon with serious implications for scope of the conceptual frameworks in
which judge’s determine—and lawyers argue—legal outcomes (Fuller, 1967; Bumiller, 1988;
Bosmajian, 2002). Many legal scholars have focused on the conventionalization of metaphors in
jurisprudence, most notably with “legal fictions,” and their role in determining complex legal
outcomes (Fuller, 1967). This research faces difficulty in explicating the process by which such
metaphors are borrowed inter-textually and communicated through elite channels, as they
gradually become part of the circular “truth” recognized by large networks of judicial actors.
Simply, the symbolic frameworks that judges use to talk about civil rights are not inevitable or
unimpeachable; they were somewhere “coined,” and subsequently borrowed through processes
of formal or informal communication.
Courts are frequently critiqued for their choice of metaphor in civil rights and public law
litigation (Cunningham-Parmeter, 2011; Bernstein, 2010; Van Patten, 2013; Haase, 1997). It is
argued that certain metaphors enlarge conceptions of rights in popular discourse by conveying
new conceptual fields for understanding the relationship between individual rights and broader
democratic exigencies—political participation, economic growth, globalization, etc. (Olssen,
Codd & O’Neill, 2004; Chayes, 1976). Others, it is said, confine notions of rights by limiting the
conceptual framework through which they may be understood or advocated (Poirier, 2003; Ortiz,
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1989; Jones, 1993; Eichhorn, 2010). Critique of metaphor in legal discourse therefore takes a
similar form as “frame analysis” in sociological studies of communication, in that it is interested
in the choice of language in conceptualization (Goffman, 1974).
One common fear is that empathy is forfeited where individual plaintiffs are replaced in
the legal setting by a series of detached constructs, formalizations, and abstractions (Lipshaw,
2012; Bumiller, 1988; Noonan, 2002). We could say that this fear becomes more acute in the
education finance context, where plaintiffs are often poorer or otherwise disadvantaged children.
Those interested in metaphor diffusion in jurisprudence may therefore be inclined to ask whether
a particular “popular” metaphor broadens or limits the constitutional rights enjoyed by education
finance plaintiffs.
In a legal sense, the choice of metaphor matters. For instance, is a right to equal funding
in public education a SLIPPERY SLOPE, tipping public law towards the unsustainable valorization
of government welfare rights to other public amenities such as food, clothing, and housing? Or is
it agreeable on the basis of education’s NEXUS to other fundamental rights, and because
education is the very FOUNDATION of good citizenship? I am not employing hypotheticals: the
U.S. Supreme Court has weighed both alternatives, preferring the former in holding that no
federal constitutional right to equal education funding exists (San Antonio Independent School
District v. Rodriguez, U.S. 1973, p. 37, 111; Brown v. Board of Education, U.S. 1954; Strike,
1984 [critiquing “slippery slope” metaphors in education finance litigation]).
Legal scholars often fear that prescriptive metaphors about civil rights become trenchant
through diffusion (Jones, 1993; Eichhorn, 2010; Ehlers, 2008). Metaphors, the reasoning
suggests, are communicated through judicial channels, and gradually become a part of the
“truth” conveyed by judges following the opinions of other, influential, actors in their legal
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network. Figures of speech thereby acquire precedential significance, and symbols become
official legal doctrine.
Yet, the actual diffusion of such metaphors cross-court has not been adequately
investigated through empirical research. This is potentially problematic, because legal doctrine
(even dicta) is, in many ways, self-replicating; as we will see, a popular metaphor invented on a
whim by a loquacious judge, can become a powerful and widespread piece of legal precedent
(Stinsond, 2010; Eber, 2008; Ramsey, 1994). The more a particular metaphor is used in
jurisprudence, the more conventional and accepted it becomes (see, e.g., Poirier’s [2003]
discussion of pervasive “metaphors of discrimination” in civil rights law). This can be a good
thing or a bad thing (depending on your ideological standpoint); either way, some scrutiny of the
origins of popular figurative frameworks is warranted.
The underlying assumption is that judicial opinions are a form of communication which
can have influence cross-court. This seems plausible; after all, opinions are textual discourse
meant for communication to a legal and general audience (Gerwitz, 1996; Chayes, 1976).
Investigating this claim, however, requires research which identifies specific metaphors as
variables in judicial opinions, traces their seminal and subsequent usage through historiographic
analysis of citation, and considers the conditions under which they were transmitted cross-court.
To accomplish this, I focus on jurisprudence from a cognizable subset of litigation—education
finance litigation at state supreme courts—which can be investigated empirically with clearlydefined temporal and network boundaries.
Education finance litigation in the United States clearly began in the early 1970’s and has
been defined largely by state supreme courts’ efforts to define educational rights under state
constitutions. This following the U.S. Supreme Court’s determination in San Antonio
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Independent School District v. Rodriguez (411 U.S. 1, U.S. 1973) that there existed no federally
enforceable fundamental right to equal education funding. Many state-level judges found
themselves in unfamiliar territory while determining the constitutionality of legislatively-defined
property tax-based education funding formulas. Almost no federal or state precedent existed on
this matter, made clear by the relative lack of citational authority observed in early state-level
education finance cases—most of which appealed only to the vague and general education
articles of their state constitutions (see, e.g., Robinson v. Cahill, 62 N.J. 473, N.J. 1973; Serrano
v. Priest, 18 Cal.3d 728, Cal. 1976).
However, over time, a cognizable “network” of such cases emerged, and the rate at which
state courts cited other state courts for education finance precedent increased substantially. So
too did an appreciable figurative “logic” for assessing education finance claims emerge. Vague
constitutional articles offer great leeway for judicial interpretation, and in the education finance
example many courts looked outward for inspiration in reading between the lines of state-level
constitutional education articles.
The “adequacy” movement (dubbed the “THIRD WAVE” of education finance litigation by
legal scholars) provides an interesting threshold example of concept “borrowing” in education
finance litigation (Heise, 1995; Verstegen, 1998; Thro, 1993). While early advocates and
plaintiffs struggled to convince courts that a right to “equal” funding existed under state
constitutions (especially in the wake of Rodriguez [U.S. 1973]), over time many state courts
began to accept “adequacy” arguments, reasoning that while students were not necessarily
entitled to an equal education, they were entitled to a minimally adequate one.
By 2006, twenty-one out of twenty-eight plaintiffs arguing education finance cases under
“adequacy” theories had been successful when bringing their cases before their highest state
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court (Rebell & Wolff, 2006); by 2014, the number of “adequacy” rulings favorable to plaintiffs
had risen to twenty-four (see also Abbeville County School District v. State, 2014 WL 5839956,
S.C. 2014; Connecticut Coalition for Justice in Education Funding v. Rell, 295 Conn. 240, Conn.
2010; Gannon v. State, 319 P.3d 1196, Kan. 2014).
The different “WAVES” of education finance litigation (particularly the shift from “equity”
to “adequacy” claims) have even been directly discussed by judges in education finance cases
(see Campaign for Fiscal Equity, Inc. v. State, 187 Misc.2d 1, N.Y. 2001, p. 9 [“although THE
THIRD WAVE CASES

contain greater diversity in legal reasoning than some commentators suggest,

these cases are for the most part characterized by an emphasis on adequacy rather than
equality”]). Judges borrowing a “WAVE” metaphor to describe the momentum of diffuse
innovations in education finance litigation provides a particularly nice point of departure for this
paper.
Education finance litigation provides a useful subset of litigation for investigating the
conventionalization of figurative frameworks in jurisprudence, because: (a) we can define its
temporal bounds (spanning more than four decades from 1971-present); (b) it has an observable
number of state supreme court “actors;” and (c) the conceptual framework utilized is purely
state-level and co-equal—there is no hierarchically imposed framework for how state courts
should interpret their own education articles and finance schemes, and co-equal state courts are
“peers” in that they can, but do not have to, communicate and share with one-another (Posner,
1999).
One major finding of this paper is that state-level education finance precedent, because of
the dense and obfuscated inter-textuality of the metaphoric logic observed, is often read and
written “out of context.” Judges use very specific metaphors to describe educational rights under
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their (unique) state constitutions, and engender the perception that these metaphors abide by a
pre-determined constitutional interpretive logic or worldview.
This logic often seems indigenous, circular/definitional, and ultimately unimpeachable.
But the reality is that most of these metaphors are borrowed from other state courts, which used
them to interpret fundamentally diverse state-level constitutions, education articles, and local
precedent. Many of them are even quite arbitrary, for better or worse. The attractiveness of a
universal rubric for interpreting individual rights is, apparently, too alluring for many jurists to
forgo, and popular metaphors about education rights routinely jump state lines as a result.
1.2 Situating Discourse in the Social Network of State Courts
To investigate the use and communication of metaphor in education finance cases, this
paper first engages in a discourse analysis of the four New York opinions, as micro-level
discourse data on conceptual metaphors of education equity and adequacy conveyed. New
York’s litigation offers a good cross-section for case study analysis, because it has comparatively
high in-degree and out-degree (it is often cited by other cases in the network, and it often cites
other cases in the network)—compared to other cases available for analysis, it is “central” to
network communication in a reciprocal way.
Second, this paper conducts a social network analysis of education finance litigation at
co-equal state supreme courts, as macro-level analysis of the manner in which courts
communicate metaphor (Knorr-Cetina & Cicourel, 1981; Alexander, Giesen, Munch & Smelser,
1987; van Dijk, 1998; 2008). Descriptive relational data about the judicial network will be used
to assess and visualize indicators of popularity/influence (centrality), cohesion (direct ties), and
structural similarity (social proximity). Measures will include: network density (% of possible
relations actually observed), geodesic distance (degrees of separation), tie strength, degree and
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betweenness centrality, and reciprocity (2-way ties, relations “sent” and “received”) (Cross, et
al., 2009). Measures of correlation and statistical significance between relations will be used to
supplement qualitative inquiry.
Importantly, two competing conceptions of judicial “influence” are in play here: in
traditional scholarship, the frequency and strength of formal citation has been a primary indicator
of a court’s “influence” (Walsh, 1997; Posner, 1999; Landes & Posner, 1976). Citation analysis
will be used to model one type of relation between judicial actors in the education finance
network. However, what do we make of a court that has marginal influence, as evidenced by
citations sent and received, but coins or transmits influential metaphors, as a distinct type of
relation? What if that metaphor becomes ubiquitous and conventional in the network, and is
routinely utilized as a threshold jurisprudential marker for determining whether students’
constitutional rights have been violated, in multiple states around the country? Influence, we will
see, can also take a more “informal” guise.
In this paper, I put forth an additional, more informal relational measure for judicial
interaction, which focuses on the development and conventionalization of linguistic and
figurative systems in the education finance network. Hypothetically, in a network where judicial
“influence” was fully understandable through pathways of formal sharing, the metaphor and
citation networks could be closely matched (e.g., Court A cites Court B directly for Metaphor
X). We would similarly expect that the citation network would be more comprehensive than the
informal metaphor network, because each “borrowed” metaphor would be properly attributed to
the originating court (and perhaps subsequent instances where the metaphor was utilized as
well), and this would cover only a sliver of the overall borrowing of precedent and legal
construction evidenced through formal citation.
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In a network characterized by more informal sharing, we may expect similar
language/precedent to appear amongst multiple network actors—perhaps even corresponding
with formal “citational” relationships—but with less correlative, explicit attribution. Later
analysis demonstrates that in the education finance subset, nearly half of cases where courts
borrow metaphor(s) from the network do so informally, or without direct citation.
As the analysis in this paper evidences, the “sharing” of metaphors is not so simple as to
be understood by traditional, “formal” models of judicial networks: often, no citation whatever
exists for seemingly borrowed or shared metaphors within this network; sometimes a metaphor is
cited in early usage but gradually becomes conventional and un-cited; other times attribution
exists but true origins are lost, with more formally influential or proximal courts getting “credit”
for coining the metaphor.
In an odder sense, it could even be said that a state court that uses a metaphor without
citational attribution is advancing the conventionalization of that metaphor more so than one that
borrows through formal citational reference. Analysis of the communication of figurative logic
in this subset of jurisprudence offers excellent opportunities for analyze the more diffuse,
informal, and group-oriented qualities of cross-court influence. Network analysis offers ideal
theoretical and methodological perspectives for analyzing the role of communication in group
outputs (Scott, 2009; Knoke & Yang, 2007; Holland, 1998; Chalmers, 2006).
Scholars interested in the relationship between discourse and power (“action at a
distance…the complex assemblage of diverse forces—laws, buildings, professions, routines,
norms” [Fairclough, 1996, p. 72; Rose & Miller, 1989]) often note the importance of projects
connecting micro-level discourse data, or actual instances of communicative action in the
medium of language, to macro-level institutional discourses, as a count noun, or “patterns of
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belief and habitual action as well as patterns of language” (Johnstone, 2008, pp. 1-2; van Dijk,
1998; 2008; Gee, 2011).
Conceptual metaphors constitute a potentially interesting set of variables for analysis
here, as a number of scholars from different fields have been interested in the ways that
metaphoric conveyances in political discourse evince particular viewpoints or ideologies (Lau &
Sears, 1986; Rosenberg, 1988; Bahman, 2012; van Djik, 1995; Dirven, 1990; Goatly, 1997).
Applications of social network analysis to judicial communication offer scholars new methods
for critiquing jurisprudential development, by assessing which courts influence and communicate
with others, how communication develops in certain legal areas, and what is being
communicated through these channels.
Judicial communication will differ based on the context. In some instances, courts have
hierarchically-imposed frameworks for “listening” to superior courts. For instance, no court in
the United States can ignore U.S. Supreme Court precedent when matters of federal law are
implicated. Consequently, the U.S. Supreme Court often “talks to itself,” because it lacks peer or
co-equal courts other than prior iterations of itself, and engages in creative decisionmaking
derived from a diverse range of inter-textual sources such as literature, philosophy, social
science, and even personal anecdote (Brooks & Gerwitz, 1996).
Conversely, lower state-level and federal courts tend to focus on conservative or “safe”
rulings with heavy legitimation and citation, since their legal reasoning may be subjected to
review by higher appellate courts; and, not to mention, judicial benches which likely fall within
their professional aspirations (Posner, 1999). Communication by state supreme courts on state
law issues constitutes, perhaps, the most interesting iteration, because there are many of them,
they are co-equal, and they are the highest courts on state law matters, meaning that they do not
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have the same considerations pertaining to higher-level review or legitimation. They have both
the ability to think creatively with relative impunity, and a number of peer courts with which to
communicate.
To determine which figurative language is being communicated in the education finance
context, it is necessary to obtain micro-level discourse data on the types of metaphors being used
in this subset of litigation. From there, inquiry into the inter-textuality of the figurative logic in
use can be made. New York’s education finance litigation presents a particularly interesting case
study for analysis, because the terminology in dispute—“SOUND BASIC EDUCATION”—itself
contains a health-based metaphor. The term “sound,” as used in its adjective form, conveys the
meaning of a living organism in good condition or health. Thus, the phrase “SOUND BASIC
EDUCATION”

contains, to use the linguistics terminology, the “source domain” of a healthful

body, mapped onto the “target domain” of a functional system of public education (see Lakoff &
Johnson, 1980; Kövecses, 2010).
The healthy function of a body is used to describe a minimally adequate educational
opportunity. Why is this interesting? Because it framed, in some ways, the discussion engaged in
by the various judges in the decisions, all of which turned largely on how the Court defined this
terminology. A dissenting judge in Campaign for Fiscal Equity, Inc. v. State II (“CFE II”)
complained, for instance, that “sound basic education” had “become the catchphrase for an
inferred constitutional guarantee of an education of a certain quality,” and argued that no
justiciable standard could be directly inferred from the terminology (CFE II, N.Y. 2003, pp. 26263). The dissent therefore felt that the metaphor was an arbitrary framing device for the court’s
legal reasoning for imposing a stricter standard for educational adequacy on the state government
(CFE II, 2003, pp. 262-63).
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The “SOUND BASIC” language was itself derived from a prior New York case, Levittown
Union Free School District v. Nyquist (439 N.E.2d 359, N.Y. 1982), decided by the same court
(with a different makeup) over two decades prior and in a manner far less favorable to the plight
of disadvantaged schoolchildren in the state. As I demonstrate in a later section, the Levittown
court (1982) borrowed the metaphor from Colorado’s Supreme Court (Lujan v. Colorado State
Board of Education, Colo. 1982, p. 1028), who, in turn, borrowed the language from a 1974
opinion by the Washington State Supreme Court (Northshore School District v. Kinnear, Wash.
1974, p. 202)—an opinion which had been overturned since 1978, a mere four years after it was
decided. Why is New York’s highest court still grappling with a health-based education
metaphor in 2014, which was originally derived from an obscure and overturned case from 1974
and the literal opposite end of the national mainland? Why isn’t that case directly cited for the
“SOUND BASIC” language?
The answers lie in inter-court communication and the diffusion of metaphor. The “SOUND
BASIC”

metaphor outlasted its seminal usage. New York courts were not the last to use it, and,

perhaps even more interestingly, the metaphor itself evolved from a nearly meaningless footnote,
uttered in the dicta of a non-influential case from Washington State and originally invoking only
a minimal constitutional level of common education (often to the detriment of plaintiffs), into a
fully-actionable standard for suing state governments to protect children’s interests to an
adequate education in multiple states (New York, Colorado, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Kansas, Wisconsin, etc.).
Today, attorneys looking to bring lawsuits to defend students’ rights to minimally
adequate public education can cite some variation of the “SOUND BASIC” precedent in ten
separate state jurisdictions—amounting to 20% saturation of state constitutional precedent—
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despite the fact that no hierarchically-imposed framework for adopting inter-state precedent is in
effect.
New York’s education finance litigation, in fact, contains a number of metaphors about
the nature of educational pursuits for individual, polity, and nation: SOUND BASIC EDUCATION,
MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS, FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY AS CIVIC PARTICIPANTS, CLASSROOMS
CONTAINING ENOUGH LIGHT, HEAT, SPACE, AND AIR TO PERMIT CHILDREN TO LEARN,

etc. (CFE I,

N.Y. 1995, pp. 307-08, 316, 329; CFE II, N.Y. 2003, pp. 907, 934). Some of these metaphors
seem to riff on the health-based conceptual domains elicited by sound basic education—such as
“rehabilitating ailing school districts,” “constitutional infirmities” in educational provision,
“gross educational inadequacies,” “productive function” as civic participants, “curing”
educational shortcomings, conditions “symptomatic of system breakdown,” and more (CFE I,
N.Y. 1995, pp. 665-667; CFE II, N.Y. 2003, p. 341).
Different judicial opinions from this litigation—twelve majority, dissenting, and
concurring opinions across four separate holdings—directly confront one another’s metaphors
about the role of education in society. Not surprisingly, the judges with different ideological
stances on education tend to borrow metaphors from different places. But are these rhetorical
strategies for facilitating “understanding” (Kövecses, 2012) of a particular ideological viewpoint
important? Does a judge’s choice of metaphor affect future outcomes, such as enforcement,
future litigation, and cross-court or cross-jurisdictional precedent?
To investigate this, I consider the manner in which metaphoric conceptions of education
rights become diffuse within communicative judicial networks. In political science, scholars
have long been interested in the diffusion and saturation of policy innovations in the legislative
process inter-state, and how the flow of communication within networks influences this process
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(Berry & Berry, 1990; Gray, 1973; 1994; Mintrom, 1997; Savage, 1985; Walker, 1969).
Diffusion is the “process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over
time among the members of a social system” (Rogers, 1983, p. 5; Beal & Bohlen, 1955; Valente,
1995).
While somewhat less popular with the courts (but see Glick, 1992; Katz & Stafford,
2010; Nagel, 1964; Friedman, et al., 1981; Posner, 1999; Landes & Posner, 1976), this paper
elaborates on the previously noted, but under-utilized, potential of legal citation as relational data
for constructing judicial networks and studying inter-court innovation diffusion (Friedman, et al.,
1981; Posner, 1999). More generally, the project seeks to enhance understanding of the ways in
which political viewpoints on public benefits and rights are communicated through elite
channels.
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2.

CHAPTER 2:
METHODOLOGY

2.1 Literature Review
2.1.1 Social Network Analysis
Social network analysis provides methods for modeling “complex systems,” based on the
notion (derived from scientific and mathematical fields) that the micro-level analysis of
component behavior does not adequately describe the complexity of the system “outputs”
observed when analyzing the organization or network through a macro lens. Rather,
understanding the interactions of the component parts of that network is at least partially
necessary for describing or predicting the system’s output (Katz & Stafford, 2010; Holland,
1998; Chalmers, 2006). Social network analysis developed as an application of mathematical
graph theory to sociological inquiry, applying the notion of a “complex system” to networks of
individual or organizational actors (Knoke & Yang, 2007).
The method attempts to understand social networks by quantifying local interactions
between actors in the network (relations) to render “maps,” or diagrams, of the aggregate
topology of the group (Katz & Stafford, 2010). The two primary means for explaining social
networks are the adjacency matrix and the socio-gram, both of which have applications to this
project (Scott, 2009; Knoke & Yang, 2007; Kadushin, 2011; Moreno, 1934; Lewin, 1951). The
adjacency matrix—derived by social scientists from mathematics—demonstrates which nodes
are adjacent to others in a graph, represented as an n × n matrix where aij represents the edge
value (number of edges, or quantified relation) of actor (row value) i and actor (column value) j
(Scott, 1991; Kadushin, 2011). Individual nodes, or actors, are represented twice in an adjacency
matrix, once in the row and once in the column, and an actor’s relation to itself is referred to as
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the “diagonal;” generally in network analysis, an actor’s relation to his/her/itself is not deemed
meaningful, unless the researcher designates a specific rationale for considering such relations.
The quantified relation between two nodes/actors in a network can take a number of
forms, based on the research question and data collection procedure. As described in Chapter 3
of this paper, quantified relations will be represented in two primary forms: binary relations
(1=relation, 0=no relation) and as a signed and weighted ordinal (+/- 1-4). To render sociograms, network data entered into an adjacency matrix can be converted, using computational
models accounting for various mathematical attributes of aggregate relations data (most notably
geodesic distance of indirect/direct relations, degree and betweenness centrality, and
directionality and strength of tie), into diagrammatic simulations of the “structure” of the social
network, primarily defined by nodes (actors), edges (relations), and positional characteristics.
From there, statistical techniques can be used to lend meaning to the qualitative
opportunities presented through network visualization. For instance, the researcher can use
certain statistical proxies for actor “influence,” with measures including: strength and
directionality of tie (reciprocity), position, and centrality (degree, closeness, betweenness)
(Freeman, 1979; Bonacich, 1987; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Measures that describe the overall
network may also be employed, such as density (number of direct ties realized divided by
possible direct ties), cluster analysis, and mean scores for in-degree/out-degree, geodesic
distance, and other metrics (Freeman, 1979; Granovetter, 1982; Milgram, 1967). In network
theory, the higher the density of a network, the more “cohesive” it is thought to be (Burt, 1992;
Kadushin, 2011).
Put more simply, network analysis provides a means to analyzing multiple actors in a
group or network, not only by measuring their shared attributes but by focusing on the diversity
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of relations between actors as a means to better understanding, for instance, the flow of
communication and influence within the group. For many years, analysis of judicial
decisionmaking and “influence hierarchies” in law have focused on “behavioralism,” or the
empirical analysis of aggregate voting behavior by judges in order to support hypotheses about
decisional biases, predilections, or politics (Segal & Spaeth, 1993; Brisbin, 1996; Maveety,
2003; Baum, 1997; Maltzman, Spriggs & Wahlbeck, 2000). This is traditional variable research,
or attribute analysis, and tends not to focus on relations and communications between jurists as a
possible explanatory component of judicial decisionmaking in the aggregate.
Applications of network analysis to judicial networks are still in their nascent stages; the
few scholars interested in such applications have struggled to move past the question of whether
judges communicate with one another, into the question of what judges communicate to one
another (see Glick, 1992; Katz & Stafford, 2010; Nagel, 1964; Friedman, et al., 1981; Posner,
1999; Landes & Posner, 1976). More specifically, scholars have struggled with the issue of
applying network analysis to the question of judicial influence, which, provided that the
researcher obtains meaningful data, could be evidenced through common network analysis
procedures for identifying a particular actor’s network centrality, the flow and directionality of
communication, and the overall cohesiveness of the network (Walsh, 1997; Katz & Stafford,
2010).
Attempts at creativity in measuring judicial influence have had mixed results.
Researchers have proposed using the flow of federal judicial clerks—highly prestigious
professional roles—from one judge to another, as a proxy for influence (Katz & Stafford, 2010).
Others have argued that “strong citations,” or cross-court citations exhibiting substantial
discussion and consideration of a particular point of law, should be the primary proxy for judicial
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influence (Walsh, 1997). A number of quantitative legal scholars have put forward statistical
proxies for measuring judicial influence and reputation (Posner, 1990; Klein & Morristoe;
Kosma, 1998; Solimine, 2005), but some have also concluded that it is a difficult subject to
objectively study (Solimine, 2005).
In this paper, I theorize that communicative judicial channels are more diffuse than such
characterizations imply. While citation offers excellent inroads into understanding the frequency
and flow of formal judicial communication (e.g., court A cites court B), I posit that the actual
diffusion of judicial language and precedent occurs in a more complex manner than simple
formal “sharing.” Analysis of linguistic similarities in judicial discourse can provide scholars
with certain content for assessing the flow of communication and influence. To test this, another
type of relation is needed for qualitative and quantitative inquiry, to investigate whether the
dissemination and communication of legal notions is fully explained by cross-court citation. In
this paper, the diffusion of metaphors about education are that additional relation, to be
compared with citation networks.
Finally, researchers of social or communicative networks routinely incorporate more
traditional methods from the social sciences into their analysis of network relationships—this has
been especially true in the diffusion of innovation literature from political science, which often
utilizes independent variables to test the conditions or interventions which increase the rate or
likelihood of policy adoption across multiple actors (be they governmental, organizational,
individual, etc.) (Valente, 1995; Berry & Berry, 1990; Gray, 1973; 1994; Mintrom, 1997;
Savage, 1985; Walker, 1969). As an extension of graph theoretical applications of social network
analysis, researchers can, for instance, conduct regression or correlation analyses between
multiple relations by the same set of actors, to test for statistical relationships between one type
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of relation (e.g., citation strength) and another (e.g., shared metaphor) (Hanneman & Riddle,
n.d.).
This project begins by using a qualitative approach to analyzing the dissemination of
metaphors cross-court in education finance litigation to explain certain qualitative characteristics
of metaphor diffusion in specific instances. From there, quantitative methods for assessing the
relationship between metaphor diffusion and citation will be utilized to enhance understanding of
the nature of informal judicial communication beyond simple citational reference.
2.1.2 Metaphor in Law
As previously noted, this project constitutes a fusion of discourse analysis and social
network analysis methodologies. The discourse analysis portion focuses on conceptual metaphor
identification in jurisprudence. Legal scholarship has long studied metaphor is a “ubiquitous”
rhetorical device employed in judicial opinions, and legal discourse more generally (Berger,
2012; Lebovits, 2002; Van Patten, 2013; Smith, 2007; Bosmajian, 2002; Mercer Law
Symposium, 2007; Morawetz, 1994; Cohen, 1935). However, legal scholars have not utilized
rigorous methodological frameworks for analyzing legal discourse and by extension have not
used systematic, replicable measures for the conveyance of metaphor in judicial narrative.
Conversely, scholars in the field of sociolinguistics, linguistic anthropology, and other
fields interested in discourse study, have long taken an interest in the unique syntactic and lexical
features of “legal English,” and have uncovered interesting characteristics pertaining to legal
narrative, especially in the courtroom context (Trosborg, 1997; Danet, 1985; Gustafsson, 1983;
Crystal & Davy, 1969; Sales, Elwork & Alfini, 1977; Charrow & Charrow, 1977; Charrow,
Crandall & Charrow, 1982). Yet, these fields have not helped to shed light on the frequency,
significance, influence or meaning of metaphorical conveyances in judicial opinions, despite
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metaphor studies being a significant sub-genre of discourse studies in linguistics (Lakoff &
Johnson, 1980; Kövecses, 2012; Charteris-Black, 2004; Fairclough, 1992; Barker & Galasiński,
2001).
American law and jurisprudence contains an immense catalogue of metaphoric
expressions. Even laymen may be familiar with the MEETING OF THE MINDS, the RIPENING OF
OBLIGATIONS, BINDING AGREEMENTS, BROKEN CONTRACTS, etc.

Many of these expressions had

metaphoric origins, but subsequently became conventional, first-order expressions within the
generic professional nomenclature (Schane, 2006; Fuller, 1967). In state and federal
constitutional jurisprudence—the legal context of this paper—metaphors about individual rights
abound: from DISCRIMINATORY INTENT in equal protection analysis, to the WALL OF SEPARATION
between church and state, to the MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS in free speech jurisprudence. American
law has metaphor, metonymy, and myth as its very basis: the SCALES OF JUSTICE; the SEPARATION
OF POWERS; the APPEAL TO REASON.

All of these figurative terms invoke powerful, respected truisms in American
jurisprudence. But they also provide the basis for a system wherein federal courts can understand
a universal healthcare statute through the prism of a pizza delivery order (King v. Burwell, 759
F.3d. 358, 4th Cir. 2014, pp. 42-43), where high-stakes criminal prosecution can hinge on a litany
of baseball metaphors (Silvia, 1999; Archer & Cohen, 1998; Oldfather, 1994), and where a
statutorily acceptable minimum educational program can mean providing students with a
“serviceable Chevrolet” rather than the “educational equivalent of a Cadillac” (Doe v. Board of
Education of Tullahoma City Schools, 9 F.3d 455, 6th Cir. 1993, p. 460; Hudson v. Bloomfield
Hills Public Schools, 910 F. Supp. 1291, E.D. Mich. 1995, fn. 14; Anders v. Indian River School
District, WL 1574452, Del. 2007).
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Legal discourse has an odd way of embedding figurative language into the professional
nomenclature, validating it through repeat usage, and ultimately perpetuating it through complex
inter-court customs and rules for the recognition of prior precedent. Legal fictions, for instance,
are adopted with the explicit recognition that they are not literally true, although they are treated
as such for the purposes of formulating legal conclusions (e.g., ATTRACTIVE NUISANCE,
CORPORATE PERSONHOOD, DELIBERATE ASSEMBLY, RIPENESS, AGE OF CONSENT)

(Fuller, 1967).

That the resulting “dead metaphor” (Kittay, 1987)—which is initially disbelieved by both the
language utterer and his/her audience and loses its figurative meaning through repeat
conventional usage—can have any significance at all in a legal context is a tribute to “mysterious
influence of…names and symbols” in legal discourse (Fuller, 1967, p. 11).
Metaphors help to evoke similarities between infinitely diverse fact patterns. Without
figurative speech such as hyperbole, metonymy, and metaphor, certain “broad” precedents would
be impossible. As such, this type of speech is highly-valued in jurisprudence, which often
prioritizes legal abstractions which are generalizable across multiple fact patterns (Bumiller,
1988). The infinity of possible legal fact patterns can be overwhelming; metaphors and symbols
help jurists to place case-specific facts into a more universal rubric. From the standpoint of intercourt communication, this seemingly leads to frequent “borrowing”—even between coequal
courts—of helpful comparative frameworks for enhancing rhetorical understanding and
facilitating replicable rubrics for legal analysis (Bosmajian, 2002).
The dense metaphoricity of law is less surprising given the tradition from which it arises.
Law is not quite reality. Rather, it is a social institution which relies heavily on language to
develop idiosyncratic models and constructs of reality (Teubner, 1989). Legal language reflects
the “vision from within the community of lawyers about how its closed linguistic system should
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best reflect the outside world” (Lipshaw, 2012, p. 991). While real stakeholders populate legal
dockets—indeed lawsuits cannot exist without individual or organizational actors—the concept
of judicial precedent belies a purely individuated “terminal point” of judicial decisionmaking.
Rather, the rules and customs which form precedent simultaneously incorporate prior rulings
from different fact patterns but also attempt to predict the future implications of present legal
conclusions.
A cognizable subset of legal scholars malign the processes by which living, breathing
legal parties become metaphoric straw men to be “knocked down” by theoretical conjecture and
legal abstraction (Lipshaw, 2012; Bumiller,1988; Noonan, 2002). To these scholars, it is no
small thing for a court to speak, for instance, of a child plaintiff in an education finance case,
through figurative language which maps entire social and political systems—every prior and
future legal precedent in the relevant vein—onto that child’s individual set of facts.
The internal logic of law, in this way, turns real facts into miniature allegories, where the
particularities of an individual plaintiff, defendant, or case become part of precedent—part of the
mythology that contributes to future judicial rulings. Especially in federal or state constitutional
jurisprudence, a set of facts is rarely just about the individual plaintiff(s), but rather the
individual plaintiff as a microcosm of the symbolic relations between the individual and the state
(Brooks, 1996; Lipshaw, 2012).
Given this inherent detachment from the facts that garnered a past result, it is slightly less
surprising that judges seek to understand unique, particular legal circumstances via comparison
to the attributes of a more universal thing (e.g., school children are THE NATION’S FUTURE;
overly-generous social programs are a SLIPPERY SLOPE), often derived from another court’s
analysis because, in law, thorough citation and the legitimacy of authority and rationale are
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closely linked (Walsh, 1997; Nagel, 1964; Friedman, Kagan, Cartwright & Wheeler, 1981;
Harris, 1985; Caldeira, 1983; Glick, 1992). Synthesizing centuries of precedent, drawn from an
incomprehensibly diverse range of fact patterns (and the different cognitive frameworks of
many, many judges) is a profoundly difficult task; is it any surprise that judges turn to figurative
notions to increase understanding?
This project works under the presupposition that judges are, in fact, human beings, and
the hypothesis that these human beings function within a network of other human beings or
groups/judicial benches. The task of a judge is to quickly become acclimated with diverse legal
issues—with the significant assistance of their judicial clerks (Posner, 1982)—and to formulate
rulings which conform to existing precedent and do not overreach the bounds of the judicial
branch of government (Wood, 1996; Baye & Wright, 2011; Guthrie, Rachlinski & Wistrich,
2007). Judges are generalists in an increasingly specialized world (Wood, 1996), and from a
research standpoint, we are interested here in how—and from where—judges derive their
shorthand for describing the legal complexities of a specialized field.
Education finance law, for example, involves practical complexities of both educational
service delivery and state-level, tax-based funding formulas—all of which must be viewed
through the prism of state constitutional doctrine (Heise, 1995; Cover, 2001). We can fairly
presume that most judges do not moonlight as teachers or comptrollers. The inherent difficulty
for judges—who must balance state-level, constitutionally-mandated fundamental rights to
education with the non-legislative function of the judiciary—is evident in the profound levels of
disagreement that exist in education finance litigation, even intra-court (as evidenced by
dissenting and concurring opinions), as to how or even whether courts should be looking at state
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funding formulas to determine whether they fund an constitutionally adequate education (CFE II,
N.Y. 2003; Hoke County Board of Education v. State, 599 S.E.2d 365, N.C. 2004).
The discourse analysis portion of this paper attempts a systematic method for identifying
metaphor in judicial opinions, so that it may be more easily “tracked” through historiographic
and communication analysis in the network model. Some readers will complain that this aspect
of the project devolves into linguistics esotericism and jargon—I would stress, in response, that
the network analysis portion of this inter-disciplinary project hones in on a specific categorical
variable which is observable cross-court (relations as evidenced by presence, depth, direction,
and sign [+/-] of citation); to neglect to view metaphor in a manner which is similarly replicable
and observable cross-court would be an oversight, and would compromise the endeavor of
viewing metaphor “borrowing” as a distinct relation between courts, for comparison with other
relations (e.g., strength of tie as measured by citation).
The focus on shared metaphor, rather than shared “discourse,” more generally, helps in
the pursuit of a replicable method for identifying specific variables in speech/writing patterns,
which can be analyzed with more specific attention to the origins and development of figurative
speech. While this may cause us to overlook non-figurative discursive similarities that may also
be meaningful, we are trading exhaustiveness for reliability and replicability. “Discourse” is a
big and broad terminology. Reducing the object of interest to small and precise lexical units—
conceptualized here as metaphors—allows for improved analysis of discursive sharing as a
distinct relation between actors, in the social network sense.
I therefore use Pragglejaz Group’s (2007) Metaphor Identification Procedure (MIP) to
identify linguistic metaphors in small lexical units—words and phrases. MIP is as follows: (a)
for each lexical unit in the text, establish its meaning in context, that is, how it applies to an
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entity, relation, or attribute in the situation evoked by the text (contextual meaning); (b)
determine if it has a more basic contemporary meaning in other contexts than the one in the
given context, basic meanings tend to be more concrete what they evoke is easier to imagine,
see, hear, feel, smell taste related to bodily action, more precise and less vague (basic meanings
are not necessarily the most frequent meanings of the lexical unit); (c) if the lexical unit has a
more basic current-contemporary meaning in other contexts than in the given context, decide
whether the contextual meaning contrasts with the basic meaning but can be understood in
comparison to it; (d) if the answer to (c) is yes, then the unit is metaphorical (Pragglejaz Group,
2007).
Based on Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) Conceptual Metaphor Theory, I then engage in a
second level analysis which connects “linguistic metaphors,” as evidenced in actual text, to
broader “conceptual metaphors” which capture the essence of metaphor as communication,
rather than as mere part of speech (Steen, 1999). Analysis of conceptual metaphors is based on
scholarship outlining the most commonly used conceptual metaphors in everyday discourse
(Lakoff, Espenson & Schwartz, 1991; Kövecses, 2012; Steen, 2010), and methods from the field
which elaborate on MIP to derive conceptual metaphors from linguistic metaphor identification
(Steen 1999; 2010). A simple example can be taken from the linguistic example of “the child
was HUNGRY FOR KNOWLEDGE.” MIP (Pragglejaz Group, 2007) evidences that the phrase is used
metaphorically, because, the lexical unit “hungry” satisfies the MIP criteria for linguistic
metaphor.1 The uncovered linguistic metaphor has a potential analogue in the conceptual
metaphor literature, that is, the metaphor that “IDEAS ARE FOOD” (Maalej, 2008).

1

(a) Contextual Meaning (CM) of “hungry:” feeling or displaying the need for an abstract concept (knowledge). (b) Basic
Meaning (BM) of “hungry:” feeling or displaying the need for food (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2005). (c) Contextual versus
Basic Meaning of “hungry:” The CM contrasts with the BM and can be understood by comparison to it; the language user
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Lastly, the literature explains that there is significant reason to differentiate between
“conventional” and “non-conventional” metaphors (Kittay, 1987). Because many terms were
once metaphoric, but have since taken on a basic, conventional meaning (Vervaeke & Kennedy,
1996)—and this is especially true in legal discourse (Schane, 2006)—there is reason to question
whether a metaphor in use conveys a “first order” or a “second order” meaning (Kittay, 1987).
“Dead metaphors” do not ask the discourse-recipient to utilize cognition to compare a source and
a target domain (for example, the “leg of a table” no longer elicits this process), and therefore are
of less empirical interest in terms of the hidden meaning of a concept (the semantic field created
where two systems of ideas are mapped together). Thus, the incremental process for identifying
conceptual metaphors in judicial discourse looks like this:
(a) Does the lexical unit (small) contain linguistic metaphor based on MIP? (Y/N)
(b) What is the conceptual metaphor being conveyed, based on Steen (1999, 2010)?
(c) Does the conceptual metaphor identified have an analogue in the existing metaphor
literature? (Y/N)
(d) Is the metaphor used conventionally? Said another way, is the meaning conveyed by the
language-user one of the dictionary meanings of the word or phrase? (Y/N)
Certain discursive similarities observed will, necessarily, not make the cut. Again, here we
are trading inclusivity for reliability and replicability. Some potentially important examples of
shared discourse may not qualify as figurative or metaphorical speech under MIP’s framework,
or phrases that were once metaphorical may have lost their second order meaning through
conventionalization.2 Other terminologies which, to the lay observer, do not appear metaphorical

conveys the target domain of desiring food or sustenance, mapped onto the source domain of desiring knowledge, a less-concrete,
more abstract concept. Metaphor? Yes.
2

For example, when reading through the CFE opinions one frequently comes across the term “remedy” in the court’s discussion
of righting the constitutional wrongs that have been experienced by the plaintiffs. To a lay reader, this may seem to fit in with
other health-based metaphors observed in the case, but in the legal context a “remedy” is an extremely conventional terminology
describing the means with which a court of law enforces a right or imposes a penalty. Indeed, this meaning of “remedy” has
become part of the dictionary definition of the term. Therefore, the MIP process would find that: (a) Contextual Meaning (CM) of
“remedy:” the means by which the court will enforce a legal right. (b) Basic Meaning (BM) of “remedy:” to set right a wrongful
or undesirable situation (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2005). (c) Contextual versus Basic Meaning of “remedy:” The CM is the
same as one of the BMs of “remedy,” and does not evoke a more abstract meaning. Metaphor? No. Because “remedy,” in the
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may nevertheless convey a second order meaning under MIP’s broad definition of metaphor.3
MIP was created with the express purpose of creating a reliable, replicable system for identifying
metaphor (Pragglejaz Group, 2007). Applying this replicable method in the present study
allowed the author to conceive of informal judicial discourse as a distinct relation for social
network data analysis.
2.1.3 Findings from Discourse Analysis of New York Education Finance Litigation
A discourse analysis of the four education finance cases in New York State revealed six
non-conventional conceptual metaphors which pervade this case study of judicial discourse. All
six metaphors are inter-textual (i.e., they were not originally created by the judges in the New
York cases), and either originated with or were at one point utilized by an influential court in the
education finance network. In most cases, the identical linguistic metaphor is used, as well as the
conceptual metaphor.
As Figure 1 demonstrates, the six metaphors used in the New York litigation include: (1)
SOUND BASIC EDUCATION;

(2) education as PREPARATION FOR THE MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS; (3)

the LEAKY ROOF and dilapidated facilities as metonymy/metaphor for failing educational
opportunity; (4) education as preparation for student’s roles as COMPETITORS IN THE GLOBAL
ECONOMY;

(5) education which prepares students to FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY IN SOCIETY; and

context of the case, does not evoke a secondary meaning that is more abstract than the dictionary definition of the word, it is not
metaphorical.
3

This could be said for one of the inter-court metaphors analyzed in this paper: “gross disparities” in educational resources and
funding. In the context of financial discussions, the term “gross” is common and used to connote the total income, profit, interest,
etc. without deduction of tax or contributions. As I demonstrate in later sections, the use of “gross disparities” by education
finance courts actually invokes the definition of the term “gross” which connotes something “unattractively large or bloated.”
This is a negative connotation and it maps the “bloated” meaning onto a system of education finance, making the usage
metaphorical. The MIP process would find that: (a) Contextual Meaning (CM) of “gross:” glaringly obvious, to a degree that
raises constitutional equity concerns. (b) Basic Meaning (BM) of “gross:” “unattractively large or bloated.” (Merriam-Webster
Dictionary, 2005). (c) Contextual versus Basic Meaning of “gross:” The CM contrasts with the BM and can be understood by
comparison to it; the language user conveys the source domain of an unhealthy biological state where the body becomes bloated
or obese, mapped onto the target domain of differences in educational services and resources; a less-concrete, more abstract
concept. Metaphor? Yes.
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(6) health-based metaphors for the GROSS DISPARITIES, cures and symptoms of an ailing
education system.
Historiographic analysis of these conceptual metaphors indicate that they first appeared in
Northshore School District v. Kinnear (530 P.2d 178, Wash. 1974), Serrano v. Priest I (5 Cal.3d
584, Cal. 1971), DeRolph v. State (677 N.E.2d 733, Ohio 1997), Robinson v. Cahill (62 N.J. 473,
N.J. 1973), Rose v. Council for Better Education, Inc. (790 S.W.2d 186, Ky. 1989), and Cahill
(1973), respectively.
As I demonstrate in the next section, Rose (Ky. 1989), Serrano I-II (Cal. 1971; 1977), and
Cahill (N.J. 1973; 1976) are three of the four most popular and influential litigation examples in
the education finance network. The California and New Jersey examples are, in fact, the very
first examples of a state’s high court invalidating a state education finance system (National
Access Network, 2015). These cases are also the originators of four of the metaphors utilized in
New York’s education finance litigation. Moreover, the fourth highly influential case, Seattle
School District Number 1 v. State (585 P.2d 71, Wash. 1978), is the court most commonly cited
for the “MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” and the “GLOBAL ECONOMIC COMPETITOR” metaphors as
applied to education finance scenarios.
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Figure 1: Inter-Textual Metaphors Used in CFE v. State and Originating Courts

Even more interestingly than the mere usage of these metaphors, is that while each
prominent metaphor from this litigation is inter-textual and inter-court, not a single one of them
is properly-attributed to the court that actually invented the metaphor. Moreover, only one of
these conceptual metaphors is cited at all by the judges in the New York litigation (the
“MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” metaphor), and that instance involves citation of another court that
borrowed the metaphor, not the court that actually “coined” it.
Later in the paper, I go into depth about the manner in which the loss of attribution for
these metaphors is meaningful, and evidences a shift in the figurative logic, from status as
“legitimating” to “conventional.” Furthermore, correspondences between the citational and
metaphor networks would indicate that the shared, unattributed metaphors are not mere
coincidence, but rather have been absorbed through more informal channels of communication
within the judicial networks (one could argue that certain metaphors arise in multiple contexts
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organically—this is a harder case to make if the metaphor and citation networks correspond
closely).
I argue that legal conventions have more power than attributed borrowing. The former
has the logical appearance of a truism and the force of a world view, where the utterer need not
reference the source because the conceptual domain is self-explanatory and circular. By contrast,
the cited figurative framework alerts the legal audience to the originating actor, and offers
argumentative opportunities for disagreeing parties to distinguish the originator’s legal facts
(context, state-level constitutional provisions and language/semantics, attributes of the
complaint, etc.) from the present scenario or on ideological grounds.
Perhaps of the greatest empirical interest here is that each inter-textual metaphor
discussed is important from a precedential standpoint: all six are directly part of the holdings in
the New York education finance cases, and in the broader education finance context they are not
employed as mere rhetorical flourishes, but rather are directly applied in determining whether
children’s rights to adequate education have been violated. Moreover, the inter-textual metaphors
identified appear to fall on either side of a relatively clear dichotomy: three are inherently
student-centric, rights-based figurative domains, and three are nation-centric metaphors which
measure educational opportunity based on the student-as-microcosm of the national prosperity
and survival.
The three metaphors with “health-based” source domains (“sound basic education,”
“cures and symptoms,” “leaky roof”) equate individual students’ educational development with
notions of biological growth, and consider the system of educational delivery through the lens of
their health as an environment which facilitates intellectual growth.
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Conversely, the three metaphors with “market-based” source domains (“marketplace of
ideas,” “function productively as civic participants,” “global competitors”) externalize the
student’s learning and intellectual development to focus on the resulting “output” and its
aggregate effect on national exigencies (economic growth, globalization and international
economic competition, democratic and civic participation). One set of metaphors definitively
views rights at the individual level, whereas the other set places individuals within a larger
national mechanism, where there are expectations which exceed child-level intellectual
development and freedom. Later in this paper, I will discuss which cases choose which
metaphors and how they relate to the legal outcomes reached.
2.2 Data Collection for Social Network Analysis
2.2.1

Legal citation in social network research.

As a contribution to the network analysis literature, judicial opinions offer unique
opportunities for data analysis. Unlike other institutional-political actors (executives, legislators,
agencies, etc.), judges are required to offer written opinions validating their decisions and
reasoning (Friedman, et al., 1981). Moreover, the explicit rationales evident in judicial
opinions—even outside of the specific holding—have also been evidenced as carrying surprising
jurisprudential weight when communicated by popular or influential courts (Walsh, 1997;
Stinsond, 2010; Eber, 2008; Ramsey, 1994). Not only do courts expend substantial effort
describing and citing their authority for a legal conclusion, but the rationale itself can have
precedential weight (Ramsey, 1994). This offers researchers a unique opportunity to connect
institutional-authorial intent and influence to actual legal rules.
Citations from judicial opinions are widely available through online legal databases, and
can be used to better comprehend the structure of judicial networks “linked by the sending and
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receipt of citations,” and the role of inter-court communication and influence on judicial
decisionmaking (Walsh, 1997, p. 338; Nagel, 1964; Caldeira, 1985; Landes & Posner, 1976;
Shapiro, 2000). According to Posner (1999, p. 2), research into judicial behavior can exploit the
rich data contained in citation indexes to test “hypotheses about the legal system
quantitatively…[and] enlarge our knowledge of adjudication.”
Citation is commonly used in historiographic (Grafton, 1997; Posner, 1999) and
innovation diffusion literature (Hargens, 2000; Podolny & Stuart, 2000; Meyer, 2000; Walsh,
1997). Both have applications in this project, which is interested in enhancing knowledge of
adjudication by analyzing the historical “path” of legal-linguistic innovations within the context
of a theoretically linked network of judicial actors. In network analysis, a “path” is a sequence of
connections directly or indirectly connecting two actors (Scott, 1991, p. 68). Legal citation
serves two valuable purposes: it provides data on when a particular innovation was adopted for
historiographic citation analysis, and it provides data on whom the actor communicated with
regarding that innovation for network analysis (see Rogers & Beal, 1958).
However, formal citation is not the only form of “relation” investigated in this paper. In
addition to observing the growth and cohesion of the education finance network as evidenced by
legal citation, this paper also considers the communication of metaphor (shared metaphor) as a
distinct judicial relation. How pervasive do metaphors about educational equity and adequacy
become? While this paper cannot feasibly identify every shared metaphor between these courts,
it does succeed in identifying six common metaphors which pervade much of the network.
Opportunities for comparing formal (citational) relations and informal (figurative)
relations are created by this approach. In some instances, the figurative logic is adopted with
explicit attribution/citation. In others, it is not. Quite often, courts that share one metaphor share
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multiple metaphors; for instance, 589 “unique pairings” existed amongst the 44 cases in the
network that shared at least one of the metaphors discussed.
2.2.2

Sample parameters.

To situate New York’s education finance litigation within a broader social network
context, I looked at a sample of all education finance litigation by state supreme courts around
the nation from 1971-2014. To set sample parameters, I utilized the federally-funded National
Education Finance Statistics Center’s (2010) list of state-level school finance cases, 1970-2009.
For the subsequent five-year period, I applied a variation of the relational strategy used by social
network theorists (Morrissey, Tausig & Lindsey, 1985; Wellman, 1993; Marsden, 2005). In
network analysis, this process usually entails surveying members of a network regarding their
most frequent collaborators or acquaintances as a means to expanding the sample (Knoke &
Yang, 2007). Here, the process was simpler: utilizing the Westlaw Legal Database’s “citation
references” and “citation authority” search-criteria, I cross-referenced cases from EDFIN’s list
with other, more recent, education finance cases which cited cases in the known network from
1971-2009.
Citations of other cases in the existing network were taken as nominations, and these
cases were added to the network. As a final check, the resulting sample was referenced against
the National Education Access Network’s (ACESS) comprehensive and up-to-date overview of
education finance and equity cases by state. If a state supreme court case from 2010-2014
contained a state-level, constitutional issue pertaining to education finance, and cited one of the
cases included in EDFIN’s list, then I included it in the network. Opinions which bore no relation
to the rest of the network were considered outside the network and were excluded from the
sample (Knoke & Yang, 2007), although such cases receive separate treatment as education
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finance cases outside the network. Specifically, I am still interested in what legal outcomes these
“isolated” cases reach, and whether or not they participate in the metaphor network despite their
exclusion from the citation network.
In total, ten supreme court cases from EDFIN’s list were found to have no inter-state indegree or out-degree, putting them outside the network.4 It is important to note that this list
focuses specifically on challenges to state education finance systems, and not to all educationrights related litigation (EDFIN, 2010). Following the EDFIN criteria, certain cases “outside” the
network were deemed as such because they were not direct challenges to state funding
frameworks, despite the fact that they involved education issues (see, e.g., Opinion of the
Justices, 624 So.2d 107, 1993 [senate resolution requesting advisory opinion]; Guinn v. Angel,
71 P.3d 1269, 2003 [governor filed petition for writ of mandamus to compel legislature to
approve a balanced budget])—these cases are nevertheless discussed in this paper in a qualitative
sense, inasmuch as they participated in similar rhetoric and discourse around educational rights.
The resulting sample included 65 cases nationwide, from 42 state supreme courts, entered
into a square, 65 × 65 data matrix (see Appendix F for a list of cases, citations, and outcomes).
Judicial opinions constitute the actors in the network, for the simple reason that the makeup of
state supreme courts changes over time, so two different opinions by a single institution may
reflect different individuals, judicial coalitions, opinions, ideologies, etc. Later iterations of these
courts often disagree with the legal conclusions of their predecessors (Cf. CFE I, N.Y. 1995 and

4

Siegelman v. Alabama Association of School Boards, 819 So. 2d 568 (Ala. 2001) (-); Kasayulie v. State, 110 P.3d
947 (Alaska 2005) (+); Crane Elementary School District v. State, 74 P.3d 258 (Ariz. 2003) (-) (case merged with
Roosevelt); School Board of Miami-Dade County v. King, 940 So. 2d 593 (Fla. 2006) (-); Bradford v. Maryland
State Board of Education, 875 A.2d 703 (Md. 2005) (-); Durant v. State, 566 N.W.2d 272 (Mich. 1997) (+); Britt v.
North Carolina State Board of Education, 361 S.E.2d 71 (N.C. 1987) (-); Pendleton School District v. State, 200
P.3d 133 (Ore. 2009) (-); Marrero v. Commonwealth, 702 A.2d. 956 (Penn. 1998) (-); Pennsylvania Association of
Rural and Small Schools v. Ridge, 737 A.2d 246 (Penn. 1998) (-).
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Levittown v. Nyquist, N.Y. 1982; Seattle Ind. Sch. Dist. No. 1 v. State, Wash. 1978 and
Northshore Sch. Dist. v. Kinnear, Wash. 1974).
An exception to this rule was applied where cases were continuations of prior litigation
(e.g., CFE I-III; Abbott v. Burke I-VI; Tennessee Small School Systems v. McWherter I-II). The
author noted that many of these cases deal with enforcement, remand, or clarification of a prior
ruling, rather than an entirely new issue of law. Other courts tend to cite these strings of cases as
cohesive units of litigation. To be sure, the different opinions in these strings of cases often
contain differences small and large, but their tendency to be discussed by other courts as a unit
warrants their consideration as a single actor in the network (see, e.g., CFE II, 2003, p. 932
[discussing Abbott v. Burke cohesively as “more than a dozen trips to the court”]). For a full list
of cases “in” the network, and their outcomes, the reader can refer to Appendix F.
2.2.3

Relational data for the network adjacency matrix.

To populate the network matrix with data about the relations between the different courts,
I used citation as weighted measure of relations between actors. Network analysis focuses on
relations between actors, rather than the attributes of actors (this would be “variable analysis”). It
focuses on mathematical concepts such as density, centrality, and position to graphically
represent the structure of the network (Scott, 2009, p. 3). My approach elaborates on Walsh’s
(1997) distinction between “strong” (influential) versus “weak” (legitimating) citation.
It does so by introducing a dataset derived from the Westlaw Legal Database’s “KeyCite
Depth of Treatment” scale, which uses a uniform qualitative method for assessing the degree to
which a citation is examined by a given court, as well as whether the attribution is positive or
negative; agreement or disagreement (Westlaw, 2010). Walsh (1997) proposed the innovation
that scholars interested in the quantitative analysis of legal citation differentiate between “strong”
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and “weak” citation to distinguish meaningful citation from that which is used merely for post
hoc legitimation (e.g., string cites). Westlaw’s citation scale offers researchers a yet untapped
resource for this differentiation (Westlaw, 2010).
In the Westlaw KeyCite scale (1-4), a scaled depth of one (1) connotes MENTION, or
“brief reference to the cited case, usually in a string citation.” A scaled depth of two (2) connotes
CITATION,

or “some discussion of the cited case, usually less than a paragraph.” Three (3)

connotes DISCUSSION, or “substantial discussion of the cited case, usually more than a paragraph
but less than a printed page.” Four (4) connotes EXAMINATION, or “extended discussion of the
cited case, usually more than a printed page of text” (Westlaw 2010). Application of this
framework allowed for the creation of an ordinal categorical variable (0-4), entered into the
adjacency data matrix as weighted relational data, with “0” coded to indicate “no relation.”
Using signed (+/-) relations in a data matrix as a specialized version of an ordinal relation
is common in network analysis (Hanneman & Riddle, n.d.; Bonacich & Lloyd 2004; LaBianca,
Brass & Gray 1998). Thus, relational data was entered as a signed and weighted ordinal,
indicating both depth of treatment and agreement/disagreement. No instances where a case in the
network was cited with both positive and negative treatment were observed.
As previously discussed, a second, “informal” relation—the sharing of conceptual
metaphors—is also investigated in this paper, portrayed as a binary relation (1=shared metaphor,
0=no shared metaphor). From a data collection standpoint, the metaphor network was created by
collecting metaphor data for each of the sixty-five actors in the network in a two-mode data
matrix (judicial opinions in the rows and metaphors in columns) demonstrating whether, in a
binary sense, each case utilized one of the six metaphors investigated in this paper (1=yes;
0=no). This data set was then transformed from a two-mode to a one-mode, or adjacency, matrix
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in UCINET (Data>Affiliations>2-mode to 1-mode) (Borgatti, Everett & Freeman, 2002). This
allowed for adjacency matrices for metaphor and citation relations among the 65 actors to be
collated (see Appendix A for both the two-mode and one-mode matrices).
In a network analysis sense, the citation data matrix and the metaphor data matrix
actually constitute two distinct “networks” between the same set of actors. In addition to
comparing the cohesion/density and trajectory of the informal and formal education finance
networks, we will ultimately collate the two networks to establish whether formal or informal
communication are related to one another, and whether one has a “stronger” presence in the
relations amongst judicial actors in the network.
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3. CHAPTER 3:
4. DATA ANALYSIS
To describe the education finance litigation network, two primary analytical formats are
utilized: the adjacency matrix and the socio-gram (Scott, 2009; Knoke & Yang, 2007; Kadushin,
2011). Statistical techniques are employed to analyze matrix data for comparison of levels of
influence and investigation of the conditions under which actors are likely to share a particular
relation. Influence measures include: strength and directionality of tie (reciprocity), position, and
centrality (degree, closeness, betweenness). Measures that describe the overall network are also
employed, such as density (number of direct ties realized divided by possible direct ties), and
mean scores for in-degree/out-degree, geodesic distance, and other metrics (Freeman, 1979;
Granovetter, 1982; Milgram, 1967).
In network theory, the higher the density of a network, the more “cohesive” the network
is thought to be (Burt 1992; Kadushin 2011). Figure 2 below demonstrates an ego-centric sociogram of New York’s education finance litigation. Ego-centric networks, as opposed to sociocentric network visualizations, focus only on the actors that one specific actor “knows”
(DeJordy, 2008)—in this case, the ego-network includes only the cases which the CFE litigation
either cited or was cited by. We see that CFE v. State of New York bears some relation (positive
or negative, “sent” or “received”) to seventeen other education finance cases from fourteen
different state supreme courts.
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Figure 2: Gower Metric Scaling Layout of CFE v. State of New York Ego-Centric Citation
Network

By contrast, Figure 3 below visualizes the ego-centric CFE litigation network for sharing
metaphors about educational equity and adequacy (“metaphor network”). In Figure 3, each
unique, inter-court conceptual metaphor is represented as a separate relation, and it can be seen
that the CFE v. State litigation actually shares conceptual metaphors with substantially more
individual actors in the network (43) than it does formal, citational relations (17). In fact, CFE
shares some important metaphor with a vast majority of cases in the network (67%), whereas it
bears citation relations with only 27% of the network. Put another way, as an instance of
education finance litigation in the national education finance network, CFE is more informally
connected to the rest of the network, via the indirect, often uncited borrowing of conceptual
metaphors, than it is formally connected to the network.
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The New York Education Finance litigation shares five metaphors with litigation from
Connecticut, New Jersey, and Kansas; four with Wisconsin and New Hampshire; three with
litigation from Washington State, Texas, North Carolina, South Carolina, Illinois, Indiana, and
Alabama; and more than one metaphor with six other state jurisdictions. In all, this means that
New York’s highest court shares multiple metaphors with eighteen jurisdictions and at least one
metaphor with thirty-one total state jurisdictions—high rates of sharing with “neighboring” states
such as New Jersey, Connecticut, and New Hampshire implicate proximity as a possible cause of
diffusion, but it is also evident that geography is not the sole explanation for metaphor borrowing
cross court. In fact, later in this paper I demonstrate that geographic patterns have very little to
do with metaphor sharing amongst courts in this network.
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Figure 3: Gower Metric Scaling Layout of CFE v. State of New York Ego-Centric Metaphor
Network

Figure 4 shows the entire “socio-centric” education finance citation network, visualized
as directed, un-weighted relations (0=no citation; 1=citation). Evident in this diagram is the fact
that certain cases are more “central” to the network, while others are more peripheral. In the
multi-dimensional scaling layout (Borgatti, 2002), visual representation of “centrality” is based
on the concept of degree centrality, or number of relations. To provide an illustration, Charlet v.
Legislature of the State of Louisiana, 713 So.2d 1199 (La. 1998) had a degree centrality of only
two, as it was cited by two cases (in-degree, or nomination) and cited no cases in the network
(out-degree). In network theory, in-degree, or “nomination” by another actor in the network (in
this case, being cited by another case in the network), is generally taken as a measure of the
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degree of influence an actor has in their network (Knoke & Yang, 2007). Charlet (La. 1998) was
one of only two cases in the network with such a low degree centrality, the other being
Oklahoma Education Association (OEA) v. State of Oklahoma, 158 P.3d 1058 (Ok. 2007).
Visually, these two cases appear as the furthest removed from the network.
Figure 4: Multi-Dimensional Scaling Layout of Entire Education Finance Citation Network

By contrast, cases appearing near the center have higher degree measures: Rose v.
Council for Better Education, Inc. (Ky. 1989) was cited by twenty-nine cases in the network (indegree) and cited eight cases; Seattle School District Number 1 v. Washington, 90 Wash.2d 476
(Wash. 1978) was cited by thirty-six cases in the network and cited three others. The Campaign
for Fiscal Equity, Inc. v. State of New York litigation is more central than peripheral, with both
an in-degree and out-degree of nine: comparatively, it is both influential, and receptive to,
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citational authority from outside its state jurisdiction. Table 1 provides a simple comparison of
the attributes of the CFE ego network versus those of the entire education finance network.
Table 1: Attributes of CFE Ego-Centric and Overall Education Finance Networks
Total
“Strong” Positive
Citations Citations Citations
CFE Sub-Group
33
89
110
(N=18)
(30%)
(81%)
Overall Network
(N=65)

745

140
(19%)

617
(83%)

Negative
Citations
21
(19%)

Density
(Sym.)
71%
(109/153)

124
(17%)

35%
(730/2,080)

For hypothesis generating, the CFE ego-network has certain characteristics of interest: it
is denser as a sub-group than the overall network density, and has a higher preponderance of
“strong” citations, meaning citations weighted 3-4 on the Westlaw KeyCite scale. More of the
possible “pairings” in this sub-group are realized than in the network as a whole—there is more
cohesion. While network scholars have noted that smaller networks tend to have greater
density—and have even criticized the exclusive use of “density” as a measure for network
cohesion (Valente, 1995; Scott, 1991)—the comparison appears indicative of possible clustering
within the education finance network. This is something I investigate in more detail later on,
particularly with regard to how likely “close” cases (connected by citational relation) are to adopt
similar metaphors.
The density calculation used for this analysis is “symmetricized;” it looks at density
relative to the number of possible unique pairs of actors (where aij = aji) rather than the possible
number of relations “sent” and “received.” For example, the overall network density is 35%; or
730 actual, non-directed relations divided by 2,080 ([n*n-1]/2) possible unique pairings. Looking
at the actors in the network as “pairings” is more telling, since citation networks are timeevolving, and older cases cannot feasibly cite later cases.
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The threshold question is simply whether an inter-court education finance network exists.
This alone constitutes an interesting application of network studies to jurisprudence—network
concepts can help researchers describe social structure, and can help construct theories of group
interaction and information exchange where empirically validated theories of communication
were previously absent (White, Boorman & Brieger, 1976). To further answer this question, we
will want to delineate the network to garner a better understanding of the idiosyncrasies of
communication.
Delineating the network by component parts can be achieved in a number of ways, such
as focusing on cliques, ego-centric networks, or by “slicing” or dichotomizing the data matrix,
which entails choosing to consider only those relations with a value above a certain threshold
(Scott, 2009, p. 48). For example, Figure 3, below, demonstrates the network, “sliced” to include
only relations with a positive citation depth greater than or equal to “3” on the Westlaw scale
(3=discussed, or “substantial discussion of the cited case, usually more than a paragraph but less
than a printed page;” and 4=examined, or “extended discussion of the cited case, usually more
than a printed page of text”) (Westlaw, 2010). These could be viewed as the cases bearing the
strongest weighted relation to one another, and overcomes Walsh’s (1997) issues of erroneously
attributing influence to citations which are used primarily for post-hoc legitimation (e.g., string
cites). Cases with a negative citation reference and/or a reference below “3” in citation depth
were re-coded as zero.
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Figure 5: Sliced Multi-Dimensional Layout of Entire Education Finance Citation Network

Interestingly, imposing this higher bar for citation strength only causes six cases to fall
outside the network, meaning that the graph has an “inclusivity” of .908—90.8% of cases in the
network either: (a) cite, or (b) are cited by, another case in the network in a manner which
exhibits both depth of analysis and positivity/agreement. A greater number of cases are
connected to the network by only a single relation, but we can nevertheless see that certain cases
maintain a “central” position within the education finance network. Six cases in the resulting
network are connected to the network only by virtue of their relation with a prior or later ruling
from the same state: Helena Elementary School District No. 1 v. State, 769 P.2d 684 (Mont.
1989); Northshore School District v. Kinnear, 530 P.2d 178 (Wash. 1974); Hoke County Board
of Education v. State, 358 N.C. 605 (N.C. 2004); Gould v. Orr, 244 Neb. 163 (Neb. 1993);
Richland County v. Campbell, 364 S.E.2d 470 (S.C. 1988); and Sheff v. O’Neill, 678 A.2d 1267
(Conn. 1996).
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We can safely assume that these six, and the six others that were outside the “sliced”
network, are peripheral to the education finance communication network in terms of their crosscourt influence. If we exclude these cases, the graph still has an inclusivity of .815. This means
that 81.5% of cases in the education finance network either cited or were cited by a case from a
co-equal court in a completely different jurisdiction, with positive connotation and depth of
citation between 3 and 4. Taking into account the definitions used by Wetlaw (2010) to apply
this citation depth scale, this means that an extremely high majority of cases in the education
finance network not only cite other state supreme courts, but actually positively adopt some
element of precedent from another state.
Furthermore, this sliced data set offers us the potential to identify some of the more/less
influential actors in the network, by looking at the number of strong citations “sent,” or in-degree
for each actor. These calculations demonstrate that sixteen actors in the network have no indegree at all, six of these being outside the network entirely, and ten being connected to the
network only via out-degree connections, or citations of other actors in the network. Perhaps
even more interestingly—and I discuss this at length in the legal outcomes section of this
paper—a large proportion of non-communicative cases (11/16, or 69%) are also cases where the
court held for the defendant (Charlet, School Administrative District #1, Fair School Finance
Council, CESF, Ex Parte James, Spagnolo, King, Unified School District #229, Davis, Olsen,
and Vincent). Much evidence suggests that courts denying school finance claims from plaintiffschoolchildren communicate less with other courts around the country, both formally and
informally. Later, I demonstrate that such cases are significantly less likely to utilize inter-court
metaphors as well. These cases are more isolated from participation in the network.
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Table 2: Least Influential Cases in the “Sliced” Education Finance Network
ISEEO Charlet Sch. Adm.
v. State v.
Dist. v.
of
Louis. Comm’r
Idaho, Legis., (Maine),
2005 1998 1994

Sent

Fair Sch. CESF Colum. Ex
Roosev. Lewis King v.
Fin. v. v. State Falls v. Parte Elem. v. v. Spag- State
State of of
State of James Bishop nolo of
Oklah., Ore., Mont., (Ala.), (Ariz.), (Ill.), Iowa,
1987
1991 2005 1997 1994 1999 2012

Unified Gannon
Sch. Dist. v. State
v. State of
of Kan., Kan.,
1994
2014

London Davis v. Olsen v. Vincent
-derry State State of v.
v. State of
Ore.
Voight
of N.H., S.D.,
(Ore.) (Wis.),
1993 2011 1976
2000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Rec’d 0

0

0

0

0

0

14

2

1

16

2

7

2

1

1

2

For the present “influence” question, however, this simply narrows our pool of potential
influential actors. Of the remaining forty-four, nineteen actors have a “strong” in-degree of only
one, and as noted previously, four of these only found “strong” agreement from later iterations of
their same state supreme court. Of the thirty remaining actors, all displaying multiple, inter-state
out-degree relations, the most “influential” cases appear to be:





Robinson v. Cahill: strong in-degree (“sent”) of 12, across 9 states/jurisdictions;
Rose v. Council for Better Education, Inc.: in-degree of 11, across 8 jurisdictions;
Serrano v. Priest I-II: in-degree of 10, across 10 jurisdictions; and
Seattle School District Number 1 v. State: in-degree of 7, across 7 jurisdictions.

Only eleven cases in the network do not cite at least one of these cases.5 Perhaps not
coincidentally, these eleven actors are among the least influential in the network, having a
combined “strong” in-degree of only four (a mean of .36 “strong,” inter-jurisdictional citations
per actor); and none having an in-degree greater than one in the “sliced” network. Conversely, a
greater number of cases (12) cited all four of these influential opinions.6 There are a total of 137

5

Lewis E. v. Spagnolo, 710 N.E.2d 798 (Ill. 1999); Bonner v. Daniels, No. 49A02-0702-CV-00188, (Ind. 2009); Charlet v.
Legislature of the State of Louisiana, 713 So.2d 1199 (La. 1998); School Administrative District No. 1 v. Commissioner, 659
A.2d 854 (Maine 1994); Helena Elementary School District No. 1 v. State, 769 P.2d 684 (Mont. 1989); Columbia Falls
Elementary School District No. 6 v. Montana, 109 P.3d 257 (Mont. 2005); Gould v. Orr, 506 N.W.2d 349 (Neb. 1993);
Oklahoma Education Association v. State, 158 P.3d 1058 (Ok. 2007); Coalition for Equitable School Funding v. State, 811 P.2d
116 (Ore. 1991); Abbeville County School District v. State, 515 S.E.2d 535 (S.C. 1999); Davis v. State, 804 N.W2d 618 (S.D.
2011).
6
Campbell County School District v. State I-II, 907 P.2d 1238 (Wyo. 1995) & 19 P.3d 518 (Wyo. 2001) (+1 in-degree);
Edgewood Independent School District v. Kirby I-IV (Tex. 1989-1995) (+6); Tennessee Small School Systems v. McWherter I-III
(Tenn. 1993-2002) (+4); DeRolph v. State I-IIII (Ohio 1997-2001) (+4); Bismarck Public School District No. 1 v. State, 511
N.W.2d 247 (N.D. 1994) (+1); Abbott v. Burke IV-VII (N.J. 1997-2009) (+3); Skeen v. State, 505 N.W. 2d 299 (Minn. 1993) (+3);
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un-weighted citations of these four cases amongst the sixty-one other actors in the network, or an
average of 2.11 citations of this sub-group per actor. Cases that cited all of these opinions had a
total in-degree of 32, or a mean of 2.67 per actor (compared with .36 for those cases that cited
none). Those cases citing the four most influential cases also tended to have more crossjurisdictional influence, whereas cases citing none of these influential opinions tend to have very
low cross-jurisdiction influence.
Three of these most influential cases—decided within a year of another between 19761978) during the earliest stages of post-Rodriguez state-level education finance litigation—
compose a distinct sub-group, in that they all bear some direct or indirect relation to one another
(creating a “line” network, because they are only connected to one another through another
member of the sub-graph). However, the fourth, and most, influential case, Rose (Ky. 1989)—
which is often credited with sparking the “adequacy” movement in education finance litigation—
bears only the weakest possible relation (above “no relation”) to the sub-group, in that it is
connected only to Seattle School District Number 1 (Wash. 1978) via a strongly negative
reference, indicating disagreement. Considering the fact that Rose is often cited as a break in the
monotony of “equity” determinations as the threshold question in education finance cases, this
path of relations garners interest.

McDuffy v. Secretary, 615 N.E.2d 516 (Mass. 1993) (+6); Montoy v. State, 279 Kan. 817 (Kan. 2005) (+1); King v. State (Iowa
2012) (0); Committee for Educational Rights v. Edgar, 672 N.E.2d 1178 (Ill. 1996) (+3), Roosevelt Elementary School Dist. No.
66 v. Bishop, 877 P.2d 806 (Ariz. 1994) (0); Ex Parte James, 836 So.2d 813 (Ala. 2002) (0).
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Table 3: Adjacency Matrix for Relations between Four Most “Influential” Actors in the Sliced
Network

Robinson v. Cahill (1973, 1976)
Serrano v. Priest (1971, 1977)
Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1 v. State (1978)
Rose v. Council for Better Educ. (1989)

Robinson
(1973, ‘76)
*
2
3
0

Serrano
(1971,’76)
3
*
0
0

Seattle Sch.
Dist. (1978)
0
0
*
-3

Rose
(1989)
0
0
0
*

Figure 6: Sub-graph of Four Most Influential Education Finance Cases

With the exception of Rose (1989), all of these cases are educational “equity” cases from the
1970’s, which could be taken as an indication that they are more popular because they’ve had
more time to be cited. However, the age of a case is not consistently an indicator of its influence:
for example, Board of Education of Cincinnati v. Walter, 390 N.E.2d 813 (Ohio 1976) has more
negative citation references (4) than strong citation references (1); the aforementioned
Northshore (Wash. 1975), as well as Milliken v. Green, 212 N.W. 2d 711 (Mich. 1973) and
Olsen v. State, 554 P.2d 139 (Ore. 1976) all have zero “strong” inter-state citation references.
Similarly, we wouldn’t want to assume a lack of “influence” amongst newer cases, which
may grow to become more “influential” in future jurisprudence—it is important to emphasize the
historiographic element of this analysis again, admitting the inherent chronology of judicial
diffusion, identifying the influencers but without overplaying the reciprocity of communication
or equivalency of older and newer cases. Indeed, one of the findings of this paper is that
influence amongst courts is more diffuse, and less easily attributable to direct, inter-personal
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“sharing.” That said, a number of cases from more recent decades also appear to have high interstate influence, including:
 McDuffy v. Secretary, 615 N.E.2d 516 (Mass. 1993): 6 “strong” inter-state
citations, 20 total inter-state citations;
 Pauley v. Bailey, 324 S.E.2d 128 (W.V. 1984): 4 “strong” inter-state citations,
29 total inter-state citations;
 Nebraska Coalition for Educational Equity and Adequacy v. Heineman, 731
N.W.2d 164 (Neb. 2007): 3 “strong” inter-state citations, 4 total inter-state
citations; and
 Campaign for Fiscal Equity I-III: 2 “strong” inter-state citations; 9 total interstate citations.
It is important to emphasize the significance of these numbers. To highlight, in-degree
measures indicate instances where the highest state court in a completely different jurisdiction
cited a case, discussed it for more than a paragraph, and ultimately expressed agreement with the
particular point of law described—essentially absorbing the other state’s precedent into their own
(Westlaw, 2010). This seems a reliable measure of inter-court “influence.” Even one instance of
cross-state influence is intriguing, as state supreme courts are co-equal, and have no official duty
or obligation to follow precedent from other states (Posner, 1999). As Kadushin (2011) notes,
transitive and easily interpretable relations between multiple actors are more frequent in
officially hierarchical networks.
Furthermore, according to Posner (1999, pp. 9-10) “a citation by the same or a lower
court, for which the cited case is authoritative, is a weaker signal of respect or regard for the
cited case or its author than a citation by a higher or coequal court, which is not required as a
matter of stare decisis to follow, distinguish, or otherwise refer to the cited case.” With state
supreme courts, no hierarchy is imposed by stare decisis or otherwise, creating circumstances
where the inquirer may be curious as to what conditions are present when one co-equal court
cites another. If these courts were simply ignoring one another in the education finance context,
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this would hardly be interesting, but they are not. In fact, quite the opposite is true, as these
courts frequently cite one another for precedent, and even openly borrow legal language and
rules from other courts.
Turning from the formal (citation) to the “informal” network amongst these actors,
Figure 7, below, represents the education finance network by shared metaphor relations, where
relations are limited to the six inter-textual conceptual metaphors identified in the discourse
analysis of New York’s education finance litigation. While this does not represent the entire
metaphor “network” existing between this set of 65 actors, the resulting network is
surprisingly—even shockingly—comprehensive and cohesive.
Only twenty-one cases are outside this particular metaphor network, giving the graph an
inclusivity of 68%. Readers may recognize the cases which fall outside of the metaphor network,
because ten of them were amongst the “least influential cases” in the citation network (Charlet,
School Administration, Fair School Finance, Helena, Coalition for Equitable School Funding
(CESF) v. State, Ex Parte James, Gould, Richland, Sheff, Olsen). Several other cases “outside”
the network are quite old and non-influential (Milliken [1973], Engelking [1975], Horton
[1977]), predating some of the cases that coined these popular metaphors and containing
marginal in-degree jurisprudential influence, essentially meaning that they had no opportunity to
borrow many of these metaphors.
As Table 4, below, evidences, those actors who fall “outside” the metaphor network are
also, without exception, very peripheral and non-influential within the citation network.
Moreover, these cases tend not to be very receptive to formal citational influence (out-degree, or
citations received), with eleven of them not having any inter-state, strong citation to other courts
in the network. These were, in fact, more than two-thirds of the cases in the network occurring
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after 1979 not to include some strong citation to a case in a different state. All of the other cases
after 1979 with zero out-degree are weakly connected to the metaphor network by only one (e.g.,
ISEEO, Washakie, Bingham, Columbia) or two (e.g., Kukor) shared metaphors. Kukor is an
interesting case, because it shares two rather specific metaphors with others in the network
(“sound basic education” and students as “global competitors”), and yet does not contain a single
strong citation to any other courts in the education finance network.
A significant take-away comes from analysis of cases “inside” and “outside” the
metaphor network, and informs hypothesis generation: certain parallels seem to exist between
the citation and metaphor networks, in that “influential” actors in the network seem to be heavily
involved in the dissemination and creation of shared metaphors, and “non-influential,” unconnected cases seem to be peripheral, or altogether absent, from the metaphor network. For ease
of comparison, Figures 7 and 8 place the metaphor and citation networks side-by-side for the 44
actors in the network who share metaphors, for visual reference of the overall density and
centrality indicators.
Table 4: “Strong” Citational In-Degree and Out-Degree (Sent and Received), Cases Outside the
Metaphor Network
Sch. Fair
CharAd. Sch.
RichEngel- Mill- Hor- DuSundHein- Pau- Hellet Olsen Dist. Fin. CESF James Scott OEA land Skeen king iken ton Pree Sheff Gould lun Chiles eman ley ena
1998 1976 1994 1987 1991 1997 1994 2007 1988 1993 1975 1973 1977 1983 1996 1993 1995 1996 2007 1984 1989
0
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
3
3
1
IN
1
0
0
0
14
1
0
0
6
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
OUT 0
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Figure 7: Multi-Dimensional Scaling Layout of Education Finance Six-Metaphor Network

Figure 8: Multi-Dimensional Scaling Layout of Education Finance Citation Network, Actors
Who Share Metaphor
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Table 5: Attributes of Metaphor and Overall Education Finance Networks
Unique
Pairings
Metaphor Network
(N=44)

589

Overall Network
(N=65)

730

Density
(Sym.)
62%
(589/946)
35%
(730/2,080)

Table 6: Metaphor and Citation Relations for 44 Actors Common to Both Networks
Unique
Pairings
Metaphor Network
(N=44)

589

Citation Network
(N=44)

416

Density
(Sym.)
62%
(589/946)
44%
(416/946)

Of even greater interest, for cases that fall “within” the metaphor network (n=44), there is
actually a higher overall density than for the citation network. For cases that utilize one of the six
metaphors identified in this discourse analysis, there is a comparably high level of possible
“pairings” realized. Arguably, the metaphor network is more cohesive than the citation network.
When one considers the citation relations of these same 44 actors, it becomes clear that more
unique pairings based on shared metaphors are realized (589) than unique pairings based on bidirectional citation (416), with higher cohesion in the metaphor relations (62%) than in the
citation relations (44%). More cases use common metaphors than bear some in-degree or outdegree citation with others in the network. Even with a small sample of metaphors, the informal
network is more comprehensive than the formal network.
From an empirical standpoint, we are interested in whether formal communication
meaningfully correlates with increased informal communication, as evidenced by the sharing of
metaphors. The answer to that question is a resounding “no”: shared citation (binary,
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symmetrized) does not correlate strongly with shared metaphor (r = 0.177), and neither does
“receptivity” to formal influence (out-degree) correlate strongly with metaphor borrowing (r =
.289) or the number of metaphors borrowed/shared (r = 0.249) (see Appendix C for UCINET
data reports and Appendix G for out-degree versus metaphor sharing statistics by case).
Formal channels of communication do not explain informal patterns of shared figurative
frameworks. Perhaps, in a legal setting where the conventionalization of figurative logic
increases the rhetorical power, the informal relations will be even stronger than the formal ones;
perhaps the strength of the “group mentality” and a judge’s “informal network” has greater
influence than his/her “formal” channels of communication. This is something I investigate later,
when I delve into the “Invisible Colleague” in judicial networks, discussing the extent to which
judges in this network “speak alike” even where formal communication is not present. The
patterns of communication indicate that something called “influence” does exist within this
network—certain cases are “popular” in both formal and informal communications—but it is
clear that informal similarities in discourse are not purely attributable to direct sharing or
citational attribution.
In the next section, I investigate why “direct” inter-court communication does not fully
explain the process of metaphor diffusion. A number of metaphors about educational opportunity
become diffuse to a point where their direct origin is lost, and they are communicated primarily
via transmission into a court’s network of more frequent inter-court relations. The following case
studies in metaphor sharing illustrate the formal and informal processes through which
metaphors become saturated and diffuse within judicial networks. Often, the reader will note,
judges demonstrate awareness of education finance metaphors, but in a manner that is unclear,
mistaken, or vague about the metaphor’s specific origins. The metaphor is decontextualized.
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3.1 “Sound Basic Education” Metaphor Diffusion
Many state supreme courts, subsequent to CFE I (N.Y. 1995), have incorporated some
form of the “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION”7 terminology into their own constitutional jurisprudence
on educational adequacy. For example, in Hoke County Bd. of Educ. v. State (358 N.C. 605, N.C.
2004, p. 608-609), the North Carolina Supreme Court held that the “state’s method of funding
and providing for individual school districts was such that it did not afford all students their state
constitutional right to opportunity to obtain SOUND BASIC EDUCATION,” and that “students in
plaintiff school district were denied their state constitutional right to opportunity to obtain sound
basic education.” This case only cited prior North Carolina precedent for the “SOUND BASIC”
language, Leandro v. State (346 N.C. 336, N.C. 1997), which itself borrowed the language from
New Jersey case Abbott v. Burke (149 N.J. 145, N.J. 1997).
Although nowhere cited in the case, the Burke court (N.J. 1997) very likely derived the
“SOUND BASIC” language from the strategy utilized in neighboring litigation in New York State.
Leandro (N.C. 1999, p. 345) and Hoke (N.C. 2004) both held that the state constitution
requires an education that “prepar[es] students to participate and compete in the society in which
they live and work,” a standard that very closely mirrors the holdings from the CFE litigation
regarding education as preparation for job market competition, something I discuss later (CFE I,
N.Y. 1995, p. 673).
In Abbeville County School District v. State (335 S.C. 58, S.C. 1999, pp. 68-69), the
neighboring South Carolina Supreme Court subsequently cited both Leandro and New York
education litigation in considering the “SOUND BASIC” language, and ultimately developed its

7

Contextual Meaning (CM) of “sound:” containing the necessary elements to enable students to learn. (b) Basic Meaning of
“sound:” functioning in a healthy manner (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2005). (c) Contextual versus Basic Meaning of “sound:”
The CM contrasts with the BM and can be understood by comparison to it; the language user conveys the source domain of a
healthful living organism, mapped onto the target domain of a minimally effective educational opportunity. Metaphor? Yes.
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own standard for “minimally adequate education.” The Court defined a “minimally adequate
education” to include “providing students adequate and safe facilities in which they have the
opportunity to acquire…the ability to read, write, and speak the English language, and
knowledge of mathematics and physical science…a fundamental knowledge of economic, social,
and political systems, and of history and governmental processes; and…academic and vocational
skills,” based on citations of Leandro (N.C. 1997), McDuffy (Mass. 1993), and Rose (Ky. 1989).
In Montoy v. State (279 Kan. 817, Kan. 2005, p. 845) Kansas’ Supreme Court later cited
only Hoke (N.C. 2004) in saying that “we cannot continue to ask current Kansas students to ‘be
patient’…The time for their education is now…As the North Carolina Supreme Court eloquently
stated…children…are our state’s MOST VALUABLE RENEWABLE RESOURCE….If inordinate
numbers of them are wrongfully being denied their CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO THE OPPORTUNITY
FOR A SOUND BASIC EDUCATION,

our state courts cannot risk further and continued damage

because the perfect civil action has proved elusive.’”
Although originating outside the jurisprudential context, New Hampshire’s state
legislature went on to define an “equitable education,” under their state constitution, as one
providing “all students with the opportunity to acquire…SOUND WELLNESS AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PRACTICES

to enable them to enhance their own well-being, as well as that of others” (New

Hampshire Constitution RSA 193-E:2). However, reviewing the constitutional language, the
New Hampshire Supreme Court followed precedent from the CFE litigation, holding that the
state failed to define a “constitutionally adequate education,” and disagreed that the State’s
definition “accord[ed] with the definitions upheld by the judiciaries of other states around the
nation,” on the basis that it failed to determine the “actual cost” of an adequate education
(Londonderry School District SAU No. 12 v. State, 154 N.H. 153, N.H. 2006, p. 157). In essence,
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the Court seemingly injected the SOUND BASIC EDUCATION standard from CFE into the
legislature’s slightly different use of the “SOUND” metaphor in education.
There are actually multiple instances where the “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” language has
made the transition from informal interpretation of formal constitutional or statutory text, to
actual formal mention in policy documents and statutes (see, e.g., New York State Education
Department, 2006; 9 N.Y.C.R.R. § 5.131; Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, 2014;
North Carolina General Statutes Annotated § 115C-106.3).
Wisconsin’s Supreme Court also incorporated the “SOUND BASIC” language, citing only
its own constitution in reaching the standard (Vincent v. Voight, 236 Wis.2d 588, Wis. 2000, pp.
600-601). The Illinois Supreme Court carefully considered the language, based on its use in an
Amicus Brief, but ultimately rejected the standard based on an application of the San Antonio
Independent School District v. Rodriguez U.S. Supreme Court precedent (Committee for
Educational Rights v. Edgar, 174 Ill.2d 1, Ill. 1996, p. 36). Connecticut’s Supreme Court
explicitly considered, and positively incorporated, elements of the CFE holdings into their state’s
constitutional jurisprudence, including “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” (Connecticut Coalition for
Justice in Education Funding, Inc. v. Rell, 295 Conn. 240, Conn. 2010, p. 245).
The “SOUND BASIC” language seemingly has its roots in even earlier education finance
litigation. For instance, Colorado’s Supreme Court, in clarifying its own constitutional provision
for a “thorough and uniform” system of education, “also relied on out-of-state jurisdictions to
define the meaning of the ‘thorough and uniform’ clause….incorporat[ing]…language from the
Washington Supreme Court, whose state has a constitutional provision similar to Colorado’s
education clause” (Lobato v. State, 218 P.3d 358, Colo. 2009, fn. 16 [citing Northshore Sch.
Dist. v. Kinnear, 530 P.2d 178, Wash. 1974, p. 202]).
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The language from Washington’s Supreme Court, incorporated into Colorado’s
precedent, defined minimal educational opportunity as that “in which every child in the state has
free access to certain minimum and reasonably standardized educational and instructional
facilities and opportunities to at least the 12th grade...and with access by each student of
whatever grade to acquire those skills and training that are reasonably understood to be
fundamental and basic to a sound education” (Lujan v. Colorado State Bd. of Educ., 649 P.2d
1005, Colo. 1982, p. 1082). Interestingly, the Washington case from which the “SOUND,” “BASIC”
language is derived was overturned almost as quickly as it was decided (Seattle School District
Number 1 of King County v. State, 585 P.2d 71, Wash. 1978 [overruling Northshore, 1974]). It’s
metaphor about education has had a longer legacy than its actual precedent.
It would hardly be surprising for the New York “sound basic education” requirement to
have been derived from the Washington Supreme Court’s standard (and subsequent use in
Colorado), as the Washington case, along with the relevant constitutional provisions from
Washington and Colorado, were cited directly by the New York Supreme Court, Appellate
Division (83 A.D.2d 217, N.Y. App. Div. 1981, p. 248) in a lower holding from the Levittown
Union Free School District v. Nyquist (439 N.E.2d 359, N.Y. 1982) litigation, which went on to
espouse the “sound basic” standard under the New York Constitution.
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Figure 9: Graphical Path of “Sound Basic” Education Requirements

Figure 10: Education Finance Network Sub-Graph, All Courts Using “Sound Basic Education”

Interestingly, the sub-graph for courts using “sound basic education” is actually less
dense (21%) than the overall education finance network (35%), exhibiting only 23 ties amongst
eleven actors (mean of 2.09 ties for the sub-graph). As we can see, the citation network is
relatively skeletal, considering the fact that all of these cases share a very specific
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linguistic/conceptual metaphor. The case that coined the “SOUND BASIC” metaphor in the
education finance context, Northshore (Wash. 1974), only bears two “weak” relations to other
cases in the sub-group: Lujan (Colo. 1982) and Levittown (N.Y. 1982).
Between 1982 and 1995, the “SOUND BASIC” metaphor was not used by a single state
supreme court. Rather, it percolated in New York’s education finance until 1995, when it was
picked up by the plaintiffs’ attorneys in the CFE v. State of New York litigation and ultimately
incorporated into the final holding by the justices. After 1995, it experienced a significant
resurgence, being adopted as a constitutional standard in six states (New Jersey, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Wisconsin, Kansas and Connecticut), and considered openly as a possible
standard in two others (New Hampshire and Illinois).
More often than not, the metaphor was actually passed from one court to another via a
“weak” citation (Westlaw KeyCite of 1 or 2); in fact, it has been communicated and adopted
interstate a total of eight times, and only in one of those instances was it communicated via a
“strong” citation (the Connecticut Supreme Court citing the New York Supreme Court). In the
other seven instances, the metaphor crossed state lines either via a citation of KeyCite strength 1
or 2 (in five instances), or with no citation whatsoever (in the cases of New Jersey and
Wisconsin). In the instances where a court adopted the metaphor without citation, both courts
nevertheless bore some “weak” out-degree relation to a supreme court from another state who
had already adopted the standard (the Wisconsin case cited Lujan [Colo. 1982] and the New
Jersey case cited Levittown [N.Y. 1982]).
As the next example shows, metaphors about educational opportunity can likewise be
passed through more dense sub-groups, where communication of the metaphor can be more
directly attributed to a single, “central” actor.
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3.2 “Marketplace of Ideas” Metaphor Diffusion
Before education was recognized by multiple state supreme courts as vital for preparing
students to participate (as citizens) in the “MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS,”8 the U.S. Supreme Court
considered whether this relationship between education and free speech created a fundamental
right to education, and openly rejected the role of education in preparing students for the
“marketplace of ideas” as an impetus for finding such a right (San Antonio Ind. Sch. Dist. v.
Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 1973, p. 35). The Court rejected the notion that education was an
explicitly or implicitly protected constitutional right, recognizing and setting aside the plaintiffs’
contention that “education is distinguishable from other services” because it bears a “nexus
between speech and education…[as] the right to speak is meaningless unless the speaker is
capable of articulating his thoughts intelligently and persuasively…The ‘marketplace of ideas’ is
an empty forum for those lacking basic communicative tools” (Rodriguez, 1973, p. 35).
Citing free speech precedent which involved the classroom-as-forum but did not involve
the role of education in promoting the “MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS,” the dissent in that case argued
that “[e]ducation directly affects the ability of a child to exercise his First Amendment rights,
both as a source and as a receiver of information and ideas…[t]hus, we have not casually
described the classroom as the ‘marketplace of ideas’” (Rodriguez, 1973, p. 112 [citing
Keyishian v. Bd. of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 1967]).
The idiomatic expression “marketplace of ideas” is a popular metaphor, equating the free
dissemination of ideas with the free economic market—with the underlying premise that
competition of ideas leads to better ideas. The metaphor was first conceptualized by John Stuart
8

Contextual Meaning (CM) of “marketplace:” common intellectual space in which ideas are shared. (b) Basic Meaning (BM) of
“marketplace:” an open, physical space where a market is held (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2005). (c) Contextual versus Basic
Meaning of “marketplace:” The CM contrasts with the BM and can be understood by comparison to it; the language user conveys
the source domain of a physical market place, mapped onto the target domain of a shared intellectual space; a less-concrete, more
abstract concept. Metaphor? Yes.
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Mill in On Liberty (1859), and later become popular in judicial discourse, including multiple
references in U.S. Supreme Court cases describing the fundamental necessity of free speech and
unfettered exchange of ideas (Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 1919; United States v.
Rumely, 345 U.S. 41, 1953). Rodriguez marked the first occasion that the U.S. Supreme Court
considered the “nexus” between educational opportunities and civic/political participation in the
marketplace of ideas (Rodriguez, 1973, p. 35).
The U.S. Supreme Court was not, however, the first court to grapple with the notion of
the classroom as preparation for the marketplace of ideas. A case originating in California,
Serrano v. Priest (487 P.2d 1241, Cal. 1971)—which was cited by the U.S. Supreme Court in
Rodriguez—previously had held that “[t]he classroom is peculiarly the ‘MARKET PLACE OF
IDEAS…THE NATION’S FUTURE

depends upon leaders trained through wide exposure to (a) robust

exchange of ideas’” (Serrano I, Cal. 1971, fn. 25 [citing Keyishian, 1967]). We will note that this
is a second instance (in addition to “sound basic” education) where a metaphor about education
grew from a minor footnote to a popular, communicated aspect of state-level precedent. Serrano
I (Cal. 1971) was overruled by Rodriguez in its holding that there existed a federal constitutional
right to education, and Serrano has never been cited by subsequent state courts for the
“marketplace of ideas” metaphor in educational service delivery (likely because it is “bad
precedent,” to use the legal parlance for overturned case law which is no longer authoritative).
In 1978, the Washington State Supreme Court did however utilize the same metaphoric
notion, citing the same precedent as Serrano but not mentioning the California case (Seattle
School District Number 1 v. State, 90 Wash.2d 476, Wash. 1978, p. 517 [citing Keyishian,
1967]). It is tempting to infer that this court’s apparent inclusion/exclusion of legitimating
citation says something about how judges affectively employ metaphor as rhetoric. It should also
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be noted that the derivation by both courts from the free speech in educational forums is a bit of
a stretch actually: citing decade’s old precedent that the classroom is the marketplace of ideas is
much different from defining educational adequacy to entail preparation for this marketplace.
The Washington Court followed in the footsteps of the (conspicuously) uncited Serrano
metaphorical usage, holding that “the State’s constitutional duty goes beyond mere reading,
writing and arithmetic…It also embraces broad educational opportunities needed in the
contemporary setting to equip our children for their role as citizens and as potential competitors
in today’s market as well as in the market place of ideas” (Seattle School District Number 1,
Wash. 1978, p. 517).
The Washington court went on to note that “The Nation’s future depends upon leaders
trained through wide exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which discovers truth ‘OUT OF A
MULTITUDE OF TONGUES,

(rather) than through any kind of authoritative selection.’” Unlike the

previous uses of the “marketplace of ideas,” Seattle School District Number 1 v. State made clear
that the aim was producing high numbers of capable and active citizens (“A MULTITUDE OF
TONGUES”

is another instance of figurative flourish via metonymy), rather than simply protecting

the fora in which diverse opinions are expressed. The Washington court, somewhat deceptively,
cited New Jersey Supreme Court precedent, in addition to the aforementioned free speech
precedent from the U.S. Supreme Court, for its “MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” usage, rather than
Serrano (Seattle School District Number 1, Wash. 1978, p. 517 [citing Robinson v. Cahill, 62
N.J. 473, 1973).
The New Jersey court (Robinson v. Cahill, N.J. 1973, p. 515) only ever held that its state
constitutional guarantee “must be understood to embrace that educational opportunity which is
needed in the contemporary setting to equip a child for his role as a citizen and as a competitor in
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the labor market.” Together, the Serrano litigation (two cases), Cahill, and the Washington State
case Seattle School District Number 1 v. Washington are among the most influential education
finance cases, historically.
Although the Washington Supreme Court left its authority for the unique application of
the “MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” metaphor somewhat fuzzy, this precedent went on to become the
primary source for subsequent state courts interested in adopting this conveyance of education as
preparation for free speech and civic participation. For instance, the New Hampshire Supreme
Court has cited this case to hold that “[g]iven the complexities of our society today, the State’s
constitutional duty extends beyond mere reading, writing and arithmetic…It also includes broad
educational opportunities needed in today’s society to prepare citizens for their role as
participants and as potential COMPETITORS IN TODAY’S MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” (Claremont
School District v. Governor, 138 N.H. 183, N.H. 1993, p. 192-193 [citing Seattle School District
Number 1, Wash. 1978]).
The New Hampshire court elaborated further on the notion, stating that certain
opportunities for “knowledge and learning” are “essential to the preservation of a free
government” (Claremont, 1993, p. 192-193). A lower court in Bonner v. Daniels (885 N.E.2d
673, Ind. 2008, p. 695), from Indiana, would later cite Claremont for the proposition that “the
State’s constitutional duty…includes broad educational opportunities needed in today’s society
to prepare citizens for their role as participants and as potential COMPETITORS IN TODAY’S
MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS.”

In New York state, both a lower court in the Levittown opinion and the State’s highest
court in CFE I cited the Washington precedent in espousing that “that the educational
opportunities which are constitutionally required to be furnished are those ‘in the contemporary
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setting to equip our children for their role as citizens and as potential competitors in today’s
market as well as in the marketplace of ideas’” (CFE I, N.Y. 1995, p. 673 [citing Seattle School
District Number 1, 1978). The Connecticut Supreme Court similarly followed Washington’s
metaphoric language, and went even further in saying that “[e]ducation plays a critical role in a
free society…It must prepare our children to participate intelligently and effectively in our open
political system to ensure that system’s survival...It must prepare them to exercise their First
Amendment freedoms both as sources and receivers of information; and, it must prepare them to
be able to inquire, to study, to evaluate and to gain maturity and understanding” (Connecticut
Coalition for Justice in Education Funding, Inc. v. Rell, 295 Conn. 240, Conn. 2010, p. 308
[citing Seattle School District Number 1, Wash. 1978]).
The Wisconsin Supreme Court cited both Washington and New Jersey precedent in
holding that “The constitutional requirement that the schools provide training for the future
citizens of Wisconsin is common to other state constitutions…It has generally been defined as
embracing broad educational opportunities needed to equip children for their roles as citizens,
participants in the political system, and COMPETITORS IN BOTH THE LABOR MARKET AND THE
MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS”

(Kukor v. Grover, 148 Wis.2d 469, Wis. 1989, pp. 520-521 [citing

Robinson v. Cahill, N.J. 1973; Seattle School District Number 1, Wash. 1978]). Finally, in
Campbell County School District v. State (907 P.2d 1238, Wyo. 1995, p. 1259), the Wyoming
Supreme Court cited only Kukor (Wis. 1989) in holding that “the [state constitutional] framers
intended the education article as a mandate to the state legislature to provide an education system
of a character which provides…students with a uniform opportunity to become equipped for
their future roles as citizens, participants in the political system, and competitors both
economically and intellectually.”
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This apparent twist on the marketplace of ideas metaphor—creating INTELLECTUAL AND
GLOBAL COMPETITORS—will

be discussed as a separate metaphor in education finance litigation

and also appeared in CFE. While not directly employing the metaphor in question, courts like
Campbell (Wyo. 1995) and Edgewood (Tex. 1989, p. 395-96 [intent of framers of education
clause was to diffuse knowledge “for the preservation of democracy and for the growth of the
economy”]) make similar propositions, clearly derived from, and citing to, other court’s use of
the “marketplace” metaphor.
Figure 11: Graphical Path of “Marketplace of Ideas” Education Metaphor

In contrast with the case study of “sound basic education,” the sub-group of cases
utilizing the education as PREPARATION FOR THE MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS metaphor is not only
comparably dense (33%) when compared to the network overall (35%), but has one actor in
particular who is highly central: the Washington Supreme Court’s decision from Seattle School
District Number 1 v. State (Wash. 1978). This case is connected to five out of six possible
pairings, and has in-degree (citation sent) to all cases which could have cited it (both Serrano
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rulings occurred before Seattle School District Number 1). Although the Serrano (Cal. 1971)
court invented this particular application of the “marketplace of ideas” metaphor as applied to
educational opportunity, it is not once cited by other cases in the network for this particular
figure of speech. By contrast, Seattle School District Number 1 is cited in each subsequent case
for this language, with a citation strength of moderate to high (KeyCite strength 2-3 in all
citations).
Figure 12: Education Finance Network Sub-Graph, Courts Using “Marketplace of Ideas”
Metaphor

3.3 Students as “Global Economic Competitors” Metaphor Diffusion
At some point in the trajectory of U.S. education finance litigation, the economy became
“global,” and an education which merely prepared students to participate in their local job
market was no longer adequate. The metaphor of students as intellectual and labor market
“COMPETITORS,”9 in the education finance context, has its roots in Robinson v. Cahill (N.J. 1973)
9

(a) Contextual Meaning (CM) of “competitor:” one who has the necessary skills and attributes to be a desirable job candidate in
the current economic marketplace. (b) Basic Meaning (BM) of “competitor:” one who engages in an event or contest in which
people compete, especially in the sporting arena (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2005). (c) Contextual versus Basic Meaning of
“competitor:” The CM contrasts with the BM and can be understood by comparison to it; the language user conveys the source
domain of striving to win or gain in a finite arena of competition, mapped onto the target domain of a citizen with the social,
vocational, and intellectual skills necessary to obtain employment in the modern economy; a less-concrete, more abstract
concept. Metaphor? Yes.
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and Seattle School District Number 1 (1978), two early and influential cases in the network
which espoused the necessity of basic educational opportunity “in the contemporary setting to
EQUIP…[CHILDREN] FOR THEIR ROLE AS A CITIZEN AND AS A COMPETITOR IN THE LABOR MARKET”

(see also CFE I, N.Y. 1995, p. 673 [citing Cahill and Seattle School District]; Claremont, N.H.
1993 [citing Seattle School District]). The Washington Supreme Court referred to students as
“POTENTIAL COMPETITORS in [today’s] labor market” (Seattle School District, Wash. 1978, p.
517).
The popular terminology of “EQUIPPING” students with the skills or “TOOLS” necessary to
compete in this market—and, in doing so, elevate American interests above international
economic competition—itself harkens to the common conceptual metaphor that “KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLS ARE TOOLS”

(Bontis, Dragonetti, Jacobsen & Roos, 1999). Often, this metaphor

implicates a larger project, or physical structure, which is being “BUILT” at a societal or group
level, and which the learner’s TOOLBOX must reflect (Marshall, 1990). The “KNOWLEDGE
TOOLBOX”

is often employed as a means to measuring intangible resources, and it is particularly

popular in the education finance context (Bontis, Dragonetti, Jacobsen & Roos, 1999).
But what is the metaphorical “physical structure” that schools are duty-bound to prepare
their students to build? The notion of pupils as future competition in the labor market is
metaphorical—these hypothetical students will never literally compete for jobs in some finite
forum, but rather the number of occupations (or desirable occupations) is the finite thing, the
demand of which creates the understanding that other job-seekers are “competition” which
should be contemplated when “equipping” students with certain relevant skills.
Courts following this metaphor have, for some time, routinely emphasized the need to
equip students with the skills necessary to be “ECONOMIC AND INTELLECTUAL COMPETITORS”
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(Campbell County School District v. State, 907 P.2d 1238, Wyo. 1995, p. 1259; Davis v. State,
804 N.W.2d 618, S.D. 2011; Kukor v. Grover, 436 N.W.2d 568, Wis. 1989, pp. 589-590; Abbott
v. Burke, N.J. 1997; Levittown, N.Y. 1981; Northshore, Wash. 1974). Kukor (Wis. 1989) actually
cited Cahill (N.J. 1973) and Seattle School District (Wash. 1978) for this metaphor, but many
subsequent courts cited Kukor (Wis. 1989) as “coining” the metaphor (Davis, N.D. 2011;
Campbell, Wyo. 1995). Similar to the “sound basic education” metaphor example, it was
actually Northshore (Wash. 1974) which brought the “economic and intellectual competitors”
metaphor to Washington State, but Seattle School District Number 1 (Wash. 1978) borrowed that
usage while overturning Northshore, and subsequently became the more popular authority to
attributing the metaphor.
Rose v. Council for Better Education, Inc. (Ky. 1989, p. 212) was responsible for turning
the gaze outward, beyond state borders, requiring in its holding that Kentucky’s educational
provisions include “sufficient levels of academic or vocational skills to enable public school
students to compete favorably with their counterparts in surrounding states, in academics or in
the job market.” Considering the context of state-level constitutional jurisprudence, this was
actually a noteworthy substantive leap—the state government now had a duty to measure its
degree of educational offerings based on the extent to which those offerings were comparable to
the opportunity and output evidenced in contiguous states. That simple notion of extending labor
market competitiveness to include surrounding states was cited somewhere in the litigation of
thirteen other cases in the education finance network, in ten other states (Gannon v. State, Kan.
2014; Claremont, N.H. 1997; Bonner v. Daniels, Ind. 2008; Montoy, Kan. 2005; Unified School
District Number 229, Kan. 1994; McDuffy, Mass. 1993; Hancock, Mass. 2005; Lake View, Ark.
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2002; Vincent v. Voight, Wis. 2000; King, Iowa 2012; Edgewood, Tex. 1992; Rell, Conn. 2010;
CFE, N.Y. 1995).

Figure 13: Graphical Path of “Economic Competitors” Education Metaphor

Over time, the “global economy” increasingly found its way into similar precedent about
labor market competition. Suddenly, that is, state constitutional doctrine mandated that state
governments prepare students for their role in the global economy, with all of its implications for
American exceptionalism and the “race to the top.” This is a big ask, and a ratcheting up of the
“students as labor market competitors” metaphor first used in Cahill (N.J. 1973) and Seattle
School District Number 1 (Wash. 1978), and as externalized in Rose (Ky. 1989). Most
interestingly, the point at which courts started referring to students as potential “global
competitors” is also, seemingly, where the metaphor became conventional and attribution lost its
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importance. Whereas Cahill (N.J. 1973), Seattle School District Number 1 (Wash. 1978), and
Rose (Ky. 1982) were widely cited for their respective “students/competitors” metaphors, none
of the actors in the network directly cite others for the “competitors in the global economy”
metaphor, despite its heavy usage throughout the network. By the time “global competitors”
caught on as a popular metaphor, the objective of “mapping” the path from one court to another
becomes futile, as attribution is virtually non-existent.
In King v. State (818 N.W.2d 1, Iowa 2012, p. 38), the Iowa Supreme Court considered
the question of whether the state’s educational standards were sufficient to ensure that students
were “able to meet or exceed the FUTURE DEMANDS OF SOCIETY, be prepared for responsible
citizenship, and be prepared for further learning and PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENT IN THE GLOBAL
ECONOMY.

Previously, the Iowa General Assembly had required that “[s]tudents graduating from

Iowa’s education system must demonstrate competency in challenging subject matter, and must
have learned to use their minds well, so they may be prepared for responsible citizenship, further
learning, and PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENT IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY,” and that “[e]very adult Iowan
must be literate and possess the knowledge and skills necessary to COMPETE IN A GLOBAL
ECONOMY”

(Iowa Code, Section 256.37). A concurring justice in King (Iowa 2012, p. 36) noted

that education “is needed to empower each generation to meet the economic, social, scientific,
political, governmental, personal, and other challenges of an evolving global world.”
In Lobato v. State (304 P.3d 1132, Colo. 2013, p. 1144), the Colorado Supreme Court
explained in dicta that “[e]ducation provides our youth with the skills and knowledge necessary
to be productive members of society and to BE COMPETITIVE IN OUR MODERN, GLOBAL
ECONOMY,”

without citation. In the Bonner v. Daniels litigation from Indiana (885 N.E.2d 673,

2008, p. 695), the state Court of Appeals cited only state law for the proposition that “education
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provides the key to individual opportunities for social and economic advancement and forms the
foundation for our democratic institutions and OUR PLACE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY.” Bonner, in
fact, does not cite any other cases using the “GLOBAL ECONOMIC COMPETITORS” metaphor for any
proposition of law. In Claremont School District v. Governor (703 A.2d 1353, N.H. 1997), the
New Hampshire Supreme Court emphasized that “[o]ur society places tremendous value on
education…[e]ducation provides the key to individual opportunities for social and economic
advancement and FORMS THE FOUNDATION FOR OUR DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS AND OUR PLACE
IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY.”

In Connecticut Coalition for Justice in Education Funding v. Rell

(990 A.2d 206, Conn. 2010, p. 247), the Connecticut Supreme Court cited Claremont II (1997)
for the same precedent.
In the Montoy v. State litigation (2003 WL 22902963, Kan. 2003, p. 16), a lower court
noted the Kansas general assembly’s emphasis on “preparing the learners to live, learn, and work
in a global society” (citing Kansas Statutes Annotated, section 72-6439); in Unified School
District Number 229 v. State (885 P.2d 1170, Kan. 1994), the Kansas Supreme Court also
directly noted this standard. In Lake View School District Number 25 v. Huckabee (210 S.W.3d
28, Ark. 2005, p. 39), a dissenting justice on the Arkansas Supreme Court stated that “[t]here is
not a person involved in this case who wants to see another generation of Arkansas school
children grow up, graduate, and we as a state fail to provide them with the education and tools
they will need to COMPETE AND THRIVE IN AN EVER INCREASING COMPETITIVE AND GLOBAL
MARKET.”

An education case from the Alabama Supreme Court cited expert testimony from trial

indicating a “cycle of failure to invest in education…[which] has denied the state the POOL OF
TALENT NECESSARY TO MAKE IT COMPETITIVE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY (or

even in the

Southeast), and helped create an underclass of citizens who are either incarcerated or dependent
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on costly welfare, Medicaid, or other government social programs” (Opinion of the Justices, 624
So.2d 107, Ala. 1993, p. 139).
The CFE litigation provides a useful illustration of the shift from preparing students to
compete in the labor market, to focusing on the “globalized” labor market. In CFE I, New
York’s highest court cited Seattle School District Number 1 (Wash. 1978) for the proposition
that adequate education, “in the contemporary setting,” must be calibrated “to equip our children
for their role as citizens and as potential competitors in today’s market.” By CFE II (N.Y. 2003,
fn. 10), the Court noted a state Board of Regents standard that education should prepare children
“to COMPETE SUCCESSFULLY IN TODAY’S DEMANDING GLOBAL SOCIETY,” and cited the 1996
National Education Summit for the proposition that “[t]he primary purpose of education is to
PREPARE STUDENTS TO FLOURISH IN A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

and to work successfully in a global

economy.”
Figure 14: Education Finance Network Sub-Graph, Courts Using “Global Competitors”
Metaphor
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The “GLOBAL COMPETITORS” citation network is more dense (53%) than the overall
network when accounting for citation as a binary (1=citation, 0=no citation). The sub-group
contains 22 negative citations, or 16% of the 137 total citations in the sub-group; the mean
citation strength for the sub-group is only 1.49, but this includes 41 “strong” citations (30%). It
therefore contains fewer negative citations and more “strong” citations than the overall network.
A slight trend is emerging: for sub-groups in the network that share metaphors, there is generally
a higher level of cohesion as compared to the network-at-large.
Yet, the citation networks also clearly do not explain the full extent of metaphor diffusion
in these instances, as many of the cases utilizing these popular metaphors are not proximal to the
cases that “coin” these metaphors, or to the more influential actors who seem most central in
disseminating the metaphor cross-court. Still, without exception, every court that utilizes one of
these metaphors is proximal to some other court that uses the same metaphor. In the six
metaphors investigated, there is not a single case falling “outside” the sub-group. As such, on
some basic level, each of these courts have cited (and, ostensibly, read) another case using the
same metaphor. This becomes significant as we question whether these metaphors are being
exchanged informally, but without attribution.
3.4 “Gross Disparities,” “Cures,” and “Symptoms:” Health-Based Metaphors of Education
Finance
One of the most popular conceptual metaphors in education finance cases—which takes
the form of four primary linguistic metaphors—is very rarely explicitly borrowed or shared by
courts, as evidenced by direct citation. This is a health-based conceptual metaphor, popularly
holding that disparities in educational service delivery are “illnesses” or “infirmities” at the
policy-level. Just as children in many states are entitled to a comprehensive system of public
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education which amounts to a “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION,” so too are many state governments
held to constitutional standards which require a minimally “HEALTHY” balance between poorer
districts and wealthier districts, both in terms of funding and educational opportunities.
Specifically, many courts hold that “GROSS DISPARITIES”10 in funding and opportunity are
unconstitutional.
By my analysis, twenty-four out of sixty-five cases in the network utilize some variation
of the cures/symptoms conceptual metaphor (see Figure 15, below), a network saturation of
37%; this includes cases in twenty-three state jurisdictions, for a state-level saturation of 46%.
The “GROSS DISPARITIES” metaphor is the connective thread in these cases, and is the particular
linguistic metaphor that makes tracking the process of metaphor diffusion possible: the “GROSS
DISPARITIES”

metaphor was coined by the New Jersey Supreme Court in 1973, and has been

directly utilized in a total of eighteen different cases from the network, as well as three cases
“outside” the network and multiple others that utilize slightly different variations of the phrase
(see Cahill, N.J. 1973; Roosevelt, Ariz. 1994; CFE, N.Y. 1995; Abbott v. Burke, N.J. 1990;
Bismarck, N.D. 1994; Edgewood, Tex. 1992; Edgar, Ill. 1996; Levittown, N.Y. 1982; Rell, Conn.
2010; Leandro, N.C. 1997; Danson, Pa. 1979; Brigham, Vt. 1997; Lobato, Colo. 2013; Montoy,
Kan. 2003; Tennessee Small School Systems, Tenn. 2002; Washakie, Wyo. 1980; Serrano, Cal.
1976; Walter, Ohio 1976; Neeley, Tex. 2005; Lujan, Colo. 1982; Opinion of the Justices, Ala.
1993; Guinn v. Angle, Nev. 2003; Pauley v. Kelly, W.V. 1979).
This is a significant level of diffusion, for a rather specific (that is, seemingly nonrandom) linguistic metaphor, made all the more interesting for how often the metaphor is not
10

a) Contextual Meaning (CM) of “gross:” glaringly obvious, to a degree that raises constitutional equity concerns. (b) Basic
Meaning (BM) of “gross:” “unattractively large or bloated.” (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2005). (c) Contextual versus Basic
Meaning of “gross:” The CM contrasts with the BM and can be understood by comparison to it; the language user conveys the
source domain of an unhealthy biological state where the body becomes bloated or obese, mapped onto the target domain of
differences in educational services and resources; a less-concrete, more abstract concept. Metaphor? Yes.
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attributed to another actor in the network (see Tennessee Small School Systems, Tenn. 2002;
Leandro, N.C. 1997; Lobato, Colo. 2013; Montoy, Kan. 2003; Roosevelt, Ariz. 1994; Abbott,
N.J. 1990; Bismarck, N.D. 1994; Edgewood, Tex. 1992; Levittown, N.Y. 1981). Even those cases
that do cite the metaphor do not tend to cite the court that actually created it (see CFE I, N.Y.
1995 [citing Levittown, N.Y. 1982]; Brigham, Vt. 1997 [citing Edgewood, Tex. 1992 and
Washakie, Wyo. 1980]; Neeley, Tex. 2005 [citing Edgewood, Tex. 1992]; Edgar, Ill. 1996
[distinguishing the standard by wrongly attributing it only to Texas precedent]). More often than
Cahill (N.J. 1971) is directly cited (but see Rell, Conn. 2010 and Danson, 399 A.2d 360, Pa.
1979), courts such as Roosevelt (Ariz. 1994), Bismarck (N.D. 1994), Tennessee Small School
Systems (Tenn. 2002), and Edgewood (Tex. 1992), actually cite directly to their own state
constitutions for the “GROSS DISPARITIES” language. This is a textbook example of metaphoric
conventionalization, which engenders the perception of endogeniety.
As Figure 16, below, demonstrates, Cahill (N.J. 1973) is very central to this sub-group in
terms of formal communication (citation), and it is also the originator of the “GROSS DISPARITIES”
metaphor. Many of the courts using this metaphor have also cited Robinson v. Cahill directly.
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Figure 15: Graphical Path of “Gross Disparities” Education Metaphor

Figure 16: Education Finance Network Sub-Graph, Courts Using “Gross Disparities”

I previously mentioned that in the New York litigation, the court appeared to highly
influenced by the “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” metaphor that it adopted from Levittown (N.Y.
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1982); so much so, that it adopted numerous other “health-based” metaphors to help understand
what this standard meant. Indeed, most of the courts that utilize “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” also
use the “CURES AND SYMPTOMS” and “GROSS DISPARITIES” schema to describe the flaws and
possible remedies to “AILING” educational systems (CFE I, N.Y. 1995; Lujan, Colo. 1982;
Levittown, N.Y. 1982; Abbott, N.J. 1990; Abbeville, S.C. 1999; Montoy, Kan. 2005; Rell, Conn.
2010). While it is inviting to assume that the “CURES AND SYMPTOMS” schema is simply an
organic way for judges to describe policy issues, this metaphor is not altogether popular in
jurisprudence outside of the education finance context. The conceptual metaphor is that
COMPLEX SYSTEMS ARE BIOLOGICAL ORGANISMS,

but the metaphor is often used metonymically

to represent the multiple layers of education policy, from child to school to district to state
government. System outputs are interconnected—the child cannot experience “HEALTHY
LEARNING”

if the system of educational delivery or education finance is “UNHEALTHY.”

In nearly every instance mentioned below, the courts jump frequently between applying
health-based metaphors to individual student’s educational development on the one hand, and the
“health” of education policy in the state, on the other. Student development, it seems, is a kind of
micro-organism functioning within a broader ecosystem of education policy—the health of the
system itself is imperative to the survival and health of the sub-systems within. Healthy policy
breeds healthy learners.
As with the other examples discussed in this paper, this metaphor is a highly important
legal standard in education finance litigation. For example, in Levittown (N.Y. 1982), the Court
did not find “GROSS DISPARITIES” in educational provision, and therefore did not find for the
plaintiff school children. Subsequently, in CFE (N.Y. 1995; 2003), a later iteration of the same
Court used this terminology as a threshold question, but developed its own unique rubric of what
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constituted “GROSS…IMBALANCES” in funding and resources (CFE I, N.Y. 1995, p. 690 [“the
GROSS DISPARITIES

presaged by the Levittown majority are, allegedly, now a reality”]). Levittown

and CFE’s use of this terminology is unattributed borrowing from neighboring New Jersey,
where the court in Robinson v. Cahill (355 A.2d 129, N.J. 1976, p. 138) utilized the metaphor as
a litmus test for whether it should consider education finance claims at all. In other words, a
system of education would be deemed “adequate” in all cases where “GROSS” educational
disparities were not evidenced in the complaint.
Many subsequent courts have adopted the “GROSS DISPARITIES” health metaphor, which is
unique to the education finance context (Cahill, N.J. 1973; Roosevelt, Ariz. 1994; CFE, N.Y.
1995; Abbott v. Burke, N.J. 1990; Bismarck, N.D. 1994; Edgewood, Tex. 1992; Edgar, Ill. 1996;
Levittown, N.Y. 1982; Rell, Conn. 2010; Leandro, N.C. 1997; Danson, Pa. 1979; Brigham, Vt.
1997; Lobato, Colo. 2003; Montoy, Kan. 2003; Tennessee Small School Systems, Tenn. 2002;
Washakie, Wyo. 1980; Neeley, Tex. 2005; Lujan, Colo. 1982). A dissenting justice in Lobato v.
State (304 P.3d 1132, Colo. 2013, p. 1144) argued that the state’s education system was
“FUNDAMENTALLY BROKEN,” “PLAGUED BY UNDERFUNDING,” and “marked by GROSS FUNDING
DISPARITIES AMONG DISTRICTS,”

which denied certain students their right to “qualified teachers,

up-to-date textbooks, access to modern technology, and safe and healthy facilities in which to
learn” (this is a key example of the metonymical opportunities for adapting the health-based
metaphors to staffing, resources, facilities, etc.).
In Abbott v. Burke (477 A.2d 1278, N.J. App. 1984, p. 1281), a New Jersey court cited
Cahill (1973) for the proposition that, “although defendants are free to demonstrate that equality
of opportunity for a thorough and efficient education is nevertheless afforded because ‘of such
other factors…it is clear that GROSS DISPARITY in financial resources alone…could RENDER THE
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[SYSTEM] CONSTITUTIONALLY INFIRM.’” In the Lobato (Colo. 2013) and Abbott (N.J. 1984)
examples, note the ease with which additional health-based metaphors extend from the notion of
“gross disparities” (constitutional infirmities, districts “plagued by underfunding,” etc.). By the
time the “gross disparities” metaphor reached New Jersey’s Supreme Court again in Abbott (575
A.2d 359, N.J. 1990, p. 366), Cahill (N.J. 1973) was no longer properly attributed.
The first sentence of the Arizona Supreme Court’s opinion in Roosevelt Elementary
School District No. 66 v. Bishop (877 P.2d 806, Ariz. 1994, p. 808) states that “[t]he question we
decide today is whether a statutory financing scheme for public education that is itself the CAUSE
OF GROSS DISPARITIES

in school facilities complies with the ‘general and uniform’ [schools]

requirement…of the Arizona Constitution.” Despite literally turning the entire case on this
metaphor, no attribution is made except a citation to Arizona’s own constitution. In Bismarck
Public School System Number 1 v. State (511 N.W.2d 247, N.D. 1994, p. 260), the North Dakota
Supreme Court held that the state statutory scheme “did not bear necessary close correspondence
to goals of providing equal educational opportunity, and…deduction [in state aid based on local
property tax revenue] was insufficient to PREVENT GROSS DISPARITIES IN PER PUPIL
EXPENDITURES,”

denying students in poorer districts the “educational opportunities to which they

were entitled.”
In Carrollton-Farmers Branch Independent School District v. Edgewood Independent
School District (826 S.W.2d 489, Tex. 1992, p. 503), the Texas Supreme Court held that the state
constitution prohibited “heavy reliance on GROSSLY DISPARATE LOCAL REVENUE to provide the
funding essential for public schools.” However, in Neeley v. West Orange-Cove Consolidated
Independent School District (176 S.W.3d 746, Tex. 2005, p. 791), that same court found that
“[a]bsent GROSS FUNDING DISPARITIES akin to those invalidated by Edgewood I, a system that
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provides A GENERAL DIFFUSION OF KNOWLEDGE is also presumptively efficient as a matter of
law…[b]ecause such enormous disparities do not exist today, the Court need not examine the
system’s funding in detail.”
In Danson v. Casey (399 A.2d 360, Pa. 1979, fn. 10), the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
cited a lower ruling in New York’s Levittown litigation (N.Y. Supreme Court, 408 N.Y.S.2d 606,
1978), along with Cahill (N.J. 1973), Serrano (Cal. 1976), and Walter (Ohio 1976), in noting
that: “[e]ssential to those decisions, however, was evidence that the particular state’s financing
system resulted in some school districts having significantly less money than other districts,
CAUSING GROSS DISPARITIES IN TOTAL AND PER CHILD EXPENDITURES THROUGHOUT THE
STATE…no

such allegation has been made in this case.” As mentioned earlier in this paper,

attribution is more commonly used to distinguish a popular metaphor—as seen in Danson (Pa.
1979)—whereas treating the construction as conventional (or, derived from the state
constitution) can be more powerful.
In Tennessee Small School Systems v. McWherter litigation (91 S.W.3d 232, Tenn. 2002,
p. 234), the Tennessee Supreme Court held that “the GROSS DISPARITIES IN EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

available to public school students were caused by the State’s…funding

scheme…which included only a ‘token amount’ of state funds for the equalization of school
systems and, significantly, was unrelated to the costs of providing programs and services by the
local schools.”
In Brigham v. State (692 A.2d 384, Vt. 1997), the Vermont Supreme Court cited
precedent from Edgewood and Washakie (Wyo. 1980) in finding that “[a]lmost without
exception, these cases have held that education is an important or fundamental right under the
applicable state constitution and THAT GROSS FUNDING INEQUITIES RESULTING FROM
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INTERDISTRICT PROPERTY-WEALTH DISPARITIES

violate a constitutional right to equal educational

opportunity;” the Court further cited Lujan (Colo. 1982) and Levittown (N.Y. 1982) for the
precedent that “[o]ther state courts have upheld the constitutionality of their education financing
systems despite wide interdistrict funding disparities, generally concluding that they promote
local control of education…or warrant judicial scrutiny only upon a showing of
‘GROSS...INADEQUACY.’”
A lower court in Montoy (Kan. App. 2003, Not Reported in P3d) noted the educational
benefits for students of attending small, low enrollment school districts, as compared to
neighboring mid and large-sized districts, “because of the GROSS DISPARITIES IN FUNDING, are not
afforded students in the larger and mid-sized districts where the targeted students live.” Finally,
it should be noted that education finance cases lying outside the network (i.e., exhibiting no
citational reference to-or-from the rest of the network) still evidence some of the same healthbased metaphors discussed (see, e.g., Opinion of the Justices, 624 So.2d 107, Ala. 1993; Guinn v.
Angle, 71 P.3d 1269, Nev. 2003). This itself raises interesting questions about the formal versus
informal nature of metaphor saturation and diffusion.
Numerous other examples of health-based metaphors supplementing the “GROSS
DISPARITIES”

convention exist. The CFE court and others considered whether educational

outcomes are “SYMPTOMATIC” of policy-level failings, and consider whether the “CURE” to such
poor educational outcomes lies in judicial intervention or is merely endemic of other, sociopolitical factors with which the court has no capacity to intervene. In a dissenting opinion from
CFE I (1995, p. 679), a judge characterizes the majority holding as requiring that the “State’s
duty is to be measured district by district and requires the State to provide additional funding to
REHABILITATE AILING DISTRICTS

even though the constitutional obligation is met State-wide.”
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“EDUCATIONAL…DEPRIVATION” is a popular theme in this health-based figurative system (CFE I,
N.Y. 1995, p. 665; CFE II, N.Y. 2003; Cahill, N.J. 1976; Bismarck, N.D. 1994; Abbott, N.J.
1990; McDaniel v. Thomas, Ga. 1981; Tennessee Small School District v. McWherter, Tenn.
1993; Edgar, Ill. 1996; CCJEF v. Rell, Conn. 2010; Brigham v. State, Vt. 1997; Skeen v. State,
Minn. 1993; DuPree, Ark. 1983; Abbeville, S.C. 2014; Lujan, Colo. 1982; etc.), where essential
educational resources are treated, linguistically, as basic or essential nutritional components
necessary for “moral and intellectual growth” and development (Campbell County School
District v. State, 907 P.2d 1238, Wyo. 1995, p. 1259). Other cases in the network have grappled
with the issue of whether funding alone could be a “PANACEA” (Connecticut Coalition for Justice
in Educ. Funding, Inc. v. Rell, Conn. 2010; Abbeville County School District v. State, S.C. 2014)
to educational discrepancies in opportunity, equity, and adequacy at the local levels.
Early cases, such as Robinson v. Cahill (355 A.2d 129, N.J. 1976, p. 146), questioned
whether “startling…discrepancies in dollar input per pupil” were the “SYMPTOMS,” or “the ROOT
CAUSE

[] of the constitutional deficiency” found by the Court. Decades later, members of the

CFE II (N.Y. 2003, pp. 337-338) court would ask an almost identical question pertaining to
school completion rates, asking whether poor completion and high dropout rates in certain
regions (comparing “unfavorably with both state and national figures”) were “SYMPTOMATIC OF
‘SYSTEM BREAKDOWN,’” or whether such rates were simply attributable to the fact that certain
students “do not avail themselves” of the “sound basic education” offered by the state.
The dissenting opinions in CFE II (N.Y. 2003, p. 367), in particular, argued that
“educational deficiencies are not always attributable to the lack of money or NECESSARILY CURED
BY THE INFUSION OF MORE FUNDS…a

wide variety of nonfinancial factors (not to mention

socioeconomic factors) may contribute to academic failure.” The state defendants similarly
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argued in that case that the Court was misdiagnosing the problem by focusing on state finance
systems, “the CURE LIES IN ELIMINATING THE SOCIOECONOMIC CONDITIONS FACING CERTAIN
STUDENTS”

(CFE II, N.Y. 2003, p. 341). The CFE II majority rejected this reasoning, arguing

that it essentially amounted to victim-blaming and holding that in constitutional jurisprudence it
could not operate under the “premise that [certain] children come to…schools ineducable, UNFIT
TO LEARN.”

In Columbia Falls Elementary School District Number 6 v. State (109 P.3d 257, Mont.
2005, p. 269), the Montana Supreme Court held that while new education laws enacted by the
state legislature attempted to address the constitutional problems “caused by disparities in
funding between school districts,” the law “nonetheless failed, over time, to maintain state
support and satisfy the state’s duty to fund its share of education.” This failure, the court noted,
led to indicators such as the deterioration of school facilities and the departure of many
educators—factors which the court used to “ASSESS THE HEALTH OF THE SYSTEM,” factors which
the court noted were “merely SYMPTOMS OF THE UNDERLYING DISEASE: the state’s failure to fully
fund its share of educational costs” (Columbia Falls, Mont. 2005, p. 269). In Neeley v. West
Orange-Cove Consolidated Independent School District (176 S.W.3d 746, Tex. 2005, p. 754),
the Texas Supreme Court allowed the legislature a ten month period to “give the Legislature a
reasonable opportunity to CURE THE CONSTITUTIONAL DEFICIENCIES IN THE FINANCE SYSTEM.” In
Lake View School Dist. No. 25 v. Huckabee (368 Ark. 231, Ark. 2006, p. 234), the Arkansas
Supreme Court noted that it was “clear to this court that the onus was placed on the State
Defendants to CURE THE ENUMERATED CONSTITUTIONAL DEFICIENCIES.”
Many other state supreme courts debate the manner in which educational shortcomings
can be “CURED” through the judicial process (or not). In Montoy v. State, (138 P.3d 755, Kan.
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2006, p. 764), the Kansas Supreme Court held that state “[l]egislation enacted to CURE
CONSTITUTIONAL INFIRMITIES

in school finance formula was in substantial compliance with

Supreme Court’s orders, arising out of constitutional challenge to existing formula, regarding the
equitable distribution of funding, low-enrollment weighting, and wealth-based disparities
inherent in local option budgets.” “CONSTITUTIONAL INFIRMITIES” is a conventional metaphor in
constitutional jurisprudence more broadly, but is used with particular affect in the education
finance context, especially when applied to the “GROSS DISPARITIES” questions (Campbell
County School District v. State, 907 P.2d 1238, Wyo. 1995, p. 1244; Londonderry School
District SAU No. 12 v. State, 907 A.2d 988, N.H. 2006, p. 1003; Abbott v. Burke, 971 A.2d 989,
N.J. 2009, p. 1006).
In Committee for Educational Rights v. Edgar (672 N.E.2d 1178, Ill. 1996, p. 1187), the
Illinois Supreme Court cited the state’s constitutional convention for evidence that “the state
should bear greater responsibility for school funding both to reduce the burden of property taxes
and TO CURE INEQUALITY IN EDUCATION.” In Abbott v. Burke (575 A.2d 359, N.J. 1990, p. 384),
the New Jersey Supreme Court held that the “intractable differences of wealth and need between
the poorer and the richer, and the ‘DISCORDANT CORRELATIONS’ within a poorer district between
its students’ educational needs and its ability to spend, are more than the present funding system
can overcome….The failure has gone on too long; THE FACTORS ARE INGRAINED; the REMEDY
MUST BE SYSTEMIC…The

present scheme CANNOT CURE IT.”

The “cures/symptoms” metaphor sub-group contains 22 negative citations (out of 150
total citations)—or 14.5% of the citations among this sub-group are negative/disagreement.
While higher than the other metaphor sub-groups, this proportion is still lower than the overall
network (17%); furthermore, 18.6% of these citations are “strong” (KeyCite between 3-4), or
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equal to the overall network. As the descriptive map provided in Figure 14 demonstrates, this
particular metaphor has almost completely transcended the need for formal attribution—it is a
convention of the national jurisprudence, used by courts that are proximally close (strong
agreement) and proximally far (disagreement) alike.
3.5 “Function Productively in Society” Metaphor Diffusion
Recently, in S.S. ex rel. L.M. v. State (WL 5881170, Mich. App. 2014), the Michigan
Court of Appeals cited CFE I (N.Y. 1995, p. 316) for the basic minimum that a state system of
education should provide “ the basic literary, calculating, and verbal skills necessary to enable
children to eventually FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY AS CIVIC PARTICIPANTS.” In Abbeville County
School District v. State (2014 WL 5839956, S.C. 2014), the South Carolina Supreme Court
utilized the same metaphor from CFE, noting that the standard was “somewhat similar to this
Court’s interpretation of the South Carolina Constitution’s minimally adequate standard,” and
citing agreement with the embedded notions that state governments and courts interpreting
education constitutional provisions should look to evidence of what the “RISING GENERATION”
needed in order to “FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY AS CIVIC PARTICIPANTS.” The court noted that “this
preparation should be MEASURED WITH REFERENCE TO THE DEMANDS OF MODERN SOCIETY,” and
include preparation for employment, voting, and jury participation.
In Connecticut Coalition for Equal Justice in Education Funding v. Rell (990 A.2d 206,
Conn. 2010, p. 245), the Connecticut Supreme Court cited the same metaphor, with agreement,
noting that the New York litigation—and an amicus brief from the Campaign for Educational
Equity—were “particularly instructive, given the similarity between [New York’s] broadly
worded constitutional provision and [Connecticut’s].” Later in the opinion, the court also noted
the Connecticut standard that the state must offer an “educational experience that prepares them
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to function as responsible citizens and enables them to fully participate in democratic
institutions” (Rell, Conn. 2010, p. 270).
In Leandro v. State (N.C. 1997, p. 255), the North Carolina Supreme Court defined
“sound basic education”—derived with no reference to CFE—as providing students with “at
least…sufficient ability to read, write, and speak the English language and a sufficient
knowledge of fundamental mathematics and physical science to enable the STUDENT TO
FUNCTION IN A COMPLEX AND RAPIDLY CHANGING SOCIETY.”

In Hoke County Board of Education

v. State (599 S.E.2d 365, N.C. 2004) the North Carolina Supreme Court reiterated this precedent.
In Abbott v. Burke (N.J. 1990, p. 403), the New Jersey Supreme Court held that the state
had a duty to provide a level of education enabling children to “function as citizens and workers
in…society” In Bonner v. Daniels (907 N.E.2d 516, Ind. 2009, p. 519), the Indiana Supreme
Court held that the state constitution requires an education which prepares students of all
backgrounds “TO FUNCTION IN A COMPLEX AND RAPIDLY CHANGING SOCIETY, to discharge the
duties and responsibilities of citizenship, and to compete successfully with their peers for
PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENT.”

The additional component of the “complex and rapidly changing

society” has an analogue in New York’s litigation, where the judges in CFE I and II “modified
the [adjudicatory] template [for minimally adequate education] to reflect a ‘dynamic’
understanding of the constitutional imperative that must ‘evolve’ with the CHANGING DEMANDS
OF THE MODERN WORLD”

(CFE II, N.Y. 2003, pp. 362-363).

In CFE II, the Court noted that the “public problems confronting the rising
generation…demand accurate knowledge and the highest development of reasoning power more
than ever before…[i]n keeping with this core constitutional purpose and our direction further to
develop the template, the trial court took evidence on what the ‘rising generation’ needs in order
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to function productively as civic participants, concluding that this preparation should be
measured with reference to the DEMANDS OF MODERN SOCIETY and include some preparation for
employment…we agree with both parties and both lower courts that an employment component
was implicit in the standard we outlined in CFE” (CFE II, 2003, p. 330).
This “demands of modern society” language has its roots in prior education finance cases
from the network, including McDuffy v. Secretary of the Executive Office of Education (615
N.E.2d 516, Mass. 1993, p. 555), where the Massachusetts Supreme Court cited Seattle School
District (Wash. 1978) for the proposition that the state’s education clause must be interpreted “in
accordance with the demands of modern society.” In Hancock (Mass. 2005), the Massachusetts
Supreme Court reiterated this position. The Abbeville litigation (2014 WL 5839956, S.C. 2014)
from South Carolina later cited CFE for this same proposition.
As with the “sound basic education” and “marketplace of ideas” metaphors in the CFE
litigation, the “function productively as civic participants” metaphor appears to be a tweak of a
linguistic metaphor utilized in the Levittown decisions. A lower court in Levittown (83 A.D.2d
217, 1981, p. 251) held that New York’s system of education finance was unconstitutional “[i]n
[the] face of evidence demonstrating that large numbers of children emerged from [the] school
system lacking even minimal tools necessary to function in society.” This holding from the
case—which was ultimately not adopted in the higher court’s ruling—contains a number of
metaphors, including referring to educational/job skills as “tools,” looking evidence “in the
face,” “emerging from the school system,” and individual “function” within the society, which
elicits the conceptual field of a complex society functioning as a network of constituent parts
(perhaps eliciting the source domain of a machine).
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To be sure, “FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY AS CIVIC PARTICIPANTS capable of voting and
serving on a jury” is a specific linguistic metaphor attributable to CFE I (N.Y. 1995, p. 666). As
evidenced above, this particular linguistic variation has begun its own process of diffusion to
courts in other jurisdictions. However, although the “FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY” metaphor is not
cited in the CFE litigation, the metaphor appears to have derived from the influential case Rose
v. Council for Better Education (790 S.W.2d 186, Ky. 1989, p. 211), which held that an adequate
education in Kentucky must include “sufficient oral and written communication skills to enable
students to FUNCTION IN A COMPLEX AND RAPIDLY CHANGING CIVILIZATION.”
The “seven…capacities” required for an adequate education, outlined in the Rose (Ky.
1989) holding also required, more implicitly, that education instill students with the skills
necessary to participate in the political process. The two required capacities following [i.]
“functioning in a complex and rapidly changing society” included: [ii.] “sufficient knowledge of
economic, social, and political systems to enable the student to make informed choices;” and
[iii.] “sufficient understanding of governmental processes to enable the student to understand the
issues that affect his or her community, state, and nation.”
Indeed, these “seven capacities” are the most famous aspect of the Rose (Ky. 1989)
holding (see Gannon v. State, Kan. 2014; Edgewood, Tex.1992; Montoy v. State, Kan. 2003;
Claremont School District v. Governor, N.H. 1997; Bonner v. Daniels, Ind. 2008; Unified School
District No. 229 v. State, Kan. 1994; McDuffy, Mass. 1993; Hancock, Mass. 2005; Lake View,
Ark. 2002). The exact “FUNCTION IN A COMPLEX AND RAPIDLY CHANGING CIVILIZATION”
language was subsequently borrowed by the Kansas Supreme Court in Unified School District
Number 229 v. State (885 P.2d 1170, Kan. 1994) and again in Gannon v. State (2014) but
without attribution; by the Texas Supreme Court in Edgewood (Tex. 1992, p. 532), by the
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Wisconsin Supreme Court in Vincent v. Voight (Wis. 2000, p. 407), by the New Hampshire
Supreme Court in Claremont (N.H. 1997, p. 474); by the Massachusetts Supreme Court in
McDuffy (Mass. 1993, p. 554) and again in Hancock (Mass. 2005); by the Arkansas Supreme
Court in Lake View (Ark. 2002, p. 487); and the Connecticut Supreme Court in CCJEF v. Rell
(Conn. 2010, p. 248).

Figure 17: Graphical Path of “Function in Society” Education Metaphor
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Figure 18: Education Finance Network Sub-Graph, Courts Using “Function in Society”
Metaphor

In short, the “FUNCTION IN A COMPLEX AND RAPIDLY CHANGING SOCIETY” metaphor is the
first criteria in an extremely popular piece of education finance precedent, and one that the CFE
justices were likely familiar with when they coined the similar “FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY AS
CIVIC PARTICIPANTS”

metaphor. The CFE II (N.Y. 2003, p. 931) court would later cite Rose (Ky.

1989) as an ideal example of “detailed remedial directions” leading to “considerably less
litigation;” certainly, the detailed directions outlined reference Rose’s popular “seven capacities.”
A lower court in the CFE litigation did explicitly mention Rose’s (Ky. 1989) “ambitious
minimum goals,” and urged the higher courts to take similar steps, which they ultimately did in
CFE II.
While Rose (Ky. 1989) certainly popularized this language within the broader network,
and is the most frequently cited for this conceptual metaphor, the “function in society” language
has its roots in earlier education finance cases. In Hornbeck v. Somerset County Board of
Education (458 A.2d 758, Md. 1983, p. 779), the Maryland Supreme Court cited Georgia
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education finance precedent (McDaniel v. Thomas, Ga. 1981) for the notion that an “adequate
education…must be designed to PRODUCE INDIVIDUALS WHO CAN FUNCTION IN SOCIETY.” In turn,
McDaniel (Ga. 285 S.E.2d 156, 1981, p. 165) had cited San Antonio Independent School District
(U.S. 1973) for the holding that “while an ‘adequate’ education must be designed to PRODUCE
INDIVIDUALS WHO CAN FUNCTION IN SOCIETY,

it is primarily the legislative branch of government

which must give content to the term ‘adequate.’”
In Jenkins v. Leininger (659 N.E.2d 1366, Ill. 1997, p. 1372), an Illinois appellate court
considered a claim that school children “were not provided with basic skills necessary to
function in society; that the schools they attended had drop-out rates significantly higher and
standardized test scores significantly lower than the average of other school districts in the state;
and that the schools they attended were crime-ridden, drug-infested and dangerous.” Although
Jenkins is not “inside” the education finance network, it raises an interesting correlation between
the notion of “functioning in society” and an alternative function of schools, which the court
argued involves reducing criminal behavior in student populations by improving outcomes and
mitigating dropout rates.
3.6 The “Leaky Roof:” Metaphor, Metonymy, and the Problem of “Growth” in Squalor
One of the more novel attributes of the CFE v. State litigation was its focus on the
necessity of adequate facilities which permit students to learn comfortably, in uncrowded
settings, and with access to the basic amenities necessary to focus on academics (CFE I, 86
N.Y.2d 307, N.Y. 1995, p. 316; CFE II, 801 N.E.2d 326, N.Y. 2003, p. 334). One of CFE’s
prevalent metaphors, which was also borrowed by the Connecticut Supreme Court in Rell (Conn.
2010, p. 245)—holds that “children are entitled to minimally adequate physical facilities and
classrooms which PROVIDE ENOUGH LIGHT, SPACE, HEAT, AND AIR TO PERMIT CHILDREN TO
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LEARN.”

The metaphor, or perhaps metonymy, here lies in the notion that environmental

factors—light, space, heat, and air—are vital “essentials” necessary for student development and
growth. Certainly, while there does exist a minimum biological level of “light” and “air” that a
student needs to perform basic academic functions, this is not precisely what the court is
referring to.
A metonymy exists in that the Court equates “threats” to these basic essentials
(overcrowded classrooms – “air” and “space;” poorly-lit facilities – “light”) with more
fundamental “life-giving” environmental attributes. Students are not literally at risk of failing to
learn because of a lack of “air” or “light,” but metonymically these essentials are perceived as
lacking in decrepit, over-crowded school facilities. The basic environment needed to foster
intellectual growth is lacking. On a whole, it should be noted that much of New York’s education
finance litigation takes a structural, or systems-based perspective on constitutional adequacy,
particularly with regard to establishing the “constitutional floor” and ceiling for educational
adequacy (CFE II, N.Y. 2003, pp. 32-33). In certain ways, the metaphors used by the various
justices mimic this necessity of providing foundational, basic levels of adequate resources—the
facilities metonymy plays well within this broader schema.
I would argue that this is yet another health-based education metaphor. Dicta from the
CFE holdings bear this out. In CFE II (N.Y. 2003, p. 334), the court conceded that “the harmful
effect of physical deficiencies…on student performance [are] difficult to measure,” but resisted
the temptation to outright dismiss “anecdotal…evidence of ‘leaky roofs, deficient heating, and
other problems.” While the court noted that “eliminating immediate hazards is not the same as
creating an environment conducive to learning,” and reasoned that it could not establish a
correlation between building disrepair and student performance, it nevertheless (and somewhat
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contradictorily) included the “light, space, heat, and air” aspect of its holding. This is likely
because the CFE I court made this determination a part of the “sound basic education”
requirement in a previous decision which bound the CFE II court despite its concerns about
“correlation.”
The lack of empirical correlation actually accentuates the metonymy utilized by the
Court, in that it does not seek to literally prove that a lack of light, space, heat, or air is
negatively impacting student performance; rather, the perception of these dilapidated and
unhealthy facilities is representative of a failing educational system and opportunity. The “LEAKY
ROOF”

does not literally threaten student performance, but rather is a microcosm of an

inadequately funded infrastructure and an “ailing” system of public education. As the CFE II
court (N.Y. 2003, fn. 4) pointed out, “[s]ome…purely ‘physical’ facilities inputs are inseparable
from overcrowding and excessive class size—conditions whose measurable effect on students
plaintiffs have shown…One SYMPTOM of an overcrowded school system is the ENCROACHMENT
of ordinary classroom activities into what would otherwise be specialized spaces: libraries,
laboratories, auditoriums and the like.”
This type of metonymic rhetorical device is used elsewhere in the education finance
litigation network. Specifically, it often takes the form of the “leaky roof” metonymy, as
microcosm of other educational failings. Often, these educational failings focus on a lack of
infrastructure or on failing facilities; this is a classic instance of metonymy, where a small part or
attribute of a larger thing is made to represent the whole (e.g., “he’s got a mouth on him!”).
However, in other cases, the somewhat marginal—and “anecdotal” (CFE II, N.Y. 2003, p.
334)—example of the “leaky roof” is used to describe overall failures in educational opportunity
and achievement.
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In these instances, I argue that the “leaky roof” becomes metaphorical rather than
metonymical, because the source domain of a dilapidated, dangerous, and encroaching
environment is utilized to describe a failing educational opportunity, and threats to student
“growth.” As metaphor, DeRolph v. State (677 N.E.2d 733, 1997) was the first case to utilize the
“leaky roof” in its jurisprudence, but it should be noted that the first case to utilize the “leaky
roof” anecdote in the education finance context did so literally, focusing on poorer districts
inability to “remedy…asbestos problem[s], repair leaky roofs, and replace flammable stage
curtains and rotting football field bleachers” (Committee for Educational Rights v. Edgar, 672
N.E.2d 1178, Ill. 1996, p. 1198). A year later, DeRolph (677 N.E.2d 733, Ohio 1997, p. 744)—
which cites Edgar for a KeyCite strength of +2—elaborated on this notion in describing, with
significant narrative technique, the levels of squalor observed in poorer school districts in the
state of Ohio:
“plaster was falling off the walls and cockroaches crawled on the restroom floors…the
building gave…a ‘dirty feeling’ and that he would not use the restroom at school
because of the cockroaches….[students and faculty] had to

CONTEND WITH

a flooded

library and gymnasium, A LEAKY ROOF WHERE RAINWATER DRIPPED FROM THE CEILING
LIKE A ‘WATERFALL,’

an inadequate library, a dangerously warped gymnasium floor,

poor shower facilities, and inadequate heating.”
Shortly after this, another case from Illinois, Lewis v. Spagnolo (710 N.E.2d 798, Ill. 1999, p.
817), similarly utilized anecdote-as-microcosm of the plight of poorer school districts, noting
that, for one district, “[i]n dark corridors, light bulbs go unreplaced and RAIN SEEPS THROUGH
LEAKY ROOFS…In

heavy rains backed-up sewers flood school kitchens, boilers, and electrical

systems, resulting in student evacuations and cancelled classes….Bathrooms are unsanitary and
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water fountains are dry or spew brown water.” Spagnolo (Ill. 1999) cited DeRolph (Ohio 1997)
with strong agreement (+3 KeyCite) on a different point of law, but does not cite Edgar (Ill.
1996), despite the fact that that case came from the same state.
Another influential case from the network, Abbott v. Burke (710 A.2d 450, N.J. 1998, p.
470), later noted that the school buildings in poorer New Jersey districts were “crumbling and
obsolescent and that this GRAVE STATE OF DISREPAIR NOT ONLY PREVENTS CHILDREN FROM
RECEIVING A THOROUGH AND EFFICIENT EDUCATION, BUT ALSO THREATENS THEIR HEALTH AND
SAFETY.”

Again, in Abbott, the simple anecdote gives way to metonymical and narrative whimsy;

the Abbott court (1998, p. 470) further noted that “[w]indows, CRACKED AND OFF THEIR
RUNNERS,

do not open; BROKEN LIGHTING FIXTURES DANGLE PRECIPITOUSLY FROM THE CEILINGS;

fire alarms and fire detection systems fail to meet even minimum safety code standards; rooms
are heated by BOILERS THAT HAVE EXCEEDED THEIR CRITICAL LIFE EXPECTANCIES and are fueled
by leaking pumps; electrical connections are frayed; FLOORS ARE BUCKLED AND DOTTED WITH
FALLING PLASTER;

sinks are inoperable; toilet partitions are broken and teetering; and WATER

LEAKS THROUGH PATCHWORK ROOFS

into rooms with deteriorating electrical insulation.”
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Figure 19: Graphical Path of “Leaky Roof” Education Metaphor

Figure 20: Education Finance Network Sub-Group, Courts Using “Leaky Roof” Metaphor

In a lower ruling from Montoy v. State (2003), Kansas’ Third Judicial Circuit noted that
“left over” education allocations are “snatched away” by the state arbitrarily, with the allotment
for the following year reduced by an equal sum; the Court found that under this system, “[t]he
notion of saving for a rainy day (OR TO FIX A LEAKY ROOF) is apparently anathema under the
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present funding scheme.” Notably, this example takes the metaphor to a new place, folding the
“leaky roof” metonymy into a popular, idiomatic expression for cost management (“saving for a
rainy day”). In Idaho Schools for Equal Educational Opportunity v. State (129 P.3d 1199, Id.
2005, p. 1212), the Idaho Supreme Court adopted the familiar example in its analysis of
“structural integrity” issues in cash-strapped public schools, noting that “one school was
PLAGUED BY ‘LOOSE BRICKS’ AND ‘CRUMBLING CONCRETE,’”
HAZARDOUS’ BUILDINGS…LEAKY ROOFS…dangerous’

while others had “‘SEISMICALLY

electrical systems…useless fire escapes, or

exposed steam pipes.” One education finance case from Alabama’s Supreme Court, technically
falling “outside” the education finance citation network, also utilizes the “LEAKY ROOF”
metonymy in its precedent (Opinion of the Justices, 624 So.2d 107, Ala. 1993, p. 160).
Is a “leaky roof” really such a compelling example of educational failings, that it
randomly gets utilized by seven courts in the education finance network (11% saturation) and
seven state jurisdictions (14% saturation)? Surely, in the scope of structural failings that a school
can encounter, the occasional leaky roof is something expected and forgivable. One could
similarly argue, as the CFE II court did, that, in terms of legal conclusions, it is difficult to draw
and meaningful qualitative correlation between a ceiling leak and student outcomes. However,
these examples—a leaking roof, a façade of crumbling concrete and loose bricks, a floor
“buckled and dotted with falling plaster”—espouse a narrative that indicts inequitable and frugal
state-level spending. If schools’ cannot afford to “save for a rainy day” and to fix leaking roofs
(Idaho Schools for Equal Educational Opportunity v. State, 129 P.3d 1199, Id. 2005), then the
failing facilities engender in students’ a feeling of inadequacy and disrepair. The leaky roof is a
crack in the façade, a “simple” fix which nevertheless goes unattended, a metonymical
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representation of inadequate facilities and a metaphorical representation of an inadequately
funded and less-than-basic educational opportunity.
5. CHAPTER 4
6. THEORIES OF METAPHOR DIFFUSION
4.1 The “Invisible Colleague” in Judicial Networks
Until now, this paper has demonstrated that certain metaphors, at certain times, find
traction amongst judges who are seeking ways to describe vague state constitutional rights to
education. As I illustrate in the next chapter, this is often more true amongst judges who are
ruling in favor of plaintiffs in education finance cases. On a theoretical level, I have argued that
trends of metaphor communication are partially explained by two factors: (a) the general appeal
of universal rubrics in law; and (b) the importance of legitimation in judicial discourse. Both
explanations are more broadly related to the desire amongst judges to validate their holdings by
appealing to an existing framework, be it local or foreign. The question then becomes why—and
when—judges choose extra-jurisdictional frameworks (such as metaphors borrowed from peer
courts) as opposed to existing state precedent (a different type of “legitimating” rubric).
From a research standpoint, I have provided the “what:” I have described a phenomenon
whereby popular metaphors are communicated—both formally and informally—within
communicative judicial channels, and ultimately conventionalized within the legal nomenclature
through repeat usage, decreased or misplaced attribution, and a misappropriated endogeniety
(citation to state constitutions rather than “foreign” jurisdictions). Courts like to claim inter-court
metaphors as their own, and in approximately half the instances of metaphor borrowing
observed, it was true that the metaphor was not properly cited to a court from another
jurisdiction, despite high linguistic specificity and similarity.
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Next, we are tasked with the somewhat onerous question of “why?” Why do certain
courts turn to inter-court metaphors to explain constitutional rights to education? How does the
“conventionalization” phenomenon relate to this desire to look outwards (i.e., why do some
courts look beyond state borders only to wrongly attribute metaphors as their own state
constitutions)? What is the counterfactual: why do certain courts not participate in the informal
metaphor network? In this section, I employ the sociological concept of the “Invisible
Colleague” (referred to in the plural as the “Invisible College”) to explain the network
phenomena outlined in the prior sections and investigate the relationship between metaphor
borrowing, judicial networks, and case outcomes.
The Invisible Colleague is a theoretical representation of the informal communications
existing within cohesive social networks, and the resulting homogeneity in thought, practice, and
discourse that emerges. The Invisible Colleague is present where, as here, a social network’s
“output” indicates a higher level of cohesiveness and discursive similarity than can be explained
by formal communication patterns. The sociological concept is borrowed from analysis of
scholarly networks, and applied here to judicial networks. As we will see, the theoretical lens of
the Invisible Colleague helps to explain the present case studies in metaphor diffusion, and
contextualize the findings about informal sharing amongst state judges (specifically, why the
informal network is more cohesive than the formal, and why informal communication of
metaphor is so diffuse that it does not even correlate with formalized communication).
For these purposes, “informal” sharing can refer to any method of exchange which is not
evidenced in citational patterns. Sociological theories of in-group behavior help to explain the
conditions under which courts informally adopt common, “pooled” metaphors from the network.
The counterfactual—instances where courts do not participate in the metaphor network—is
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further described in the subsequent section about the observed relationship between receptivity to
metaphor and legal outcomes. I posit that there is a higher propensity to participate in the
metaphor network amongst judges who are breaking with state precedent; this also helps to
explain the counter-factual, where courts maintaining the constitutional “status quo” have no
need to seek external rubrics—the status quo is founded in the existing constitutional doctrine.
I argue that existing, or endogenous, legal rubrics are at competing interests with popular
exogenous rubrics. Established local frameworks represent the status quo on a particular
constitutional question, so courts looking to maintain the status quo tend to eschew popularly
communicated exogenous frameworks in favor of existing rubrics; by contrast, courts breaking
with the status quo tend to look outward for legitimating rubric and citation.
Earlier in this paper, I proposed that certain metaphors may confine or limit civil rights,
whereas others may enlarge these rights. Here, I posit further that the inter-court metaphors
observed in this paper are more often used to the benefit of plaintiffs, whereas they are more
often rejected by courts favoring defendants, who rely instead on conventional legal rubrics
which pre-date the education finance cases, and which were formulated generally to reinforce the
status quo in constitutional rights enforcement (specifically: “local control” in education, the
constitutional “floor” or minimum duty, and legislative deference).
Courts breaking with these older rubrics tend to turn to the “newer” metaphor network
specific to education finance cases. This is founded in the data, which demonstrates that courts
breaking with existing state precedent participate in the metaphor network at much higher rates
than courts that are upholding existing standards. More specifically, because of the novelty of
education finance disputes as an area of state constitutional law, courts that are breaking with
local precedent tend to side with plaintiffs in such disputes, whereas courts reifying existing,
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older, and conventional constitutional frameworks (e.g., local school district control, legislative
deference, constitutional minimums, etc.) tend to side disproportionately with defendants in
education finance disputes.
4.2 Courts That Do Participate in the Metaphor Network
To this point, I have evidenced that metaphor diffusion, at least within the sample of
cases selected, is more complicated than simple “sharing” between jurists looking to advance
their perspective with legitimizing citation. The appeal of figurative systems in law, and the need
for legitimation in jurisprudence are only part of the story, and we need a further rationale for
why metaphors do, or do not, become conventionalized as the judicial community’s legal
“worldview” of public education finance.
Data analysis has demonstrated that there exist both formal and informal channels of
judicial communication—communication we can “see,” and communication we can’t—and
commonalities in discursive strategies (informal ties) are, in some ways, potentially more
cohesive than direct, formal ties. More state supreme courts “speak alike,” than speak directly to
one another—the invisible or informal network is denser than, and not altogether correlated with,
the formal one.
As Figure 21 below demonstrates, the metaphors discussed in this paper have become
highly saturated in state courts around the country. With the exception of the “LEAKY ROOF”
metonymy/metaphor, each example has its origins in the earliest education finance cases from
the 1970’s and early-1980’s, with one example (“GROSS DISPARITIES”) achieving saturation in
nearly half of state supreme courts (46%), and two others achieving a saturation of 34%
(“FUNCTION IN SOCIETY”) and 32% (“ECONOMIC COMPETITORS”), respectively. For future studies,
the “LEAKY ROOF” example may provide further insights, as it is relatively “new” to the
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network—having been first utilized in the 1990’s—but is seemingly experiencing a similar
growth trajectory, having achieved saturation in seven state jurisdictions (14%) over two
decades. As Figure 21 shows, both the formal and informal education finance litigation networks
have seen significant increases since the first cases in the early 1970’s.
Figure 21: State-Level Saturation of Inter-Court Metaphors
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Some recent scholarship has focused on the prevalence of group decisionmaking in the
judicial profession and on judicial benches, noting that, like all human beings, judges “process
information, exchange information with colleagues, and need to integrate different types of
information in order to reach decisions;” as such, individual members of a judicial bench “read
files, listen to interviews and statements, speak (in)formally with colleagues about a specific
case, and share the information that consequently comes to the table with other members of the
group” (Ten Velden & De Dreu, 2012, p. 5; see also Krotoszynski, 2014). Judicial benches are,
themselves, small, exclusive social networks where members bring their different professional
and informal experiences “to the table,” influencing one another in both explicit and subtle ways.
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As previously discussed, one of the aims of this paper is to infuse social network theory
into discussions about judicial decision making, advancing the view from other fields that groups
are information sharing and processing entities (Hinsz, Tindale & Vollrath, 1997), and analysis
of a group-system’s “outputs” requires relational analysis of component interactions (Holland,
1998; Chalmers, 2006). Certain evidence put forward here suggests that state judges do, in fact,
constitute a “cohesive in-group,” because they formally communicate with one another (through
“strong” citation), at high rates, despite having no imposed framework for doing so. They are a
network of professional peers, communicating with one another not because they have to, but
because they see some value in the discourse of those in similarly elite appointments. My
discussion of informal judicial networks, in this section, may broaden our conception of cohesion
amongst judicial actors to include informal communicative channels.
The “small world” concept from network studies (Milgram, 1967) tells us that each judge
on a particular bench brings their unique, individual relations and ego-networks (strong ties and
weak ones), and these become the indirect ties of other judges on the bench, with shared or
“pooled” knowledge being communicated in an informal manner. Most importantly for the
present discussion, I argue, is that the informal, in-group discussions common in judicial and
legal circles lead to a “biased survey” of existing doctrine and frameworks. Each state supreme
court bench is its own miniature social network, where members cluster into groups based on
personal and professional characteristics, and have their own unique information gathering and
sharing mechanisms.
In the education finance context, the available body of precedent is minimal, and the
number of coequal actors is finite; I argue that this has resulted in judges gaining an informal
familiarity with the common figurative systems existing in other jurisdictions, borrowing from
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this limited and biased survey of existing case law, and in turn further validating these
frameworks through re-use and the “positive feedback loop” indicative of groupthink theory
around policy bubbles (Janis, 1972; Maor, 2014). Early on in the history of education finance
litigation, there were very few cases to survey in instances where judges wanted to find extrajurisdictional examples of constitutional interpretation.
The strongest existing analogue in the study of informal judicial networks comes from
international legal literature, which has focused on “transnational judicial communities,” and
noted that, on an international scale, “judges from different legal systems share common beliefs,
values and a self-perception…of their role in the legal system and in society,” and a “common
interest in the intrinsic value of legal concepts” (Claes & de Visser, 2012, p. 100). This literature
has posited, in fact, that judges actually relate better with brethren from “foreign” legal
systems—especially those with similar roles or status in their respective systems—because
networking opportunities do not intrude on domestic judicial business (Rosas, 2008).
A number of studies have focused, as a result, on the “invisible college” of international
judges; the power of informal, occasional contacts between jurists, and the “virtual” or “indirect”
transnational dialogue existing in case law (Claes & de Visser, 2012; Markesinis & Fedtke,
2009; Slaughter, 2003; Lazega, Lemercier & Mounie, 2006). Certainly, as online legal databases
grow in popularity and usability, the potential for informal access to the existing discourse also
increases (this paper is something of a case-in-point).
One important analogue from this literature involves the role of informal judicial
networks on adoption of customary international human rights and criminal law—some scholars
have posited or assessed the capacity for informal networks to facilitate the diffusion of
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international legal norms as a supervening force, where local custom and law are antithetical to
the goals of international human rights standards (Waters, 2004; Turner, 2007).
In the state court context, it does appear that many courts appeal to informally shared
legal “worldviews” in instances where they are overturning existing state precedent or forging
new state standards (Cf. CFE I, N.Y. 1995, with Levittown, N.Y. 1982; Cf. Leandro v. State,
N.C. 1997, with Britt v. State, 361 S.E.2d 71, N.C. 1987 [distinguishing prior “equity” holding
by same court]; Idaho Schools for Equal Educational Opportunity v. Evans, Idaho 2005, with
Thompson v. Engelking, 537 P. 2d 635, Idaho 1975 [distinguishing prior courts “equity” finding
against plaintiffs on basis of new “adequacy” concerns]; Lake View School District No. 25 v.
Huckabee, Ark. 2003, with DuPree v. Alma School District, Ark. 1983; Abbeville County School
District v. State, S.C. 1999, with Richland County v. Campbell, S.C. 1988; DeRolph v. State,
Ohio 1997, with Board of Education of Cincinnati v. Walter, Ohio 1976).
I explain these trends in greater depth in the next chapter of this paper, which focuses on
the relationship between legal outcomes and metaphor use. In important ways, popular figurative
frameworks in multiple state courts amount to a type of extra-jurisdictional “custom” in the legal
community, whereas current precedent in a given jurisdiction would be local custom. This
dichotomy is popularly observed in international law scholarship (Waters, 2004; Turner, 2007).
We could argue that this harkens to both the “legitimation” and “universal rubric”
theories that, because judges are not typically supposed to break with existing precedent,
legitimation and the appeal to some countervailing framework become especially important for
those judges who are breaking with prior holdings by their predecessors, and in doing so are also
violating a central professional norm of deference, judicial restraint, and stare decisis (see, e.g.,
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Landes & Posner, 1976). I demonstrate that such judges disproportionately choose external
frameworks over existing ones.
The resulting appeal to pervasive metaphors about educational opportunity by recalcitrant
state judges, therefore, could be seen as somewhat analogous to judicial reference to
international law custom when breaking with local norms (even members of the U.S. Supreme
Court have attempted to use the “CLIMATE of international opinion” to trump local and national
legal tradition, most notably in death penalty cases [see Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 2002, p.
325; Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 1972]). Similar things can be said for judges who have
no prior precedent from their state with which to buttress their legal standards for analyzing
constitutional language which can be read to say and impose very much, or very little, depending
on the interpreter.
The notions of legal custom and conventional legal language are closely linked, in my
opinion, because they carry definitional components of “informality.” Legal customs are only
regarded as such because they are popularly held, but have not been explicitly (formally)
integrated into legal doctrine, such as statutory or constitutional law; once they achieve the latter
status, they are no longer custom but formal doctrine. Technically, judges are supposed to be
interpreting the written law rather than forging it, and therefore the reliance on these metaphors
is more customary than formal, since they are not directly derived from any statutory or
constitutional texts themselves but rather constitute informal but popular interpretations of such
texts.
In jurisprudence, recognized legal custom becomes self-actualizing: the more it is
recognized in judicial opinion, the closer it comes to approaching formal recognition, because it
is eventually embraced as the definitive interpretation of the constitutional text/language which it
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originally aimed to characterize. For example, few legal scholars or judges question the “WALL
OF SEPARATION”

between church and state, although this metaphoric language appears nowhere

in the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.
Similarly, highly problematic standards from education cases far predating the education
finance network, such as the importance of “LOCAL CONTROL” in education policy (dating back
to the late 19th century) are often accepted by courts as definitive constitutional interpretations,
despite their completely tenuous connection to any formal, textual doctrine (see Bray, 1999). We
will see that judges in the education finance network looking to break from the constraints of
“local control” doctrine tend to look outside their jurisdiction for a competing rubric, with the
“GLOBAL ECONOMIC COMPETITORS” metaphor being a particularly popular counter-point. Does
the necessity of creating globally competitive students trump the judicial preference for local
control in education decision making? Some judges think so; the ones that don’t tend not to
broach globalization metaphors, which presumably undermine their main thesis.
Returning to the point: durability is paramount in legal discourse; the older a rubric is—
the more often used, the less often impeached—the more authoritative it seemingly becomes;
conventionalization blurs the line between informal interpretation and formal rule. The longer an
interpretive metaphor survives, the greater its authority—the informal/formal line is confounded.
Similarly, the more diffuse a metaphor becomes the less pressing the need to legitimate; the
metaphor is simply “known” to constitute a legally valid interpretation, and becomes part of the
pooled knowledge common to judicial actors. A simple reference to the same state court’s use of
the framework will now suffice, and the origins of the metaphor are lost. Moreover, as I
demonstrate shortly, there are multiple instances where metaphors jump from judicial discourse
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to formal statutory or regulatory language, an actual final stage in the transition from customary
to formal rule.
For judges linked via informal networks, the indirect dialogue of the group contributes to
that custom’s validity as custom. In the education finance context, early judges settling such
disputes would have had an extremely limited body of precedent to survey for helpful parallels
and rubrics. Not coincidentally, the same four or five early cases are repeatedly found to have
coined or disseminated the metaphors analyzed in this paper. The existing “pool” of legitimating
discourse was minimal; as that pool grew, the early metaphors grew along with it.
It is important to note here that older cases which were overturned or distinguished by
later courts in their state do not have similar influence either formally (citation in-degree) or
informally (metaphor) (e.g., Milliken v. Green, 1973; Olsen v. State, 1976; Danson v. Casey,
1979). This suggests that influence is not so much affiliated with age, but rather with longevity.
Cases that held up over time came to have influential figurative frameworks.
The need to formulate a theory of judges as group actors is founded in the data. The
existing data calls for a group-based theory of metaphor diffusion, the observed “output” from
this network, because of the lack of consistency observed between formal channels of
communication/influence and informal metaphor sharing. Simple peer-to-peer communication—
and even “participation” in the formal communication channels—fail to explain group outputs in
the aggregate. Heavy citation of other courts does not correlate strongly with participation in
popular metaphor usage. An invisible college exists, and our task is to characterize what this
means in the context of judicial networks.
With regard to groups, we also must acknowledge that “influence” itself can manifest in a
diffuse manner (see, e.g., sociological discussion of “group confirmation bias”) (Schulz-Hardt,
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Frey, Lüthgens, & Moscovici, 2000; Stasser & Titus, 1985). This can be true even in “expert”
groups, where biased information searches tend to confirm existing frameworks, and where
information consistent with consensus group preferences is informally pooled in a manner which
makes it more salient to group members and easier to recall (Stasser & Titus, 1985; Seidenfeld,
2002).
As previously discussed, there is a high degree of formal inter-connectedness between
these courts—they cite each other, quite a bit. This means that judges are surveying the existing
case law on education finance topics, although—and I repeat—they don’t necessarily have to do
so. The limited number of co-equal cases inherently biases the survey of information here, and
the more a metaphor is parroted within the network, the greater the likelihood that a case read by
a judge engaging in such a survey of case law will encounter one of the inter-court metaphors
discussed.
Therefore, we conceive of judicial communication networks, here, as scholars have done
in other diffusion of innovation contexts, under the assumption that “knowledge sharing
traverses the limitation of formal organizations and canonical practices” (Jarrahi & Sawyer,
2010, p. 28). From a theoretical standpoint, “network” models of communication and diffusion
can focus on informal and long-standing patterns of communication, and the extent to which
“informal” communication is apparent in communication/innovation networks (Jarrahi &
Sawyer, 2010; Gulati, 1995; Powell, 2000). This paper offers new insights into the nature of
informal communication in judicial networks, demonstrating that figurative legal frameworks (a
type of legal innovation) become diffuse in a manner that combines formal interaction with more
informal professional affiliations and general awareness of existing trends in judicial, political,
and even popular discourse.
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Furthermore, from a social network standpoint, we seek to understand the appeal of
metaphor in explaining constitutional rights, and to demonstrate that both the formal and
informal networks of judges can serve to enhance the appeal and ultimate conventionality of a
particular metaphor. One of the interesting takeaways from this analysis is that, while many
judges disagree (at least initially) on ideological grounds, they nevertheless gravitate towards
familiar figurative “worldviews,” and in so doing reify frameworks and conceptual domains.
As I discuss shortly, data trends appear to demonstrate that courts favoring plaintiffs in
education finance disputes tend to participate in the metaphor network more regularly than courts
favoring defendants. I will argue that courts favoring plaintiffs in education finance disputes are
more likely to gravitate towards extra-jurisdictional frameworks because they are—almost
always—either breaking from local custom/precedent or forging new custom.
The fact is that many state courts have overturned existing precedent, from a prior
iteration of the same court (with different membership), by applying common/popular figurative
frameworks derived from elsewhere in the education finance network (this is true in New York,
Connecticut, Kansas, Wisconsin, North Carolina, and many other examples). This is extremely
interesting, because it hints at a possibility that macro-discursive trends can influence microlevel discourse homogeneity—courts can snuff out local disagreement by appealing to broader
figurative frameworks and national trends. We are interested in investigating how, on a macrolevel, the reification of particular figurative frameworks influences nationwide precedent in the
aggregate.
4.3 What Does the Invisible College Look Like?
The process of discursive homogenizing that occurs when judges access/borrow language
informally may be seen as the legal profession’s analogue to the Invisible Colleague (see Jarrahi
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& Sawyer, 2010), which focuses on the discursive and philosophical homogeneity occurring in
large scholarly communities (especially in the age of the internet), and the inherent difficulty in
“mapping” the communicative diffusion across multiple channels and modalities of
communication (such as conferences, professional organizations, visiting
appointments/fellowships, authorship collaborations, blogs, online databases, email, etc., etc.).
We have observed that many judges speak similarly in education finance cases, but often
do so without explicit reference to specific colleague(s). The influence of the networked
discourse is actually more apparent to the outside observer than the direct colleague-to-colleague
relation. The influencer his/herself has become diffuse and multiple—invisible—but the
aggregate effect on the group’s output is clearer than ever.
As the sociological literature on in-group behavior amongst peer judges suggests,
informal networks may play a substantial role in how judges process, integrate, and exchange
information with colleagues as they reach formal, written judicial opinions. We can only attempt
to piece together a story of how the invisible indicators—the files a judge reads; the interviews,
statements, and testimony that they hear; the fora and manner in which they speak informally
with colleagues/peers about specific cases; the clerks they hire to prestigious but short-term
appointments; the networking and politics of other judges on their bench; and the “outside”
literature/media/discourse they absorb—affect legal outcomes and language homogeneity crosscourt (Ten Velden & De Dreu, 2012).
Most lawyers (and by extension judges) are de facto members of legal-professional
organizations, specifically through requirements for licensure and bar admittance. These
professional organizations are influential and play a role in perpetuating certain discourses
amongst lawyers. For example, the American Bar Association (ABA), which accredits law
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schools and serves as a type of gatekeeper to the legal profession itself, has a massive
professional membership of over 400,000 people, which is, basically, all of the lawyers in the
United States (ABA, 2014 [there were approximately 450,000 lawyers in the U.S. in 2013]).
According to the ABA’s website, “[e]ach year, the ABA creates more than 3,200 hours of
[career learning events] and hosts 800 in-person events around the world…publish[es] more than
1,000 books, magazines and journals…[w]e help broaden our members’ perspectives and help
them exchange views through 1,000 online forums” (ABA, 2014). In short, the ABA is a
significant facilitator of legal networking events and publications.
Organizations like the ABA provide informal hubs for exchanging discourse within the
profession. To illustrate, at some point, ABA publications have used all six metaphors discussed
in this paper, in nationally distributed publications or newsletters about education finance
litigation (Piché, Zeitlin, Cook & Marchitello, 2011 [“gross disparities”]; Rosenbloom &
Ginsburg, 2014 [“sound basic education”]; Lavergne, 2013 [“global economic competitors”];
Boggs & Flagg, 2011 [“leaky roof”]; Burnett, 2000 [“function in society”]). Such publications
exist in many contexts, amongst many different legal-professional organizations, and constitute a
very simple example of conduits for informal, diffuse communication of discourse.
Delving a bit further, in one ABA publication (Piché, Zeitlin, Cook & Marchitello, 2011,
p. 16), for instance, the authors directly attribute the “GROSS DISPARITIES” metaphor to a
discussion of Brown v. Board of Education (1954), without mention of the lower, state-court
case that actually coined the metaphor twenty years later (Robinson v. Cahill, N.J. 1973). The
metaphor is out of historical context, and is present in a discussion of a famous and landmark
opinion from the U.S. Supreme Court.
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Similarly, in an ABA publication by Boggs and Flagg (2011), the authors infuse a
discussion of Bolling v. Sharpe (347 U.S. 497, 1954), a famous Supreme Court case which
invalidated segregated schooling in the Washington D.C., into a discussion of the modern
education reform issues in Washington D.C., noting the “UNHEALTHINESS” of the system with
metonymical reference to facilities which are “on average, over seventy-five years old…[m]any
SUFFERED FROM LEAKING ROOFS;

broken windows; crumbling walls, floors, and ceilings; and old

and unreliable plumbing, wiring, and heating systems.” It seems likely that the uptick in judicial
focus on “LEAKY ROOFS” in schools, as an issue of legal concern in highly-visible education
finance cases, influenced the authors’ own interest in this detail; yet, they attribute the concern to
a much older U.S. Supreme Court case which contained no usage of the “LEAKY ROOF”
metaphor, nor any discussion of leaking roofs in a more literal sense.
This is how metaphors become ahistorical, conventional parts of the nomenclature, and
we are somewhat reminded of the Washington State Supreme Court’s incorrect attribution of the
education-as-preparation for the “MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” to a famous U.S. Supreme Court First
Amendment holding (Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 1967) that said no such thing
(rather than citing the “bad law” of Serrano I, Cal. 1971). Because the existing sample of
education finance cases to critique is (still) relatively minimal, any self-respecting lawyer or
legal scholar interested in education finance cases will have come across these metaphors in
judicial discourse.
Small examples of absorbed and reconstituted discourse help to illustrate the diffuse
channels of metaphor communication in the legal profession; unfortunately, they also illustrate
the folly of attempting to forensically re-construct informal or invisible patterns of professional
communication. As one legal scholar puts it, we must be somewhat cautious in how we conceive
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of “foreign influence” in legal texts, because focus on this domain may become “as sterile or
trivial as a search for origins in history or for influence in art” (Twining, 2006, p. 511). The
diffusion and homogenization of legal discourse is difficult to de-construct and re-construct, and
as I explain further in the next section on “external” influences on judicial networks, it is not
always easy to reduce influences on discourse into neat independent variables—all discourse is
highly intertextual and cultural, and true influence on discourse is often diffuse to a point of
invisibility.
In fact, the concept of inter-textuality is more complex, in general, than simple borrowing
and sharing from one text to another; rather, almost all language and text is in some way “intertextual,” because the discourser ultimately learned ways of speaking from the cultural and
professional system wherein they reside (Orr, 2003). Judges reside within a very specific
professional community, and the homogeneity of discourse in jurisprudence may be equally
attributable to the Invisible Colleague as it is to formalized means of professional
communication. In fact, many judges are skeptical of other types of discourse (especially
academic discourse) in reaching legal outcomes, and prefer to rely on the self-contained
constructs of legal reasoning (see Monohan & Walker, 1986; Frankenberg & Garces, 2007).
In reality, there are hundreds of instances where each of these terminologies are used in
legal-professional publications. A causality conundrum presents itself, where such articles often
reference (vaguely or poorly) the litigation from which these terms are derived, but in doing so
also reify and restate the metaphors to significant audiences of lawyers and judges. Judicial
opinions are of frequent and great interest to such professional newsletters; they are influenced
by judicial discourse; perpetuate such discourses; and in so doing also increase the opportunity
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that lawyers, judges and future-lawyers-and-judges will encounter such discourses in their
professional networks.
ABA publications are merely a simple, visible, and textual example of discourse
exchange in legal-professional communities, but one can easily see how lawyers may turn to
such publications to educate themselves on education finance cases, and in doing so may absorb
some of the popular discourse. The reality is that lawyers and judges—especially those
practicing in the same jurisdiction—have many occasions to collaborate or compete with one
another.
The Invisible Colleague literature is therefore an excellent analogue for the present
analysis, because much of the empirical work in this space has focused on citation analysis in the
scholarly domain and the extent to which simple patterns of citation fail to fully explain the
discursive homogeneity that occurs in scholarly circles. For example, empirical strategies have
attempted to measure the long-term impact of scholarly collaboration on citation patterns,
demonstrating that, often, scholars who “collaborate” (formulated as co-authors) tend to
subsequently adopt similar citational-reference patterns, but that this does not necessarily involve
continued reference to the previous collaborator (Gazni & Thelwall, 2014).
In other words, the fact of having worked together may produce similarities in scholarly
output, but this does not always correlate with direct attribution (collaborators become more
similar, but in an unattributed manner). Scholars in common fields grow to speak and think
similarly from their informal collaborations, but the attributed similarity is lost upon the lay
reader. I believe I have evidenced a very comparable phenomenon, in showing that the informal
metaphor network is more cohesive than the formal citation network.
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Other scholars interested in the Invisible Colleague/College as it applies to academic and
innovation circles have proposed the framework for observing “factions” or sub-communities
within larger professional circles, observing differences in discourse and “fundamentals” within
sub-groups (Verspagen & Werker, 2004). Actors in a network tend to gravitate towards the
discursive fundamentals which prioritize their particular views on empirical questions or
theories. Others have argued that the “invisible college,” in some ways, supersedes the
“localized” institutional constructs of practice, rules/guidelines, resources, division of labor, etc.,
informally validating certain behavioral, philosophical, and discursive “codes of signification
and sets of assumptions…which quickly become taken-for-granted” (Trowler, 2001). This takenfor-granted-ness is conventionalization.
This literature focuses on scholars in similar fields as an informally connected in-group
(almost everyone “knows of” everyone else), and attempts to formulate the diffuse channels of
communication which contribute to similarities or homogeneity in discourse, citation patterns,
etc. (de Solla Price & Beaver, 1966; Crane, 1972). State judges, for example, should technically
be determining education article questions based on the highly “localized” language of their
constitution and educational tradition; why, then, do some gravitate to common interjurisdictional discourses?
While scholars have occasionally alluded to the “invisible college” of lawyers (see
Schachter, 1977)—usually in reference to the collegial, collaborative, and largely positive
connotations of the terminology—this is an under-investigated theory in the judicial context.
Certain opportunities emerge in conceiving of judicial networks in this way, but only if we drop
the warm-and-fuzzy (“collaborative”) connotation, and focus more on the extent to which
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informal in-group networking leads to the adoption of similar discursive worldviews amongst
judicial actors and in the larger legal-professional community.
Aside from the ubiquity of the ABA in the legal profession, many lawyers belong to other
professional organizations, usually focusing on their particular area of practice. For our purposes,
we may for instance be interested in the effects of yearly conferences held by groups like the
Education Law Association, and other professional groups for education attorneys, where
presentations, posters, panels, and keynote speeches discuss recent case law successes and
failures, from an advocacy standpoint.
As previously alluded to, there is at least some degree of exchange between judges and
other parts of the legal community (including even lawyers who argue education finance
disputes). But there is also a world of discourse outside of the legal profession, and a nearly
incomprehensible chain of causality regarding if, how, and when judges informally borrowed a
particular metaphor. Judges’ informal networks also extend well beyond their direct peers; they
are also supplied with discourse by their legal clerks (who have their own professional and
informal networks) and by the briefs and filings of however many interest groups and
stakeholders decide to become involved in a given case. Each case brings new stakeholders, new
lawyers, and new experts; each year of service on the bench brings new colleagues, new clerks,
and new legal questions for which to manifest a judge’s desire to seek outside help and expertise
from peers.
Moreover, the “informal channels” or Invisible Colleague explanation may be
particularly attractive for the present question, because many state-level judges are members of
the National Center for State Courts professional organization, which holds an annual midyear
Conference for Chief Justices (CCJ). This meeting involves the chief judge from all state
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supreme courts, including presentations, panels, and breakout sessions. Each meeting has a
specific overarching topic, as well as more specific sub-topics.
The CCJ was established in 1949, at the recommendation of the American Bar
Association, for the very purpose of increasing collaboration and consensus among state judges
(NSSC, 2014). Each year, a different judge is elected as the president of the meeting. In 1992,
Justice Robert Stephens of Kentucky, author of the landmark Rose v. Council for Better
Education, Inc. (Ky. 1989) opinion, presided over the annual midyear conference as president. In
1998, just months after writing the majority opinion in Claremont School District v. Governor
(703 A.2d 1353, N.H. 1997 [“Claremont II”]), Justice David Brock of New Hampshire presided
over the meeting. In 2003, Justice Judith Kaye of New York presided over the conference, mere
months before she wrote the majority opinion in CFE II.
At a later symposium for female state-level chief justices, Justice Kaye directly alluded to
the importance of differentiating state constitutions from federal constitutional precedent
(something that education finance jurisprudence is particularly noted for), citing CFE as an
example where New York’s highest court had to consider facts under its “own unique education
clause,” and as a rare exception where a case decided under unique state constitutional
provisions created a “BANNER HEADLINE” (Cardozo Law Symposium, 2007, p. 325). As president
of the Conference of Chief Justices, Justice Kaye successfully pushed for a resolution
establishing a “Statement of Principles Regarding Children and Families,” which urged that
children and family issues be given “high priority” in state court systems (CCJ, 2001). Here is
just one instance of a judge talking, at a professional networking event, about her education
finance holdings—a micro- instance of the informal perpetuation of her particular discourse.
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These are just simple examples where state judges were in a room together, and a judge
who wrote the majority opinion in a highly influential education finance case was standing at the
front of that room. I use these influential judges’ terms as CCJ president as examples of “events”
in informal networking amongst judges because they are something we can put our finger on, but
with the understanding that these are just small, organized examples of informal networking
events outside the context of the actual judicial bench. The point is that, similar to the “invisible
college” in academia, judges have a number of opportunities to interface with other judges, and
to access judicial discourse, outside of traditional or formalized modes of legal communication.
We can see that, with regards to informal networks of metaphor diffusion, it is
profoundly difficult to identify a single “event”—outside of use in jurisprudence—which
catalyzes a metaphor’s upward trend. A researcher may say that a policy entrepreneur, or
adoption by a neighboring court, sparked an instance of metaphor diffusion, and in reality it may
have been borrowed during coffee with a colleague, or a poster session at the CCJ.
There are many further analogues to the Invisible College, informal academic network
literature: academics have research assistants, judges have law clerks; academics have academic
conferences, judges have judicial conferences; academics co-author articles with peers, judges
join or concur in other opinions; academics have both transient interactions with visiting fellows,
scholars from other fields, and lecturers but also an academic “culture” in their particular
institution, judges have transient interactions with lawyers, expert witnesses, single-issue interest
groups, and repeat-players, but also a “culture” on the bench and internal professional networks.
4.4 External Influences on Judicial Discourse
To truly understand the nature of informal judicial networks, we must briefly address and
consider the role of “external” influencers on judicial discourse. I have put forth that state judges
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in education finance litigation derive their figurative legal frameworks from informal channels as
well as formal ones, and this requires further contextualization of the “informal” network
existing amongst judges which contributes to metaphor diffusion.
To discuss metaphor diffusion without reference to the particular political climate and
discourse occurring outside the context of the judicial network would be an oversimplification;
judges are also human beings, and participants in the broader discourse of their culture and era.
While this paper is primarily concerned with the manner in which judges communicate
metaphors cross-court, we need to briefly assess some of the possible external contributors to
metaphor diffusion, to delineate the extent to which any unobserved, informal “communication”
of metaphors comes from external influences.
Qualitative evidence from the metaphors discussed in this paper indicates that a single
catalytic variable across metaphors will prove elusive. It is common in diffusion scholarship to
focus on independent variables (e.g., exposure to media campaigns, adoption by neighbors, etc.),
and their effects on diffusion trends, but that is somewhat antithetical to the approach of this
paper, which focuses on judicial behavior based on group interactions, rather than variable-based
approaches to assessing behavior based on certain macro-level interventions (see, e.g., Valente,
1995). While in this section I propose certain catalytic forces which may facilitate metaphor
adoption, I maintain my overall focus on communication between peer judges as the subject of
primary interest.
Different external conditions exist with regard to each of the metaphors discussed in this
paper. The only true commonality is that they emerged within the education finance network as
viable rubrics for assessing claims, and were subsequently communicated formally/informally
within the network. Examples such as “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” and “GROSS DISPARITIES,”
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seemed to spike in popularity (both in judicial, scholarly, and popular discourse) only after their
use in jurisprudence—the use of the metaphor in high-stakes litigation seemingly lent these
otherwise marginal terms their legal, scholarly, journalistic, and pop-linguistic credibility. In
Appendix D, I provide a series of line graphs illustrating the diffusion of each metaphor
discussed amongst different policy “streams” (judges, policy entrepreneurs, and scholars) (see
Kingdon, 1984).
Other metaphors, such as the “MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” and “GLOBAL ECONOMIC
COMPETITORS”

existed in a palpable form in public discourse before they became popular in the

courts, and their use in legal contexts seemed to spike along with their rise in political and
popular discourse. Interestingly, in these cases, the metaphors existed in some form outside of
the educational or education finance litigation, but had a “moment” of increased prevalence in
popular, scholarly, and legal discourse about education rights. Other metaphors were popular
amongst courts before they gained traction in popular discourse (see Appendix D).
The interplay between the judicial usage and the popular/political employment of the
metaphor is difficult to parse in a causal sense, because judges are on the one hand “normal”
people, steeped in popular, professional, and political discourse; but they are also particularly
influential actors in the sphere of political and popular discourse, as well as the most influential
members of their isolated legal-professional community. I think it is hard, for instance, to
imagine a world where “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” is a popular terminology without recognizing
the role of judges and lawyers in perpetuating that metaphor. As with all communication and
discourse, however, there are multiple channels through which judges may have come to adopt,
or recycle, this terminology.
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Judicial language—and especially linguistically ornate figurative language—has a
capacity to enter the public consciousness, just as popular discourse can enter the judicial
consciousness (Van Dijk, 1996). Moreover, educational scholarship (wherein many of these
metaphors are repeated and critiqued) has been extremely invested in legal discourse and
jurisprudence about education, creating a highly fluid discursive exchange between scholarly and
legal texts (see, e.g., Wells & Frankenberg, 2007; Frankenberg & Garces, 2007). This makes true
empirical perspective on “trending” educational terminologies particularly difficult, as a
“chicken-or-egg” question seems inevitable, with the truth lying somewhere in the abstract space
of the codependency of the different spheres of influence and their dual roles as enablers of
particular figurative notions as applied to students’ educational rights.
This is somewhat similar to John Kingdon’s (1984) theory of policy “streams,” which
focuses on the convergence of different streams of discourse (problem stream, the policy stream,
and the political stream) in governmental agenda setting; more specifically, Kingdon (1984)
posited that political ideas/agendas are rarely attributable to a single individual or group, but
rather must achieve a critical mass amongst the agendas of various policy actors before they
become viable. When interests across the different streams converge at a particular moment, then
there is the opportunity for innovation or change. This paper similarly acknowledges that judicial
discourse is not closed circuit, and some instances of metaphor communication appear to have
been at least partially influenced by popular, policy, or political discourse around educational
rights at the time.
However, it would also be a mistake, I think, to view judges as passive participants in a
discursive onslaught or zeitgeist. Lawyers are trained to use metaphor. Law students are actually
taught to employ metaphors in effective and persuasive ways, as a common linguistic tool
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derived from law’s persistent fascination with the role of analogy in logic (Murray, 1984). The
law school entrance exams (LSAT) themselves are dominated by analogical reasoning and
metaphor. I point this out simply to contextualize metaphor employment in the legal context;
more often than not, judges choose and frame the metaphor that best suits their argument, and the
outcomes section of this paper clearly indicates that judges are acutely aware where a particular
metaphor does not suit their argumentative logic (see, e.g., Poirier, 2003). Adoption of metaphor,
therefore, is perhaps less passive in legal contexts than it may be in others.
Judges often overtly reject the very metaphors that we discuss in this paper (see
dissenting justice in CFE II [rejecting “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION”]; Committee for Educational
Rights v. Edgar, 174 Ill.2d 1, 1996 [same]; San Antonio Ind. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 1973
[rejecting “MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” metaphor]). Similarly, as I demonstrate shortly, judges who
adopt inter-court metaphors often do so as counterpoint to an existing local framework (often a
figurative one). I would caution, therefore, that we view judges as the well-read, well-resourced
and hyper-aware discoursers that they are—adoption of metaphor is meaningful, and it would be
misleading, I think, to attribute it purely to sociological forces.
Moreover, the data does not bear out such passive participation: rather, it appears quite
clear that judges who are breaking with precedent tend to participate more in inter-court
communication of metaphor; judges who are maintaining the constitutional status quo tend not to
participate. This seems meaningful, as though the choice of metaphor is deliberate (and I think it
is). This is why I rely on the notion of legitimation so much in this paper—while the “popularity”
of figurative speech in broader discourse is one thing, I think that popularity in judicial discourse
is another thing altogether. A metaphor which simultaneously fits or frames the logical structure
that a judge pursues, and has been previously validated by existing “good” case law from peer
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courts, is doubly useful rhetoric for that judge and more likely to appear in his/her written
opinion as a result.
The litigation context provides some obvious potential external “catalysts” for
perpetuating a particular figurative framework, and below I engage in some brief analysis of
these potential external causes of metaphor diffusion. I apply some simplistic analytics to the
role of these possible external catalysts in the metaphor diffusion trends observed, before
returning to the primary focus of this paper: peer-to-peer communication amongst judges.
(a) Policy Entrepreneurs
In assessing possible external influences on judicial networks, it may be that a metaphor
enters the network consciousness of state judges because it is advanced by “policy
entrepreneurs” or interest groups filing amicus curiae (“friend of the court”) briefs in multiple
states. In other instances, it may be the attorneys in education finance cases who engage in
thoroughgoing searches for transplantable legal language, which is both persuasive to judges and
embeds strong constitutional rights in schoolchildren. Perhaps a metaphor is uttered during
argument, or expressed by an expert witness at the trial court level.
Lawyers and experts can be powerful proponents for legal innovation and policy
entrepreneurs in their own right (and working together in advocacy, as is common in education
finance litigation). Judges may hear a particular metaphor in a number of professional and
popular venues, and may not always recall its origins (this is the “pooling” phenomenon). Legal
briefs, either from one of the parties to the suit or from amicus filings, can be important conduits
for getting a particular metaphor in front of judges as potential adopters.
Interest groups such as the NAACP, the ACLU, the League of Women Voters, and others
have used the metaphors discussed in this paper in multiple amicus filings. The heavy
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participation of interest groups in education finance litigation, largely via amicus briefs, is an
attractive focal point in investigating metaphor diffusion.
One interesting finding is that particular metaphors are often advanced in amicus filings
via narrow, issue-specific policy entrepreneurs. For example, the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU)—an organization more often involved in civil liberties cases than education finance
disputes—has played a significant role in advancing the “MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” metaphor in
education finance. Likely, this metaphor is attractive to the ACLU because of its long history of
use in free speech cases; members of the ACLU are “immersed” in this metaphor. Similarly,
local coalitions of business owners have been central in pushing for the students as “GLOBAL
ECONOMIC COMPETITORS”

metaphor, typically citing their own need for highly-trained,

competitive work forces.
Non-profit organizations with a focus on education finance reform have been very
involved in the popularization of “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” (e.g., the Campaign for Educational
Equity and the Education Law Center), and have played an important role in bringing that
metaphor to other jurisdictions via amicus filings. Interest groups interested in rehabilitation for
juvenile offenders have played a part in advancing the “FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY IN SOCIETY”
metaphor in multiple jurisdictions. Interest groups representing coalitions of small and rural
school districts have been central in advancing the “GROSS DISPARITIES” metaphor, which makes
sense given their interest in accentuating the inequities in funding and resources existing in rural
districts.
In short, interest groups tend to take up metaphors that directly relate to their ideological
and political issues, and that frame their issues in a persuasive manner. However, the use of these
metaphors by interest groups in court filings usually comes later, after the metaphor has
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experienced substantial diffusion/saturation in state courts. While these groups may help
perpetuate a metaphor, their high reliance on the existing pool of judicial discourse for making
legal arguments renders them a spurious candidate for driving metaphor saturation. For judges
reading these filings, a metaphor is only as convincing as the authority from which it is
derived—metaphors which are purely linguistic flourish are unlikely, I think, to sway judges
who are concerned with legitimation. In essence, the policy entrepreneur here is serving as a
conduit for connecting one judge to another—they are placing one instance of judicial discourse
in front of a new judge (further biasing the “survey”), who may or may not choose to adopt.
As case study, the “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” metaphor exemplifies the interplay
between external and internal discourse in metaphor diffusion amongst judicial actors. A number
of variables come into play in this example, including the role of attorneys, interest groups,
popular discourse, scholarly literature, geography (neighboring states sharing the metaphor), as
well as direct formal sharing between courts.
The “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” metaphor has not been popular only in jurisprudence. To
date, it has been used in 219 legal briefs (including amicus curiae and briefs for
plaintiffs/defendants) in twenty different states; 1,300 scholarly articles; countless examples of
popular media (including New York Times articles and CNN news stories), and (increasingly) in
actual policy documents and statutory language (see, e.g., New York State Education
Department, 2006; 9 N.Y.C.R.R. § 5.131; Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, 2014;
North Carolina General Statutes Annotated § 115C-106.3).
There are, in fact, multiple instances where the same national interest group brought up
the “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” language in amicus briefs from litigation in multiple states—the
National School Boards Association filed briefs using the terminology in New York (2003),
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Missouri (2009), Louisiana (2013), and Arizona (2012); the Education Law Center did the same
in Colorado (2003), Missouri (2009), California (2013), and Kansas (2013); the American Civil
Liberties Union did so in New York (1995) and North Carolina (2012). The Education Law
Center, it should be noted, also utilized the “MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” metaphor in amicus filings
in Colorado (2003) and Missouri (2009).
However, the rate of use for the “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” terminology in amicus briefs
and court filings around the country did not rise significantly until after many state courts had
already adopted the terminology as precedent (see Appendix D). In general, this trend seems to
hold true—out of the seventy-eight total examples of state court-level adoption of popular
metaphors (“saturation”) identified in this paper, only fourteen instances of metaphor saturation
into state supreme court precedent involved an antecedent brief/filing usage.
In other words, in 17.9% of instances of metaphor saturation does the use by a policy
entrepreneur in amicus or other filing directly actually precede the first adoption by a court; far
more often, courts use the metaphor first and interest groups or attorneys subsequently adopt the
metaphor to argue their perspective more effectively. Still, those numbers demonstrate that we
cannot ignore the role of interest groups in facilitating metaphor diffusion, and I would argue that
lawyers and amicus are extensions of the judicial-legal professional network. Interaction with
other lawyers and judges is a noted component of the Invisible Colleague as characterized in this
paper, and this interaction extends far beyond brief filings (trial arguments, expert testimony, and
other spoken communications come to mind). While such policy entrepreneurs are technically
external to the judicial network, they are also clearly an extension of judges’ professional
networks.
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By contrast, there are thirty-five instances where court-to-court communication played
some role in initial metaphor saturation—in 46.2% of the instances of metaphor saturation, the
adopting court cited some other court in the network for the metaphor they borrowed (whether
they cited correctly is an entirely different question, and usually they did not). There is also
some overlap—for instance, in North Carolina there is both an antecedent mention of “SOUND
BASIC EDUCATION”

in a plaintiffs’ brief and a (incorrect) citation to New Jersey precedent for the

language. Courts may hear the terminology in one place, and then do a reverse search of
legitimating citation. Other times, amicus or plaintiffs’ filings may alert the court to both the
metaphor and a citation, with the court adopting both.
Overall, however, it appears that courts are more likely to borrow metaphors from other
courts than from interest groups or attorneys using them in filings and briefs; it even appears that
interest groups pioneering a metaphor in a given jurisdiction are more likely to succeed if they
cite to existing precedent for that metaphor. I conceive of such interest groups primarily as
conduits, rather than catalysts, for ensuring that a particular piece of inter-court discourse is
considered by a judge.
We can say, then, that if half the time a metaphor is borrowed formally, and the other half
it is borrowed informally, policy entrepreneurs are not the sole catalyst for explaining that
informal diffusion trends. The “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” metaphor experienced a strong period
of saturation from 1995-2000, clearly sparked by its re-use in the New York CFE (N.Y. 1995)
litigation. Shortly thereafter, its use in amicus briefs and court filings spiked, as did its rate of use
in scholarly articles from multiple fields.
A simple truth underlies these findings about interest group’s role in metaphor diffusion:
these terminologies are not truly persuasive to courts until after they have the force of precedent
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in some context. In New York, for example, the “SOUND BASIC” terminology was revived in
filings by the plaintiffs’ attorneys in CFE I (N.Y. 1995), but its power from a legal standpoint
was largely derived from its prior usage in Levittown (N.Y. 1982). This is true for amicus filings
as well, where the impact of such briefs has been widely debated (Kearney & Merill, 2000;
Songer & Sheehan, 1993), and arguments which are tethered to existing law are inherently more
attractive to judges seeking legitimizing rationale/citation.
This is not to say that lawyers and interest groups cannot effectively employ existing
metaphors: for example, in New York’s CFE (N.Y. 1995; 2003; 2006) litigation, the attorneys
and amicus filers made substantial, effective use of metaphors mentioned somewhat passingly by
the court in Levittown (N.Y. 1982). These metaphors subsequently became much stronger
linguistic tools for defending students’ rights, based largely on the creative use of existing
precedent/metaphor by interested parties.
As a case study in the interaction between multiple discursive-legal mediums, two other
state-level examples come to mind (Wisconsin and North Carolina); in each, the “SOUND BASIC
EDUCATION”

terminology was first mentioned in plaintiffs’ briefs—a 1995 Amendment to an

Intervening Complaint in North Carolina, and a 1999 Reply Brief for an Intervening Plaintiff in
Wisconsin—and was adopted by the supreme courts in those jurisdictions very shortly after (see
Leandro v. State, N.C. 1997 and Vincent v. Voight, Wis. 2000).
That actually makes three examples (including CFE I) where the use in briefs/filings
directly preceded (and likely facilitated) adoption by courts in a particular state—this trend is
represented in the period of concurrent growth for briefs/filings and judicial opinions during the
mid- to late-1990’s. Overall, we cannot say that interest groups are the primary catalyst of
metaphor diffusion, but we can see that they play a role in certain cases.
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The role of policy entrepreneurs is again somewhat evident in the “GLOBAL
COMPETITORS”

example, as groups such as the American Civil Liberties Union, the NAACP, the

Education Law Center, and the League of Women Voters all filed amicus briefs utilizing this
metaphor. Again, the Education Law Center is a notable actor, having filed briefs utilizing the
“COMPETITORS” metaphor in three jurisdictions (Pennsylvania, Colorado, and Missouri. Even
more interestingly, in at least two examples (Texas and Connecticut), local business owners from
around the state came together as a coalition to file amici (Texas Business and Education
Coalition and Bridgeport Regional Business Council, respectively), and effectively argued for
the inclusion of a “GLOBAL ECONOMIC COMPETITORS” metaphor, arguing not only as interested
parties but also as “informed” participants in the local economy.
In at least seven instances, use of this metaphor in a brief or filing directly preceded the
first adoption of that metaphor by a state court (Wisconsin, Colorado, Arkansas, Kansas, South
Dakota, Iowa, and Connecticut). More interestingly, the metaphor was used by the plaintiffs or
amici in filings for the case that actually used the metaphor—Brief of Intervening Plaintiff in
Vincent v. Voight (Wis. 1989); Amicus Brief of Education Law Center in Lobato v. State (Colo.
2003); Brief of Appellants in Lake View School District v. Huckabee (2003); Brief of Appellees
in Montoy v. State (Kan. 2004); Amicus Brief of the Associated School Boards of South Dakota
in Davis v. State (S.D. 2010); Brief of Appellants in King v. Iowa (Iowa 2009); and Amicus
Brief of the Workforce Alliance and the Bridgeport Regional Business Council in CCJEF v. Rell
(Conn. 2010), respectively.
Thus, it wasn’t that the terminology had somehow crept into the jurisdiction, but was
actually directly posited by interested parties and ultimately adopted by the courts. Similarly,
while New York’s highest court had already recognized this metaphor in Levittown (N.Y. 1982),
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it should be noted that both and Amicus Brief from the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
and plaintiffs’ filings (1995) utilized the global competitors metaphor before it was re-stated by
the court in CFE, and with a “globalization” tilt, no less. The ACLU’s role in pushing for the
“marketplace of ideas” and “economic competitors” metaphor is particularly interesting, since
their involvement here somewhat exemplifies the “borrowing” of free speech and other “civil
liberties” metaphors into the public education context. In conjunction with other filings by local
“business councils” which use the “global economic competitors” metaphor, we can see that
policy entrepreneurs with “narrower” interests can actually be quite effective in employing
metaphor in a convincing fashion.
In the “FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY” example, there does not appear to be a necessarily
strong link between interest group’s introducing the metaphor, and courts subsequently adopting
it. Only in Wisconsin and Indiana did the language appear in a brief/filing prior to first adoption
by the courts. Conversely, in New York, North Carolina, Kansas, and Texas, the use of the
metaphor in amicus and plaintiffs’ filings came later—largely empowered by, and cited to, the
state court’s use of the terminology.
We do not, however, want to downplay the role of interest groups in popularizing the
terminology more broadly—the ACLU was successful in introducing the language to the
Wisconsin Supreme Court; the ACLU, the League of Women Voters, and the United Federation
of Teachers each played a role in re-introducing the metaphor to the New York court in CFE I-II;
the NAACP attempted to introduce the language in Florida via amicus brief; the National School
Boards Association attempted, unsuccessfully, to introduce similar language (“education is a
public function necessary to preserve a democratic society”) into the precedent of both Arizona
and Louisiana.
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For the “GROSS DISPARITIES” in education funding/opportunity metaphor, one of the most
common interest groups present in amicus filings using this metaphor are coalitions of small or
rural school districts. This was true in Pennsylvania, New York, Arizona, Arkansas, Texas, and
Kansas. Not surprisingly, it is often small, rural, and poorer districts who suffer the most in
property-tax based education finance schemes, and such districts tend to coalesce in education
finance disputes in order to make the case for reformulating state allocations to account for this
disparity.
As it happens, the health-based “GROSS DISPARITIES” metaphor is a good fit for their
constitutional arguments, because it implicates a lack of parity, an imbalance in the system that
fundamentally harms that system. In what is beginning to seem like a trend, there were only two
instances where the use of the metaphor in a brief or filing directly preceded the adoption by
courts (Kansas and Arkansas; Brief of Appellees/Cross-Appellants in Montoy v. State and
Amicus Brief of the Arkansas Education Association in Lake View v. Huckabee, respectively).
Additionally, the metaphor was used in a different case in Illinois (Jenkins v. Leninger, Ill. 1994)
before it was adopted in Committee for Education Rights v. Edgar (Ill. 1996), and it is
conceivable that the court—which was hearing both cases at the same time—was influenced by
that filing.
With the “LEAKY ROOF” example, there exists only one clear example where the Court
adopted the metaphor/metonymy after an antecedent mention in a filing brief—a Brief of
Amicus Curiae of the Council of the Great City Schools in CFE II. Both uses clearly employed
the “leaky roof” as a metonymical example of overarching dysfunction in the education system
more generally. In a CFE II amicus, the Council for Great City Schools (2003, p. 16) remarked
that “[a] student required to sit in a crowded classroom with a leaky roof and little heat, and to
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read outdated materials taught by an inexperienced teacher, could readily decide to give up on
school because the system had so fully given up on him.”
However, there are other instances where briefs/filings adopt the similar metonymical
usage of the “LEAKY ROOF;” in an Amicus Curiae from Ohio Congressman Ted Strickland in
DeRolph v. State, the Congressman remarked, for instance, that “[w]hen districts are fortunate
enough to have any new, local revenue, they will now have to choose between patching leaky
roofs, adding long overdue classrooms, and complying with the new state regulations.” Both of
these uses closely mirror the figurative employment of the “LEAKY ROOF” as microcosm of
system failure appearing subsequently in DeRolph and CFE II.
One overarching problem here is the interaction between variables, as it is difficult to
parse out whether scholars and interest groups were influenced by judicial terminologies or vice
versa (e.g., use of “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” skyrocketed in legal scholarship after CFE I, often
due to explicit references to the New York cases and others using this precedent). Similar issues
arise with the question of interest groups or policy entrepreneurs, where their capacity to
effectively employ metaphoric language in amicus briefs is highly dependent on the previous use
of that language by other courts; without the ability to cite it as precedent, linguistic flourishes in
amici, hypothetically, have little opportunity to influence courts. It is therefore hard to say that
greater usage of the terminologies in scholarship/filings causes greater saturation in precedent, or
the reverse.
(b) Popular/Political Discourse
Looking at public discourse beyond the litigation context, perhaps the metaphor itself is
characteristic of a larger moment in popular and political discourse—being used in scholarly or
newspaper articles, political speeches, or other popular media—and it becomes the “right (rights)
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metaphor at the right time” for courts, who are trying to make their opinions appealing to a large
and lay audience, or who perhaps are merely swept up in the popular trends.
Evidence suggests that diffusion of these metaphors into other policy contexts has also
occurred. Adoption of these metaphors in policy documents is increasingly common, “SOUND
BASIC EDUCATION”

now appears in multiple policy documents and statutes (see, e.g., New York

State Education Department, 2006; 9 N.Y.C.R.R. § 5.131; Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction, 2014; North Carolina General Statutes Annotated § 115C-106.3); the “GLOBAL
COMPETITORS”

metaphor has come to be adopted in state legislation (10 Maine Revised Statutes

Annotated § 945-A; West Virginia Code, § 18-8-6; Wyoming Statutes Annotated § 21-2-304);
the “FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY” metaphor appears in education department publications and
statutes from around the country (see, e.g., Virginia Department of Education, 2005; Texas
Administrative Code Title 19, § 113.18; 05-071 Code of Maine Rules Currentness Ch. 132;
Iowa Administrative Code 281-23.5[260C]). However, this most often occurs either after
adoption by a state court (as part of efforts by legislatures to comply with court rulings). Courts
drive metaphor adoption in this context.
However, most of these metaphors also, originally, came from contexts outside of
education finance law: “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION,” for instance, was a marginally popular
terminology in pedagogical publications concerned with holding schools accountable for
teaching educational basics, before the Washington Supreme Court used it in the education
finance context (see, e.g., Weber, 1975; Levit, 1972); “FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY IN SOCIETY”
had a popular connotation in the correctional and rehabilitation contexts, referring to one’s
ability to participate in normal social endeavors without succumbing to recidivism (see Bell,
1972; see also American Correctional Association, 1990).
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In the New York example, the “SOUND BASIC” language had laid largely dormant after its
mention in Levittown (N.Y. 1982), until it was revived in the 1993 Complaint for Declaratory
and Injunctive Relief for CFE I. Subsequently, the “SOUND BASIC” language took center stage in
that case, with both parties to the case taking opposing views as to whether the standard had or
had not been met. In between Levittown and CFE I, a meager seven pieces of scholarly literature
(all law review articles from the New York/New Jersey Region) referenced the “SOUND BASIC
EDUCATION”

legal standard, including a 1993 article by one of the plaintiffs’ attorneys in CFE

(Rebell, 1993; see also Harvith, 1983 [discussing its use in Levittown]).
By 2005 the number of scholarly mentions had spiked above six hundred (see Appendix
D). Also, between 1997 and 2000, four new state courts adopted the language, including
Washington, North Carolina, South Carolina (who borrowed the standard from neighboring
North Carolina), and New Jersey (who borrowed it from neighboring New York). A difficult
chain of causality underlies this story—it is likely that without Levittown’s (1982) unattributed
borrowing of the Lujan/Northshore “sound basic education” standard, the plaintiffs’ attorneys in
CFE would have had little reason to resurrect the (nearly forgotten) standard or transpose it from
another jurisdiction. However, it also seems quite plausible that the CFE court would not have
resurrected the standard, or infused it with new legal meaning, had the CFE attorneys not drawn
attention to the somewhat specific terminology.
Finally, it seems doubtful that, without the legal and scholarly rebirth that “SOUND BASIC
EDUCATION”

experienced as a result of the CFE I litigation and the media attention that that case

received, the attorneys in Wisconsin or North Carolina would have thought to utilize the
terminology in their own filings. Similarly, the South Carolina Supreme Court may not have
adopted if its neighboring state (whom it cited for the precedent) had not done so; the same can
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be said for the impact of the CFE opinions on the New Jersey Supreme Court’s adoption of the
terminology. Going back even further, if Northshore (1975) had not ostensibly borrowed this
rather obscure term from scholarly education policy texts, then it may never have existed in the
education finance litigation context at all.
Yet, New York, New Jersey, Wisconsin, South Carolina, and North Carolina are five of
the state jurisdictions where “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” is the most often used in jurisprudence,
and where it has the most weight as an actionable legal standard. The current status of “SOUND
BASIC EDUCATION”

in the popular and political discourse around education rights is unavoidably

linked to its use in litigation, but clearly the interplay between other forms of discourse outside
of formal judicial communication had a significant impact on the adoption of this particular
metaphor. The profound role of informal communication and multiple channels is clear.
A significant sub-genre of legal scholarship has emerged which discusses the state-level
nuances in this terminology and the power of this language in education finance litigation. The
use of “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” in all types of scholarly literature enjoyed a perceptible spike
after four additional courts adopted the standard in the mid-1990s and the CFE litigation lent it
increased importance as a legal standard. So the terminology was originally borrowed from other
contexts, injected with new importance by judicial opinions, and ultimately empowered as a
terminology of interest for policy advocates, scholars, journalists, and judges alike. Somewhat
interestingly, the rate of adoption by state courts has remained relatively consistent, whereas the
rate of use by scholars and “policy entrepreneurs” has spiked considerably since CFE
popularized the term in the mid-1990s and early 2000s.
Similar to the “SOUND BASIC” example, the notion of preparing students for the
“MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” seemingly grew in popularity in the courts prior to high rates of
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increase in briefs/filings and scholarly literature. The research from prior sections indicated that
direct, strong citation between co-equal courts may be more of an explanatory variable for
adopting the “MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS” metaphor—the average KeyCite citation strength for
courts adopting this particular metaphor was 2.0 (out of possible four), with three out of seven
adopters attributing the metaphor to another court via “strong” citation, all seven adopters citing
the metaphor to some other court.
We may hypothesize that this is because the metaphor was already an esteemed piece of
legal precedent prior to its use in the education finance context, albeit with a different meaning
(the linguistic metaphor already existed, the conceptual metaphor did not). While the use of the
metaphor is fundamentally different in the education finance discourse—mandating that state’s
provide an education which prepares students to compete/participate in the marketplace of
ideas—early courts were able to somewhat fudge the attribution of this metaphor, crediting it to
an existing U.S. Supreme Court which dealt with the classroom as a marketplace of ideas and
resulting limitations of government intrusion on the negative right to free speech in that space
(Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 1967).
The MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS example offers no instances where an attorney/interest group
referenced the metaphor prior to it being adopted by a state court. Similarly, the scholarly
literature on the topic achieved a higher rate of increase only after the metaphor had achieved
saturation in the courts (see Appendix D). In recent years, the metaphor’s use in amicus briefs
and filings has seen a substantial increase, likely as a result of the fact that the metaphor has
found purchase in other jurisdictions. This seems especially to be true where “repeat players” in
the education finance policy space—most notably the Education Law Center and National
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School Boards Association—reference the metaphor in amicus briefs for litigation in states that
had not yet adopted the metaphor (e.g., Missouri and Colorado).
The “GLOBAL ECONOMIC COMPETITORS” metaphor has its roots in two of the earliest cases
from the education finance litigation network, the influential Robinson v. Cahill (1973) and
Seattle School District Number 1 v. State (1978). Unlike these other examples, the students-aseconomic-competitors metaphor experienced a substantial spike in popularity in the 1990’s, with
many courts applying a twist on the metaphor by focusing on the necessity of preparing students
to compete in a global market, and particularly one which is unpredictable in its modernity and
trajectory.
The simple explanation is that this spike in popularity is to focus on the Rose v. Council
for Better Education, Inc. (1989) case from Kentucky, which certainly appears to be the
influential actor in the network in terms of disseminating or communicating this metaphor, and
notably was the first to apply the metaphor to economic competition outside its state borders,
focusing on student’s ability to compete with others in surrounding states. However, it is also
true that during this time, a growing sentiment outside of the legal context was emerging which
focused on education in a globalized world and economy, with “globalization” frames becoming
especially common in scholarship, media, and policy discourse (especially with the rise of
Programme for International Student Assessment [PISA] results as an international comparative
measure [Rizvi & Lingard, 2009]).
Some scholars have particularly focused on the popularity of “globalization” discourse
more generally in law, noting that “G-words” such as “global,” “globalization,” “globalizing,”
etc. have experienced a notable discursive popularity in law during the early 21th century,
especially as a hyperbolic rhetorical strategy for setting the “global and the local in
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counterpoint,” or appealing to superficial statements about local legal processes in relation to
global economic, political, or legal forces (Twining, 2006, p. 508). This is compelling, because
judges in the education context, and elsewhere (Twining, 2006) seemed to participate in this
trend, and I will discuss specifically the use of globalization metaphors as counterpoint to the
“local control” argument in education disputes. As the charts in Appendix D demonstrate, the
notion of “global competitiveness” was seeing a significant increase in usage in scholarly
publications at around the same moment as it experienced a similar rise in popularity in the
education finance context.
The “FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY” metaphor seemingly was coined in the correctional
rehabilitation context, as a key term in national policy discussions for describing the threshold
status that convicted persons and (especially) juvenile offenders must attain to avoid recidivism.
The notion of equipping individuals with the skills and moral/social outlook to “function
productively in society” appears to have its roots in the prison rehabilitation movement of the
late 1980’s and early 1990’s, where the terminology became a catchphrase for critiquing social
indicators of incarceration and recidivism—for instance, the American Correctional Association
(1990) noted that many young people who end up in the criminal justice system had not
completed high school, had inadequate vocational skills, and lacked the “skills and knowledge
needed to FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY IN SOCIETY” (American Correctional Association, 1990;
Prendergast, Wellisch & Falkin, 1995).
Indeed, much of the academic literature from the early 1980’s and 1990’s using this
metaphoric language did so in reference to discussions of recidivism—particularly as it intersects
with mental health and disability issues—and the potential role of education as a mitigating
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intervention (see, e.g., Brooks, 1991; Jones, 1994), including government sponsored longitudinal
analyses and literature reviews (Kirsch, 1993; Rider-Hankins, 1992).
Government offices with education and delinquency prevention tilts took up the
metaphor frequently, as a way of characterizing the perceived connection between educational
attainment and one’s capacity to function as an upstanding member of society (Kirsch, 1993;
Rider-Hankins, 1992). Indeed, many state-level courts actually utilized the metaphor in the
prison rehabilitation context prior to its use in education finance cases—often, these opinions
focused on an incarcerated juvenile’s right to educational supports while a ward of the state (see
Eddings v. State, 443 So.2d 1308, Ala. Crim. App. 1983 [“persons in this classification are only
able to learn basic skills that will help them function in society”]; State of Ohio v. Cunning,
1979; State v. Meade, 146 Or. App. 202, Ore. 1997).
Some state courts continue to utilize the metaphors in both the education and correctional
contexts, and quite often there is a conflation of what it means to “function” in society,
alternatively referencing one’s mental acuity or IQ and one’s willingness and ability to embrace
societal and workplace behavioral norms (Cf. Bonner v. Daniels, 2008 and Indiana Department
of Corrections v. Haley, 928 N.E.2d 840, 2010; Cf. Leandro v. State, 1997 and State v. Hunt, 365
N.C. 432, 2012).
An amicus brief from the interest group Fight Crime: Invest in Kids for recent California
education litigation (Campaign for Quality Education v. State, 2013) made clear that the posited
correlation between criminality, poverty, and inadequate education is still very much a part of the
“function productively” metaphor, as it appears in education finance litigation. Fight Crime, in
its amicus filing (2013, pp. 5-6), stated that “[a] well-functioning education system should
prevent dropouts and suspensions, and thereby reduce crime rates and violence, improving the
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ability of students to fulfill their social, civic, and economic potential…[w]ithout programs
specifically designed to meet their individual needs, foster children are frequently dysfunctional
human beings at great penal and welfare costs.”
Ironically, in the education finance context the “FUNCTION PRODUCTIVELY” metaphor has
evolved to primarily cover two societal “functions” which are not actually available to most
criminal offenders: participation in juries and in voting booths.
(c) Neighbors
Adoption by a neighboring state is sometimes relevant (a popular culprit in diffusion
literature from political science) but comes nowhere close to explaining the broader diffusion
phenomenon observed in this paper, which does not appear to run along any cleanly geographic
path (something I illustrated qualitatively in prior sections). Many diffusion scholars have
posited, and attempted to validate, diffusion models which analyze the effects of neighboring
jurisdictions on policy adoption (see, e.g., Berry & Berry, 1999; Karch, 2007).
However, here it appears clear that metaphor sharing between courts does not align itself
with geographic patterns. Correlation analysis for shared border as a hypothetical type of
“relation” (1=share state border with other actor; 0=did not share border) and shared metaphor as
another, evidences a low correlation statistic between sharing a state border with another actor in
the network and sharing metaphor with that actor (r = .210) (see UCINET correlation printout at
Appendix E). Without some evidence that geographic proximity correlates with shared metaphor
(as a binary, so even one shared metaphor), it is difficult to move forward with any hypothesis
that proximal adoption explains diffusion trends, despite singular instances where this likely had
a role (e.g., transmission of “sound basic education” from North Carolina to South Carolina, or
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from New York to New Jersey). On the whole, metaphor sharing does not run along geographic
paths.
5. CHAPTER 5
METAPHORS AND OUTCOMES
As a final question, we are interested in looking at which metaphors are used in cases
with particular outcomes. More specifically, we want to know how metaphor is used in cases
which are beneficial to plaintiff-schoolchildren, and how it is used in cases which are beneficial
for defendants-state governments. This is not only helpful in explaining the manner and context
in which courts employ these metaphors, but also in understanding the counterfactual, or
instances where courts who are formally connected to the network nevertheless fail to participate
in the informal metaphor network.
The first step here is to code the different cases in the network as containing positive or
negative outcomes for plaintiffs. Admitting that it is not always so clear-cut in legal disputes, in
the education finance context it is relatively plausible to view the various instances of litigation
in this rough dichotomy. In Appendix F, the reader will find a catalogued description of each
case in the education finance network, along with a rationale for why it was deemed positive or
negative for plaintiffs.
This was partially achieved using the National Access Network’s (2015) website, which
offers in-depth analyses of case outcomes by state, and makes similar judgments pertaining to
whether the outcome favored the plaintiffs or the defendants, as well as state-by-state
breakdowns of opinions favorable to plaintiffs versus defendants. Luckily for our purposes, the
breakdown of positive and negative decisions was nearly equal for this particular network of
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litigation, with slightly more cases (33) arriving at opinions favorable to plaintiffs than arriving
at outcomes favorable to defendants (32).
One initial finding of interest is that cases positive to plaintiffs are substantially more
likely to use metaphors from the education finance network. Sixteen of the thirty-two outcomes
favoring defendants (50.0%) did not utilize a single metaphor discussed in this paper. Figure 22,
below, visualizes the metaphor network for cases favoring defendants, and we can see that
exactly half of these cases failed to partake in any of the inter-court metaphors discussed in this
paper. The two-mode metaphor network for cases favoring defendants reveals only 29 edges
amongst 32 actors (mean of 0.9 edges per actor; density of .151); by contrast, the two-mode
metaphor network for cases favoring plaintiffs reveals 63 edges amongst 33 actors (mean of 1.9
edges per actor; density of .318) (see Figure 22). A two-mode network shows how the different
actors participate in a given metaphor, rather than viewing shared metaphor as a “relation”
between actors. In short, there is a greater level of participation in the informal metaphor
network amongst cases favoring plaintiffs than cases favoring defendants in education finance
disputes.
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Figure 22: Two Mode Representation of Metaphor Use in Cases Favoring Defendants

By contrast, as Figure 23 below demonstrates, only five of the thirty-three outcomes
favoring plaintiffs (15.2%) did not utilize at least one of the metaphors. This means that, of the
twenty-one cases in the network that did not utilize one of the inter-textual metaphors from the
network, 76% were cases favorable to defendants. Moreover, of the ten education finances cases
which fell outside the (formal) citation network (EDFIN, 2014)—all of which also fell outside
the metaphor network—eight of them were negative for plaintiffs; in total, greater than threequarters of the education finance cases which did not participate in the metaphor network were
negative outcomes for plaintiffs. Cases reaching positive outcomes for plaintiffs were more
likely to utilize inter-court metaphors about education finance. It is important to note, here, that
for this project I do not conceive of metaphor as an independent variable which changes judges’
thinking or alters legal outcomes. To the contrary, it seems more likely that judges turn to
metaphor to add support to decisions that have already reached. Figure 23, below, visualizes the
network of cases positive to plaintiffs and the metaphors they chose to adopt, demonstrating the
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comparatively higher levels of participation in the metaphor network amongst courts finding for
plaintiffs.

Figure 23: Two Mode Representation of Metaphor Use in Cases Favoring Plaintiffs

In some ways, these overall trends mirror the lower levels of communicativeness
amongst negative cases in the network more generally—these cases average 8.1 positive
citations and only 1.8 strong network citations (even with two substantial outliers in James and
King, which had 14 and 16 strong network citations and significantly skew that average); by
comparison, cases with positive outcomes for plaintiffs averaged 10.9 positive citations and 2.4
strong network citations. Moreover, courts with negative outcomes for plaintiffs have a higher
preponderance of negative/disagreement citations to the network, averaging 2.1 negative
citations to the network, compared with 1.8 in plaintiff victories. This does not even take into
account the fact that eight of the ten education finance cases falling outside the citation network
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(zero in- or out-degree) were favorable to defendants. Perhaps most intriguingly, cases favorable
to plaintiffs have a higher ratio of strong (+) citations to negative citations, while cases favorable
to defendants have a higher ratio of negative citations to strong (+) citations.
This is not because cases favoring defendants lack case law to cite, as we have noted that
the breakdown of plaintiff/defendant outcomes is relatively equal, and has been since the
inception of the network. Rather, I posit that courts finding for defendants (usually state
governments or legislatures) in these cases are less in need of extra-jurisdictional analogies, be
they “success stories” in education reform from other states, or inter-court metaphors. Such cases
are engaging in deference to the status quo. The deferential standards employed take three
primary modalities: deference to the legislature (legislative deference), deference to local
education policymakers (local control), or deference to the constitutional text (textualism).
Courts professing deference do not tend to seek external legitimation.
In short, courts denying plaintiffs a positive ruling are less open to outside precedent—
they are more likely to openly disagree with another court in the network than to strongly agree
with one, and they are less likely to adopt inter-court metaphors; they tend to lean on state law
precedent and endogenous frameworks which favor non-intervention by the judiciary (I
previously alluded to this as maintenance of the constitutional “status quo”). Courts favoring
plaintiffs in education finance disputes tend to prioritize the legitimacy of nationwide trends and
precedent as analogy, whereas courts favoring defendants tend to be more isolated, guarding
state-level precedent from the intrusion of extra-jurisdictional norms.
Taking a state-level (rather than litigation-level) perspective on this issue is even more
telling—as Figure 24, below, demonstrates, nearly every state which has had a plaintiff liability
victory (23/25, or 92.0%) in education finance litigation at the highest state court has adopted at
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least one of these metaphors into its precedent (Alaska and New Mexico are the sole
exceptions…Alaska’s major education finance case Kasayulie v. State [110 P.3d 947, Alaska
2005] is outside both the citation and metaphor networks, and New Mexico hasn’t yet had a case
reach the state supreme court). A majority of these states (60%) adopted multiple metaphors
formally/informally from the network.
By contrast, of the nineteen states that have had only defendant-state liability victories,
twelve of these state courts (63.2%) have not participated in the metaphor network at all. Those
that do participate in the metaphor network do so primarily to distinguish a particular figurative
framework from their precedent/opinion, or the metaphors appear via dissenting justices,
appealing to precedent from other states to refute the majority’s outcome (see Committee for
Educational Rights v. Edgar, Ill. 1996; Vincent v. Voight, Wis. 2000; Lobato v. State, Colo.
2009; Bonner v. Daniels, Ind. 2008; McDaniel v. Thomas, Ga. 1981; Neeley, Tex. 2005). Their
participation in the metaphor network is still meaningful, in my opinion, because the mere fact
that they feel inclined to distinguish these metaphors indicates that they think they are important.
Many cases favoring defendants, however, do not even bother to mention these metaphors, but
rather choose to ignore them in their rhetorical recaps of constitutional rights to education.
Courts rejecting education law claims are stodgier—they are less inclined to
communicate with other jurisdictions for precedent, likely because the act of “looking outwards”
is most effectively utilized by courts who need legitimating or analogous frameworks for
breaking with existing case law. Courts breaking from precedent tend to be the most concerned
with legitimation, because professional norms discourage judges from overturning prior
precedent from their predecessors (Posner, 1999).
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Judges appealing to conservative norms for legislative deference, local control in
education, or austerity in mandating budget allocations need no such exogenous framework to
validate their ideology. Judges appealing to inter-court figurative frameworks tend to use these to
reject existing state custom, such as “local control” (see Brigham v. State, 692 A.2d 384, Vt.
1997 [citing other courts from the network to reject countervailing local control argument];
Dupree v. Alma School District, 651 S.W.2d 90, Ark. 1983 [same]; Small School Systems v.
McWherter, Tenn. 2002; Rose v. Council for Better Education, Ky. 1989 [rejecting local control
argument as legitimate state interest warranting inequitable funding distribution]; Edgewood,
Tex. 1989; Washakie, Wyo. 1980). New “conventions” (in the form of popular network
metaphors) are introduced into precedent to subvert older conventions, which perhaps have more
standing in existing case law, but go against the rising custom in education finance disputes.

Figure 24: State-Level View of Metaphor Adoption by State Courts
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This makes sense, because the appeal to nationwide “custom” or conventional rubric will
hardly seem necessary to courts preaching austerity, local control, deference to the legislature, or
other common norms employed to reject claims by inequitably-funded and resourced
schoolchildren. Cases favorable to plaintiffs tend to describe, but distinguish, such endogenous
concerns, largely utilizing popular language/metaphors discussed in this paper—terminologies
like “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” and “GROSS DISPARITIES,” especially, constitute threshold
standards by which courts weigh the alternative of legislative deference versus judicial
intervention. Technically, until they are embraced as precedent, these standards should have had
no direct influence on local constitutional law, yet, they are used in cases favorable to plaintiffs
as countervailing frameworks to the status quo.
Often, it is the appeal to these rubrics—largely defined with reference to precedent from
other state courts—which is used to make the legal case for judicial intervention. If state
governments are not meeting their requirement to provide education which meets the definitional
criteria implicated by the particular source-target domain invoked by a popular (and accepted)
metaphor, then the judiciary must intervene.
A dialogue often occurs about the interplay between exogenous metaphorical rubrics and
customs—from other states which technically these courts have no reason to follow—and
endogenous rubrics which are deeply embedded in the origins of the American judicial process.
Some courts (but not many) acknowledge the “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” and “GROSS
DISPARITIES”

standards, but find that they have been met at some minimal level, and therefore

find that no constitutional violation has occurred. The “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” metaphor
appears in five cases with outcomes favoring defendants; and seven cases with outcomes
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favoring plaintiffs. 58.3% of the time, the metaphor’s appearance in the network is in cases
favoring plaintiffs.
The “SOUND BASIC” metaphor emerged out negative cases for plaintiffs (Northshore,
Lujan, Levittown), but was subsequently adapted into a favorable standard for plaintiffs in the
CFE cases. In another negative instance, the “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” metaphor is explicitly
rejected as a standard (Committee for Educational Rights v. Edgar, Ill. 1996), in another (Vincent
v. Voight, Wis. 2000) it is implicitly accepted as a constitutional standard, but found to have been
satisfied by the state government. Three of the uses of “SOUND BASIC EDUCATION” in cases
favorable to defendants were in the first three cases that ever used the metaphor, including
Northshore (Wash. 1975), Lujan (Colo. 1982), and Levittown (N.Y. 1982). From that point on,
the standard has largely appeared in cases favoring plaintiffs.
This is because the standard was originally invoked as a constitutional minimum, but
later revitalized by the CFE (1995) opinion with special focus on the health-based invocations
available from the terminology. One could argue that this metaphor invoked the “right” (healthbased) conceptual domains for enhancing constitutional rights, and the power of the particular
metaphor was only realized when lawyers and judges began to elaborate on the conceptual
domains invoked. This exhibits the power of dicta and informal language in judicial opinions—
what was once said in passing to alleviate state governments of their responsibility to
fund/resource education equally later became a conventional and binding standard for enforcing
students’ rights to educational opportunity. Judges (vis-à-vis advocates and attorneys) were able
to use an existing figurative framework to enhance scrutiny, by appealing to the source domain
invoked in a health-based education metaphor.
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Similarly, the health-based “GROSS DISPARITIES” metaphor is used primarily in cases
positive to plaintiffs, appearing in seventeen cases favorable to plaintiffs and seven cases
favorable to defendants (70.8% favorable). The negative cases utilizing this metaphor, without
exception, attempt to distinguish the metaphor, demonstrating that no constitutional violation has
occurred because the inequalities apparent in the jurisdiction to not rise to the level of “GROSS
DISPARITIES.”

The fact that these courts feel compelled to distinguish this standard—often absent

any prior mention of the terminology in their state’s education precedent—is a testament to just
how conventional the term has become since its original mention in the network.
The metaphor which is the most “popular” in cases favoring defendants is the students as
“ECONOMIC COMPETITORS” metaphor, which appears in eight of the thirty-two cases favoring
defendants (25.0%). However, even this metaphor is more popular in “positive” education
finance cases, appearing in fifteen opinions favorable to plaintiffs, or almost half (45.5%) of such
cases.
Still, the general trend holds true that the inter-textual metaphors uncovered in this paper
tend to be utilized in cases which are positive for plaintiffs—preparation for the “MARKETPLACE
OF IDEAS”

is used in five positive cases and only two negative cases (71.4% positive); “FUNCTION

IN SOCIETY”
ROOF”

is used in fourteen positive cases and five negative cases (73.7% positive); “LEAKY

is used in five positive cases and two negative cases (71.4% positive); and the

aforementioned “ECONOMIC COMPETITORS” metaphor is used in fifteen positive cases and eight
negative cases (65.2% positive).
Texas provides an interesting example, where in the Edgewood (Tex. 1989) litigation,
which was favorable to plaintiffs, the Texas Supreme Court used three inter-court metaphors
(GROSS DISPARITIES, FUNCTION IN SOCIETY, and ECONOMIC COMPETITORS), but in a subsequent
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case from the same court, Neeley (Tex. 2005, p. 757), only the GROSS DISPARITIES metaphor was
used in the holding, and the standard was cited to Edgewood and distinguished on grounds that
the disparities observed in the state were no longer “GROSS.” The court, rather than turning to
inter-state judicial metaphors, leaned heavily on notions of “local control,” legislative deference,
and the “constitutional floor” to find for defendants (Neeley, Tex. 2005, p. 795). I believe this
choice of figurative framework is significant.
Yet, half of the courts which have favored defendants in such cases do not participate in
inter-court education finance metaphors at all—what frameworks do these courts rely on? A
separate discourse analysis of these cases did not reveal even one common, inter-textual
education finance-specific metaphor amongst these cases; they do not constitute some separate
clique or cluster within the education finance network that communicates different figurative
frameworks, perhaps less-favorable to plaintiffs. It is actually quite obvious that cases positive to
plaintiffs are “better” at popularizing metaphors, which is likely a reflection of the fact that
metaphors tend to be adopted by judges who are breaking from existing precedent which is
unfavorable to plaintiff-schoolchildren.
However, as analysis of these sixteen cases did show that they tend to rely heavily on
three highly conventionalized norms for constitutional analysis from legal discourse more
generally: (1) the importance of “local control” over public education policy and funding; (2)
legislative deference with regard to education articles and finance formulas which the judiciary
may be ill-equipped to assess or reform; and (3) the “constitutional floor,” a popular
constitutional metaphor which focuses on the minimum textual duty that a state has to meet in
order for the court to defer to their judgment. Essentially, these are just three different modes of
judicial deference (deference the localities, the legislature, or the constitutional text).
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The reader will notice that at least two of these (“LOCAL CONTROL” and
“CONSTITUTIONAL FLOOR”) are actually highly conventionalized metaphors (they are the legal
equivalent to the “leg of a chair”); however, unlike those discussed in this paper, they have their
origins in much earlier precedent and from outside the education finance context. They were not
analyzed in this paper, until now, because they are already facets of the existing legal
nomenclature, and far pre-dated (even by centuries) the inception of the education finance
network. The reader will also recall that this paper primarily engaged in analysis of metaphors
that were “coined” and conventionalized within the education finance network (1971-present)
(consider, for instance, my distinction between the older convention of “CONSTITUTIONAL
INFIRMITIES”

and the newer metaphor of “GROSS DISPARITIES” in previous sections).

By contrast, courts reaching outcomes positive to plaintiffs tend to rely heavily on citing
other cases and frameworks for declining to follow these more-conventional legal norms (see,
e.g., Brigham v. State, 692 A.2d 384, Vt. 1997 [citing other courts from the network to reject
countervailing local control argument]; Dupree v. Alma School District, 651 S.W.2d 90, Ark.
1983 [same]; Edgewood, Tex. 1989 [same]; Tennessee Small School Systems v. McWherter,
Tenn. 2002 [same]; Rose v. Council for Better Education, Ky. 1989; Washakie, Wyo. 1980;
CFE, N.Y. 1995 [using popular metaphors to move away from the Levittown ruling’s “local
control” holding]).
Table 7, below, illustrates the frameworks utilized by courts which favored defendants
and did not contain any of the popular inter-court metaphors discussed in this paper. It can be
seen that each case relies on at least one of the conventions discussed in denying plaintiffs’
constitutional claims, with “local control” appearing in nine of the sixteen examples, and the
“constitutional floor”/minimum standard appearing in twelve.
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Table 7: Frameworks Used in Cases Favorable to Defendants
Case
Thompson v. Engelking
Gould v. Orr
NCEEA v. Heineman
Fair Sch. Fin. Council v. State
Oklah. Educ. Assoc. v. State
Skeen v. State
Ex Parte James
CASF v. Chiles
Richland County v. Campbell
Scott v. Commonwealth
Milliken v. Green
City of Pawtucket v. Sundlun
Sch. Admin. Dist. #1 v. Comm’r
CESF
Charlet v. Legislature
Olsen v. State

Local
Control
X

Legislative
Deference
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

Constitutional
Floor Met
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Thus, if we broaden the discussion to visualize these patterns for all cases favoring
defendants, it would look more like that provided below in Figure 25, with each negative
outcome participating in a cohesive network of these three conventional frameworks from
outside the network, rather than the metaphor network discussed in this paper (67 edges are
realized in this two-mode graph; as opposed to only 29 in the two-mode education finance
metaphor graph for this group of negative outcomes). All thirty-two negative outcomes base their
holding on one or more of these existing frameworks, and, importantly, all of them reference
these standards as norms of constitutional interpretation, and cite only local doctrine in doing so
(there is no cross-jurisdictional network citation for these norms, because they were already
“taken-for-granted,” jurisprudential conventions). No cases favoring plaintiffs relied on these
standards in their final holdings; instead, less-conventional inter-court metaphors were often used
to rationalize the “deviation” from these norms for maintaining the constitutional status quo.
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Figure 25: Two-Mode Representation of Framework Use by Cases Favoring Defendants

Courts favoring plaintiffs tend to systematically reference, but distinguish, these popular
judicial truisms—often by utilizing inter-court metaphors and referencing the tenor of “success
stories” in education policy and litigation from surrounding states. As compared to the courts
outlined in Figure 25 above, courts ruling for plaintiffs in the education finance network tend to
use inter-court metaphors to remove themselves from existing proscriptions on judicial
intervention in education finance litigation. For example, the court in Seattle School District #1
v. State (Wash. 1978, pp. 95) explicitly distinguished the “local control,” “legislative deference,”
and “constitutional minimum/floor” standards, and it did so by referencing the ECONOMIC
COMPETITORS

and MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS metaphors from the education finance network.

It is important to elaborate that the “local control” and “constitutional floor/minimum”
figurative frameworks are themselves older, conventionalized norms from education litigation
more generally. They are popular also in the education finance network, but had already emerged
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as conventions which preceded the development of this particular network. For instance, the
metaphor “CONSTITUTIONAL FLOOR/MINIMUM”—or minimum governmental duty required in
enforcement of rights—had been utilized in multiple contexts (see, e.g., Cook v. U.S., 401 U.S.
996, 1971; Willner v. Committee on Character and Fitness, 373 U.S. 96, 1963; Smith v. State,
500 So.2d 973, Miss. 1986; People v. Superior Court, 774 P.2d 769 , Cal. 1989; Matter of
Gregory M., 627 N.E.2d 500, N.Y. 1993); pre-dating its use in CFE (1995) and subsequent
popularization in the education finance network (see Lobato v. State, Col. 2013; Davis v. State,
S.D. 2011; Committee for Educational Rights v. Edgar, Ill. 1996, p. 209 [defining the floor as the
“virtual absence of education”]).
“LOCAL CONTROL” has been one of the most prevalent counter-arguments by state
governments in education finance disputes, with some scholars referring to it as the “new judicial
federalism,” and a discourse of deference (Blanchard, 1998). The standard itself was modernized
and popularized to a significant extent by the U.S. Supreme Court in infamous cases like
Rodriguez (1973), and Milliken v. Bradley (418 U.S. 717, 1974, pp. 741) which stated that “local
control of public education in this country is a deeply rooted tradition,” and using that legacy to
hold that school district lines which resulted in segregated schooling did not violate the
constitution. However, the standard has far deeper roots, and has been used in education cases
dating back as far as the 19th century (Mitchell v. Winnek, 49 P. 579, Cal. 1897; see also Smith v.
Board of Education of Washington County, 113 S.E. 147, Ga. 1922). This illustrates further the
value of “longevity” for legal rules amongst jurists.
Forty-four of the courts in the education finance network mention this pre-existing
conventional legal standard (68%) with, barely any effort to attribute the standard—this is far
greater permeation than any of the metaphors discussed in this paper—despite the fact that none
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of their constitutions mention “local control” in education. Some courts reject the standard by
appealing to “GLOBALIZATION” and other education finance network metaphors, as I describe
momentarily (see discussion below).
While this figurative rubric (a local school district is not literally an autonomous entity
that can exercise “control” of education policy) would make for an interesting future study, the
standard was far too conventional and hierarchical to fall within the type of peer-to-peer
communication analyzed in this paper; the same will be said for the legislative deference and
constitutional floor standards. However, it makes for a great example of the ways in which
conventional figurative speech—which in truth is nothing more than an arguable interpretation of
diverse constitutional text—can come to permeate judicial decision making in an
informal/unattributed manner, and confine the civil rights of plaintiffs in public law litigation for
generations.
The court in Edgewood Independent School District v. Kirby (Tex. 1989, p. 398) held that
the argument “that reform in school finance will eliminate local control…has no merit,” and held
that the current education finance system failed to offer property-poor districts the revenue to
“meet even minimum [constitutional] standards;” the court cited precedent from “courts in nine
other states,” and utilized the FUNCTION IN SOCIETY, ECONOMIC COMPETITORS, and GROSS
DISPARITIES

metaphors from the network, to reject the defendants’ claim that minimum

constitutional standards had been met by the state.
In Washakie County School District #1 v. Herschler (Wyo. 1980, p. 319) the court relied
heavily on the GROSS DISPARITIES and other health-based metaphors (“defective and obvious
disparities demanded that system’s constitutional infirmities be remedied”), newly minted in the
network (see Cahill, N.J. 1973), to distinguish prior holdings from the state regarding the need
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for “great deference to legislative pronouncements” and to hold that a constitutionally-adequate
minimum education had not been provided.
Later, the same court in Campbell County School District v. State (Wyo. 1995, pp. 1270,
1280) relied on the GROSS DISPARITIES and ECONOMIC COMPETITORS metaphors to hold that
“[l]ocal control is not constitutionally recognized interest with respect to education and cannot be
basis for disparity in equal educational opportunity” and to “express…disappointment at
legislative shortfall” in meeting its constitutional duties, thus rejecting the need for further
deference. I could go on, but the fact is that for each court recognizing these metaphoricalconstitutional “interests,” the standards are directly utilized to trump existing constitutional
truisms from their existing state law. By contrast, many of the appearances of these inter-court
metaphors in cases negative for plaintiffs, the usage is distinguished, or appears in a dissenting
opinion, on the basis of the older truisms mentioned.
By contrast, in Davis v. State (N.D. 2011, p. 649)—an opinion which favored the
defendants—the court recognized the necessity of preparing students to be ECONOMIC
COMPETITORS,

but held that the state constitution’s education article established only a

“CONSTITUTIONAL FLOOR for support of education from which the Legislature, not this Court, can
ascend.” Similarly, in Committee for Educational Rights v. Edgar (Ill. 1996, p. 1178), the Court
explicitly distinguished the SOUND BASIC EDUCATION standard as not relevant to its jurisdiction,
and distinguished the GROSS DISPARITIES standard by holding that such disparities were
“rationally related to legitimate state goal of promoting local control of education.” Analysis of
cases that do and do not accept these inter-court metaphors demonstrates that there exists a clear
divide between the old and the new, and which rubrics will take precedence in determining
education finance outcomes.
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This trend can be clearly observed as a kind of stark dichotomy: cases favoring
defendants tend to prioritize endogenous frameworks over external ones, naming those external
frameworks only in instances where they feel compelled to distinguish; cases favoring plaintiffs
almost always pay lip service to the same endogenous frameworks, but tend to prioritize analogy
and external rubrics as counter-point to the status quo. This may seem all-too-predictable, but to
my knowledge, judicial discourse has not yet been observed through this internal/external
dichotomy, and the observations are somewhat stark and say potentially important things about
the manner in which judicial discourse conventionalizes old paradigms, and subsequently
attempts to break from those conventions with new figurative frameworks, which become “new”
conventions within the judicial network.
We have discovered that the education finance metaphor network is disproportionately
joined by cases favoring plaintiffs. Comparatively, cases favoring defendants rely on pre-existing
paradigms (sometimes metaphorical ones) which pre-date the “education finance network” as
conceived here. I posit, therefore, that endogenous and exogenous frameworks are at competing
interests—courts looking to maintain the status quo “stay local,” courts looking to transgress
limiting norms from local doctrine look outward for transplantable figurative frameworks. Over
time, the exogenous frameworks are themselves “taken for granted,” and infused with the
appearance of endogeniety.
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7.
8.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

This paper has offered evidence for a new paradigm in understanding patterns of
communication amongst judges on co-equal courts. I have demonstrated that judges in the
education finance example tend to communicate in ways that are both formally traceable through
citation analysis, but also informal in the sense that we can observe similarities in the discursive
output of the group. The discursive similarity is not fully explained by formal patterns of
communication (citation).
These findings implicate new opportunities for critiquing formal judicial opinions,
allowing researchers to investigate the origins of certain trenchant discourses without having to
accept the discourser’s own rationale for how or why it came to be. Evidence suggests that
informal sharing of figurative frameworks plays a substantial role in jurisprudence, which is
ironic for a profession that is primarily tasked with interpreting only formal constitutional,
statutory, regulatory, and other legal texts. One of the things that this paper has attempted to
evidence is the incremental de-contextualization of discourse by institutional elites.
While constituting a distinct in-group, judges share frameworks and interpretations in
much the same way that any social network would—ideas are pooled, popularized, and
conventionalized (in something of a discursive “positive feedback loop”). Judges, however, are
often tasked with citing and legitimating their legal interpretations, which leads to interests and
concerns pertaining to the gradual conventionalization or de-contextualization of metaphors
which do not necessarily have founding in any formal legal text. In a sense, this paper is a slight
“modernization” of our conceptualization of judicial networks. Scholars have long questioned
the reigning mythology about the rational, removed, and non-political “Enlightenment judge”
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(Smith, 2004). Various research methods have attempted to describe judicial motivations at the
more basic, behavioral, level, as a challenge to this somewhat archaic mythology (Segal &
Spaeth, 1993; Brisbin, 1996; Maveety, 2003; Baum, 1997; Maltzman, Spriggs & Wahlbeck,
2000).
This paper elaborates on the existing scholarship around judicial networks, and proposes
a simple paradigm for critiquing judicial behavior which accounts for the overlap between
formal/informal “networking” and judicial discourse. The fusion of discourse analysis and social
network studies offers new opportunities for data collection and analysis. Moreover, judicial
discourse is uniquely ideal for such analysis, because of the breadth of attributable discourse and
heavy citation. It is a simple conceptual leap to view judges as actors in a social network, and I
am not the first to make that leap (Katz & Stafford, 2010; Walsh, 1997; Posner, 1990). However,
the joint use of informal discourses and formal citation to engage in rich analyses of judicial
networking is novel. A number of research opportunities accompany this new approach.
The methods utilized in this paper for identifying small textual instances of shared
discourse (metaphor) can be extrapolated to a number of contexts—even beyond the legal
setting—to identify the diffusion of “ways of speaking” within networks and communities. Many
new opportunities arise for comparison of the flows of formal communication and informal
“discourses,” especially amongst institutional elites. Conceiving of communications relations as
both formal and informal can increase understanding of the ways in which institutional actors
influence one another both directly and indirectly. As this paper evidenced, there may even be
useful critiques in an actor’s choice to acknowledge, or not acknowledge, the formal source of
their rhetoric. The implications of the voluntary/involuntary de-contextualization of figurative
language by institutional elites can be further explored. As can the policy implications of
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“borrowing” previously legitimized “buzzwords” and figurative frameworks, especially where
those terminologies are subsequently infused with new meanings which comport with the
language user’s particular ideological agenda. We saw in the discourse analysis portion of this
paper that the judges employed many of the same linguistic and conceptual metaphors, but
subsequently moved to infuse those terminologies with new concepts, grounded in their local
rules, customs, and personal views. This could be further analyzed in any number of contexts.
The process of informal sharing is profoundly meaningful, because the simple act of
sharing a figurative framework empowers future judges to interpret constitutional frameworks
accordingly—the borrowing of metaphor in judicial opinion provides future judges with a
formalized example of discourse (judicial opinion) with which to base their opinions. Tracing the
origins of these metaphors is significant, in the author’s opinion, because without such analysis
there is a repeated risk that the frameworks utilized appear out of context, referenced by the
discourser as textual or precedential where they are often merely informal (albeit popular)
interpretations of these texts. Re-drawing the line between the informal and formal is important.
As I demonstrated in the outcomes section of this paper, truly conventionalized figurative
frameworks (e.g., LOCAL CONTROL) can become deeply-embedded judicial interpretations which
appear inscrutable or unimpeachable. Future analyses may trace the origins of older, more
conventional legal metaphors such as these in light of the findings from this paper pertaining to
informal judicial communication of metaphor.
Through processes of “conventionalization,” the true origins of popular metaphors are
gradually lost, and the metaphors become definitive interpretations of constitutional or statutory
law. As previously noted, the education finance context offered ideal examples, because we are
able to track the “coining” of the metaphors in the early-1970’s all the way to their
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conventionalization (loss of attribution), and in many cases, actual formal adoption into statutes,
regulations, and other policy documents from state legislative and executive, rather than judicial,
branches (a testament to judges’ influence on policy). I chose the particular sub-set of education
finance litigation for analysis for the specific reason that it is relatively “new” in a historical
sense, yet existed for a significant enough period for figurative frameworks to become diffuse.
While this was useful in evidencing the existence of a particular phenomenon, there is no
reason that future researchers cannot take on more ambitious projects which analyze legal
metaphors with longer running histories or more problematic implications for plaintiffs in civil
rights cases. My finding that “new” metaphors tended to find purchase with judges who were
favoring plaintiffs in education finance cases does not mean that the metaphor
conventionalization phenomenon is necessarily a “good” thing for civil rights. In fact, in the
chapter on Legal Outcomes, it became very clear that the new metaphors being ushered in were,
in many cases, simply the only existing alternative for judges looking to break with older, more
conceptually limiting metaphors. Other judges chose to reject exogenous frameworks to rely on
those same, already conventional figurative frameworks.
Conceivably, this happens all the time in jurisprudence. Metaphors are not, therefore,
inherently good for plaintiffs. Future studies may look at more oppressive metaphors, and apply
the same methods to contextualize that discourse, and rob it of the presumed validity and
endogeniety that accompanies many judicial opinions.
In evidencing that metaphors are “pooled” within the group of judicial actors, and
borrowed without attribution as often as they are with attribution, I further posited the existence
of an Invisible Colleague in judicial networks, comparable to that which has been observed in
similar studies of scholarly networks. Because of the important role of metaphor in legal decision
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making, I further posited that this informal transmission of figurative frameworks can have very
real impacts on legal outcomes for plaintiffs seeking enforcement of their civil rights to an equal
or adequate educational opportunity. This finding can also be elaborated upon, with a more
sociological lens and with less concern for whether particular figurative frameworks are
necessarily “good” or “bad” for plaintiffs, for civil rights, etc. Scholars may be—and often
already are—very interested in the nature in which elite institutional actors, such as judges,
informally communicate with each other and affect one another’s discursive habits.
The Invisible Colleague theoretical lens has, somewhat surprisingly, not been strongly
applied to judicial networks in the United States (or in any single country) in a manner which
could help describe the manner in which peer judges—specifically those lacking imposed
frameworks for formal communication—influence one another. As noted earlier, judicial
opinions offer a particularly robust field of linguistic and citational data with which to investigate
judicial behavior, and this paper partially advocates the further use of this data to assess
institutional patterns for sharing and transmitting discourse in multiple contexts.
In the final section, I demonstrated that courts’ selection of figurative frameworks often
mirrors the legal outcomes that they arrive at. Courts tending to favor defendants, and
maintenance of the constitutional status quo, more frequently relied on figurative frameworks
stressing judicial deference—frameworks which have long been conventionalized within the
legal nomenclature and far pre-date the formation of the education finance network. By contrast,
courts looking to break with existing precedent to broaden plaintiffs’ educational rights tended to
participate in the metaphor network with greater frequency, embracing exogenous rubrics by
analogy (if it worked there, it can work here) as a discursive means for legitimating their break
with precedent.
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A judge’s choice of metaphor matters, but this may be truer about the nature in which
judges choose to maintain the status quo through existing frameworks, or to transgress the status
quo through an appeal to external rubrics. This paper has proposed new ways of analyzing and
critiquing judicial use of metaphor, and especially the phenomenon whereby figurative
frameworks come to have the perception of unimpeachable, authoritative interpretations of
constitutional texts. Certain metaphors broaden the conceptual domains that we use to speak
about educational rights, whereas others limit or confine those domains.
I believe that the methods and approach utilized in this paper can have broad applications
outside of education finance litigation. By marrying micro-level discourse analysis of metaphor
usage in jurisprudence with macro-level social network analysis, future studies can assess the
diffusion and origins of popular judicial metaphors in a number of contexts, as a means to not
only understanding these origins, but also critiquing the legitimacy of such metaphors as
constitutional or statutory interpretation. Analysis of metaphor diffusion in different litigation
contexts may also continue the development of theories about institutional discourse, and the
positive feedback loops which prioritize existing figurative lenses for handling civil rights
questions.
Future studies may therefore seek to test these theories of judicial communication within
other litigation contexts (e.g., desegregation cases) to further understand some of the frameworks
which predated the education finance network, and which clearly continue to dominate much of
the discourse around educational rights at the state level. Research may also focus on judicial
communication with different communicative “hierarchies,” such as examples where higher
courts utilize metaphor, and the impact that this has on lower courts’ interpretation of legal
questions. This research approach could easily be applied outside of the education context as
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well (e.g., we could study the national impact of the U.S. Supreme Court’s CORPORATE
PERSONHOOD

metaphor on legal outcomes at a more local level).

Overall, this paper simply demonstrates the deceptive de-contextualization of institutional
discourse, such as judicial precedent. Too often, elite discourse is read with a presumption of
validity; often, courts contribute to this presumption by citing figurative language to state
constitutions, masking the true origins and the fallibility of the language as constitutional
interpretation. Not all metaphors are good metaphors, and further attention to the rampant
reliance on metaphor in legal discourse is needed in order to understand how language is being
employed to the benefit, or detriment, or school children in education finance disputes.
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Appendix B: Citation Adjacency Matrix for Education Finance Network
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Appendix C: UCINET Printout, Pearson Correlation for Metaphor and Citation Networks
COLUMN MATRICES WITHIN AND BETWEEN DATASETS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Datasets to correlate:

C:\Users\Matt\Desktop\citation network
C:\Users\Matt\Desktop\metaphor network
Output Dataset:
MatCorrs (C:\Program Files\Analytic Technologies\MatCorrs)
(for square mats) Include diagonal? NO

Correlation Matrix
1 2
citat metap
----- ----1 citation network 1.000 0.177
2 metaphor network 0.177 1.000
Correlation matrix saved as dataset MatCorrs
---------------------------------------Running time: 00:00:01
Output generated: 14 Mar 15 15:53:00
UCINET 6.526 Copyright (c) 1992-2012 Analytic Technologies
Appendix D: Line Graphs Demonstrating Diffusion of Metaphors amongst Judges, Policy
Entrepreneurs, and Scholars

The below line graphs demonstrate, for each of the six education finance metaphors discussed in
this paper, the diffusion of the terminology across three policy “streams:” (a) diffusion in state
supreme courts, (b) diffusion in amicus briefs; and (c) diffusion in scholarly literature. “State
court adoption” shows the first use of the metaphor by a state supreme court, or the moment that
it “saturated” that jurisdiction’s case law. The name of the state accompanies the data point.
“First use in brief/filing” shows the instances where the metaphor first appeared in a legal filing
from plaintiffs’/defendants’ attorneys or amicus briefs at the state-level. In other words, the
increase shows state-level saturation of metaphors in legal filings by “policy entrepreneurs,” as a
means for investigating whether the rate of increase in use by policy entrepreneurs preceded the
use by state courts. More often, policy entrepreneurs appear to be reactive, with courts using the
metaphors first. Finally, the “scholarly mentions” field shows the popularity of the metaphor in
academic scholarship (number of mentions in scholarly articles). This is a sort of proxy for
“popular discourse,” again finding that diffusion in courts precedes high rates of increase in
academic literature. The graphs help understand two contrary hypotheses to that discussed in this
paper, specifically that judicial discourse may be a function of popular discourse or efforts by
policy entrepreneurs to advance certain metaphors. As discussed in the main text, it appears that
more frequently, courts increase the legitimacy of these metaphors as legal discourse, with rises
in usage amongst policy entrepreneurs and scholars being antecedent.
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Appendix E: UCINET Data Analysis Printout, Correlation for “Shared Border” and
“Shared Metaphor” Networks
COLUMN MATRICES WITHIN AND BETWEEN DATASETS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Datasets to correlate:
Output Dataset:

C:\Users\Matt\Desktop\Neighbors
C:\Users\Matt\Desktop\metaphor network
MatCorrs (C:\Program Files\Analytic Technologies\MatCorrs)
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(for square mats) Include diagonal?

NO

Correlation Matrix
1 2
Neigh metap
----- ----1
Neighbors 1.000 0.021
2 metaphor network 0.021 1.000
Correlation matrix saved as dataset MatCorrs
---------------------------------------Running time: 00:00:01
Output generated: 14 Mar 15 16:43:10
UCINET 6.526 Copyright (c) 1992-2012 Analytic Technologies
Appendix F: Education Finance Outcomes-Based Analysis (via ACCESS)
32 negative towards plaintiffs, 33 positive towards plaintiffs
Washington
1- In Northshore School District v. Kinnear, 550 P.2d 178 (Wash. 1974), the court upheld the
state’s education finance system and the level of education offered to students around the state.
2- In Seattle School District No. 1 v. State, 585 P.2d 71 (Wash. 1978), the court overruled
Northshore (Wash. 1974) to find that the state’s system of education funding was
unconstitutional. The court held that the state had a duty to provide an “adequate education”
which “equip[ped]…children for their role as citizens and as potential competitors in today’s
market as well as in the marketplace of ideas.”
Texas
3- In Edgewood Independent School District v. Kirby, 777 S.W.2d 391 (Tex. 1989), the court
held in favor of the plaintiffs’, determining that the state system of education finance denied
them a constitutionally adequate education. After multiple trips back to the court, the new
legislative system required greater redistribution of funds to property-poor districts.
4- In West Orange-Cove Consolidated ISD v. Neeley, 176 S.W.3d 746 (Tex. 2005), the court
held that the state’s system of education finance did not violate the constitution’s education
article, stating that a minimum standard for educational opportunity was met, as demonstrated by
improved standardized test scores and other indicators that education levels were “adequate,”
even in poorer districts.
Connecticut
5- In Horton v. Meskill, 376 A.2d 359 (Conn. 1977), the court held that the constitutional duty of
the state was to provide “a substantially equal educational opportunity,” and found the the
current system was unconstitutional in its reliance on local property taxes.
6- In Sheff v. O’Neill, 678 A.2d 1267 (Conn. 1996), the court held that certain students were
being denied an adequate education under the state constitution, and also held that the de facto
segregation occurring in schools violated the constitution.
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7- In Coalition for Justice in Education Funding, Inc. v. Rell, 295 Conn. 240 (Conn. 2010), the
court held that the state constitution guarantees all students an adequate education and remanded
the case to determine whether the state’s current system provided students with an adequate
education.
Illinois
8- In Committee for Educational Rights v. Edgar, 672 N.E.2d 1178 (Ill. 1996), the court rejected
the plaintiffs’ equity claims, holding that the court should defer to the legislature on such
matters.
9- In Lewis E. v. Spagnolo, 710 N.E.2d 798 (Ill. 1999), the court again rejected the plaintiffs’
arguments that the system of education finance was unconstitutional, this time denying their
“adequacy” claims, and reasoning that the requested remedy would extend beyond the judicial
function.
Montana
10- In Helena Elementary School District No. 1 v. State, 769 P.2d 684 (Mont. 1989), the court
held that the state education finance system was unconstitutional because of the significant
disparities in funding and resources existing between schools and districts.
11- In Columbia Falls Public Schools v. State, 109 P.3d 257 (Mont. 2005), the court held that the
education finance system did not provide students with an adequate education, and that the state
was not contributing enough to ensure basic minimums for educational opportunity.
Kansas
12- In Unified School District #229 v. State, 885 P.2d 1170 (Kan. 1994), the court upheld the
state’s system of education finance, holding that it did not violate the state’s constitutional
standards for education.
13- In Montoy v. State 279 Kan. 817 (Kan. 2005), the court held that the legislature’s efforts to
remedy the system of education funding were inadequate, and held that there must be an increase
in state aid in order for the public education system to meet minimum adequacy standards across
the state.
14- In Gannon v. State, 319 P.3d 1196 (Kan. 2014), the court held that the current system of
education finance was unconstitutional, because it created gross wealth-based disparities in
funding and resources.
North Carolina
15- In Leandro v. State, 488 S.E.2d 249 (N.C. 1997), the court held that the plaintiffs’ had
established that the state failed to provide an adequate system of education, and held that
students in the state were entitled to a “sound basic education.”
16- In Hoke County Board of Education v. State, 599 S.E.2d 365 (N.C. 2004) the court again held for
plaintiffs, reiterating and articulating the “sound basic education” standard, and stating areas where the
state must increase funding to achieve this standard.

Iowa
17- In King v. State, 818 N.W.2d 1 (Iowa 2012), the court held that the states system of educational
service delivery and funding was supported by a legitimate state interests in maintaining local
control over education, and stated that it would not interfere in legislative decision making so
long as the basic minimum standard for education was not being violated.
South Dakota
18- In Davis v. State, 804 N.W.2d 618 (S.D. 2011), the court held that although the state
constitution guarantees students a “thorough and efficient” education, the current allocations of
resources, curriculum, and funding were sufficient to meet this constitutional standard.
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Wisconsin
19- In Kukor v. Grover, 436 N.W.2d 568 (Wis. 1989), the court held that the states system of
education finance did not violate the uniform education or equal protection provisions of the
state constitution, and acknowledged that while disparities existed amongst poorer and wealthier
districts, the state had nevertheless maintained a system which offered the basic minimum
education required.
20- In Vincent v. Voight, 614 N.W.2d 388 (Wis. 2000), the court held that students were entitled
to a “sound basic education,” but held that plaintiffs had not demonstrated that the state was
failing to meet this standard.
Colorado
21- In Lujan v. Colorado State Board of Education, 649 P.2d 1005 (Colo. 1982), the court held
that the state’s education clause did not demand exact equality between all schools and districts,
and held that the interest of maintaining “local control” over school policy was a valid state
interest with which the court should not intervene.
22- In Lobato v. State, 218 P.3d 358 (Colo. 2009), the court allowed plaintiffs to move forward
with their claims that the lack of parity in funding violated the state constitution, and held that
the courts have a duty to intervene where the state is denying students a “thorough and uniform”
system of public education.
Arizona
23- In Roosevelt Elementary School District No. 66 v. Bishop, 877 P.2d 806 (Ariz. 1994), the
court held that the state’s required curriculum and standards did not comport with the minimal
levels of funding provided, and that the state was therefore violating its own standards and
failing to give students an opportunity to obtain an adequate education.
Idaho
24- In Thompson v. Engelking, 537 P.2d 635 (Id. 1975), the court rejected plaintiffs’ claim that
the state’s education finance system violated equal protection doctrine under the state
constitution.
25- In Idaho Schools for Equal Educational Opportunity v. State, 129 P.3d 1199 (Id. 2005), the court
held that the current education finance system in the state failed to meet the legislature’s constitutional
duty, and that the record indicated that the students in the state were being denied a constitutionally
minimum education as a result of the lack of funding and resources.

California
26- In Serrano v. Priest II, 557 P.2d 929 (Cal. 1976) the court held that the wealth-based
disparities in per pupil funding resulting from the state’s education finance system were
unconstitutional.
Wyoming
27- In Washakie County School District v. Herschler, 606 P.2d 310 (Wyo. 1980) the court held
that the state’s system of education finance violated student’s rights to educational equity.
28- In Campbell County School District v. State, 907 P.2d 1238 (Wyo. 1995), the court held that
the state system of education finance was unconstitutional, noting both “equity” and “adequacy”
concerns, and providing remedial guidelines necessary to equip students for their roles as
economic and intellectual competitors.
North Dakota
29- In Bismarck Public School District No. 1 v. State, 511 N.W.2d 247 (N.D. 1994), the court
held in a close opinion that the state had not violated its constitutional duty, despite major
funding and resource inequities occurring around the state.
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Nebraska
30- In Gould v. Orr, 506 N.W.2d 349 (Neb. 1993), the court held that the state constitution did
not guarantee equal educational funding, and held that this was a legislative rather than judicial
issue.
31- In Nebraska Coalition for Educational Equity and Adequacy v. Heineman, 731 N.W.2d 164
(Neb. 2007), the court reasoned that it should defer to the legislature in the absence of qualitative
judicial standards for enforcing educational “quality.”
Oklahoma
32- In Fair School Finance Council of Oklahoma v. State, 746 P.2d 1135 (Ok. 1987), the court
rejected plaintiffs’ equal protection claim against the state’s education finance system, holding
that the constitution does not require exact parity in per pupil funding.
33- In Oklahoma Education Association v. State, 158 P.3d 1058 (Ok. 2007), the court held that
the plaintiffs’ claim of being denied an adequate education was not a non-justiciable “political
question,” and expressed the necessity of deferring to the legislature on this particular issue.
Minnesota
34- In Skeen v. State, 505 N.W. 2d 299 (Minn. 1993), the court held that although education is a
fundamental right, but held that the state was providing an “adequate education” because “the
state’s portion of the funding is equally distributed” and provided for a minimally adequate
education for students across the state.
Arkansas
35- In Dupree v. Alma School District #30, 651 S.W.2d 90 (Ark. 1983), the court held that the
state had violated the constitution with its system for education finance, rejecting “local control”
as a justification for the existing inequalities in funding and educational opportunity.
36- In Lake View School District, No. 25 v. Huckabee, 210 S.W.3d 28 (Ark. 2005), the court held
that the current education finance system was inequitable and inadequate, and violated the state
constitution. The court held that allocations must be based on the funding levels needed to
provide and “adequate” education.
Kentucky
37-In Rose v. Council for Better Education, 790 S.W.2d 186 (Ky. 1989), the court held that the
entire school system in the state was unconstitutional, and ordered the legislature to provide
sufficient levels of funding to offer all students an adequate education.
Tennessee
38- In Tennessee Small School Systems v. McWherter, 851 S.W.2d 139 (Tenn. 2002), the court
held that the state’s system of education finance violated the state constitution’s equal protection
clause.
Alabama
39- In Ex Parte James, 836 So. 2d 813 (Ala. 2002), the court vacated a remedy order and
dismissed plaintiffs’ case alleging violations of the state constitutional education requirements,
citing the need for legislative deference and the legitimate state interest of “local control.”
Florida
40- In Coalition for Adequacy and Fairness in School Funding v. Chiles, 680 So.2d 400 (Fla.
1996), the court held that serious concerns arose pertaining to the separation of powers were the
court to develop a qualitative standard for intervening in education finance formulas, and held
that it would defer to the legislature in these matters since the plaintiffs’ has not established a
justiciable standard for “adequate” education under the constitution.
Georgia
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41- In McDaniel v. Thomas, 285 S.E. 2d 156 (Ga. 1981), the court held that although the system
of education finance in the state did create substantial inequalities, the system nevertheless bore
some relationship to a legitimate state interest and therefore did not violate the constitution.
South Carolina
42- In Richland County v. Campbell, 364 S.E.2d 470 (S.C. 1988), the court rejected plaintiffs’
challenge to the constitutionality of the state’s system of education finance.
43- In Abbeville County School District v. State, 515 S.E.2d 535 (S.C. 1999), the court
distinguished Richland County (S.C. 1988), and held that the plaintiffs’ had established a
violation of the state’s adequacy requirement by denying students the opportunity to achieve
basic skills needed to succeed in society.
Virginia
44- In Scott v. Commonwealth, 443 S.E.2d 138 (Vir. 1994), the court ruled that the state system
of education finance was constitutional, because it was “substantially equal.”
West Virginia
45- In Pauley v. Bailey, 324 S.E.2d 128, 135 (W.V. 1984), the court reiterated a trial courts
holding that the state’s system of education finance was unconstitutional and required immediate
remedy.
Ohio
46- In Board of Education of Cincinnati v. Walter, 390 N.E.2d 813 (Ohio 1976), the court upheld
the state’s education finance system based on the fact that all districts had the funding and
resources needed to meet minimum constitutional standards.
47- In DeRolph v. State, 677 N.E.2d 733 (Ohio 1997), the court held that the state’s education
finance system was violated the constitution because of its heavy reliance on local property taxes
and overall inadequate funding for school buildings and other resources.
Indiana
48- In Bonner v. Daniels, 885 N.E.2d 673 (Ind. 2008), the court dismissed plaintiffs’ education
finance claim on justiciability grounds, holding that the constitution did not embed an
entitlement to educational, and therefore it was the legislature, not the constitution, which
determined the extent of educational rights available to citizens of the state.
Michigan
49- In Milliken v. Green, 212 N.W.2d 711 (Mich. 1973), the court dismissed plaintiffs’ education
finance challenge, vacating an earlier holding grounded in U.S. Constitutional doctrine and
holding that with regard to the state constitution it would be inappropriate for the courts to
impose a tax allocation system for education, and that the court should defer to the legislature in
these matters.
Pennsylvania
50- In Danson v. Casey, 399 A.2d 360 (Pa. 1979), the court held that the plaintiffs’ had not
stated a justiciable question pertaining to the sufficiency of the education provided, finding that
the particular claims fell outside of constitutional doctrine and were beyond the judicial function
to determine.
Maryland
51- In Hornbeck v. Somerset County Board of Education, 458 A.2d 758 (Md. 1983), the court
held that while the constitution does not require “equal” education, it does include the right to
“an adequate education measured by contemporary educational standards.”
New Jersey
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52- In Robinson v. Cahill, 303 A.2d 273 (N.J. 1973), the court held that the state’s education
finance statute was not constitutional, and failed to provide students with a “thorough and
efficient education.”
53- In Abbott v. Burke, 710 A.2d 450 (N.J. 1998), the court held that the system of education
finance in the state must offer “parity” in funding, and found the current system unconstitutional.
A series of subsequent rules mandating increases in funds, and additional standards and
entitlements for public school children in the state.
Rhode Island
54- In City of Pawtucket v. Sundlun, 662 A.2d 40 (R.I. 1995), the court held that the state’s
funding scheme did not violate the education clause of the constitution, because the legislature
should be accorded significant discretion in making decisions pertaining to educational funding
and delivery.
New York
55- In Levittown v. Nyquist, 439 N.E.2d 359 (N.Y. 1982), the court held that despite substantial
inequalities in funding throughout the state, the constitution did not mandate equal funding for
education.
56- In CFE v. State, 719 N.Y.S.2d 475 (N.Y. 1995), the court distinguished Levittown, and in a
later ruling found that the state had a duty to ensure that all public school students had access to a
“sound basic education.” In CFE II (N.Y. 2003), the court determined that the state had not met
this standard, and had violated the constitution.
Massachusetts
57- In McDuffy v. Secretary, 615 N.E.2d 516 (Mass. 1993), the court held that the state was
violating students’ constitutional rights, because students in poorer districts were not receiving a
minimally adequate education under the constitutional text. The court provided certain guidelines
that the state must follow in providing an adequate education.
58- In Hancock vs. Commissioner of Education, 822 N.E.2d 1134 (Mass. 2005), the court held
that the state was not meeting its constitutional responsibility to provide children in poorer
school districts with an education which prepared them to compete in the job market, or obtain
post-secondary education and preparation for their role as citizens.
Vermont
59- In Brigham v. State, 692 A.2d 384 (Vt. 1997), the court held that the state system of
education finance violated the constitution on “equity” grounds, denying poorer students their
right to equal protection of the law. The court rejected the “local control” argument as a
legitimate state interest, and also noted certain standards for an “adequate” education in the state.
New Hampshire
60- In Claremont v. Governor (Claremont II), 138 N.H. 183 (N.H. 1993), the court held that the
state’s system of education finance was unconstitutional, and violated the education and taxation
provisions of the constitution. The court issued a ruling on the different criteria needed for the
state to provide an adequate education.
61-In Londonderry School District SAU No. 12 v. State, 154 N.H. 153 (N.H. 2006), the court
held that the state had still failed to define an adequate education and had not provided sufficient
funding to meet this standard.
Maine
62- In School Administrative District No. 1 v. Commissioner, 659 A.2d 854 (Maine 1995), the
court held that the constitutional language was non-descript on specific levels of funding and
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support needed in the educational sector, and held that the plaintiffs had not presented enough
evidence that funding disparities resulted in students receiving an “inadequate” education.
Oregon
63- In Olsen v. State, 554 P.2d 139 (Ore. 1976), the court held that despite disparities in funding and a
potential relationship between low funding and poor educational outcomes, the state still had not violated
its duties on equal protection grounds or under the state education article.

64- In Coalition for Equitable School Funding v. State, 811 P.2d 116 (Ore. 1991), the court again
held that the state had not violated its constitutional responsibilities on “equity” grounds, and
denied the plaintiffs relief.
Louisiana
65- In Charlet v. Legislature of the State of Louisiana, 713 So.2d 1199 (La. 1998), the court
granted the state legislature’s motion for summary judgement, emphasizing that the constitution
imposed only a “minimum” bar for education, and holding that the state was meeting that
obligation.

Appendix G: Out-Degree (# of Citations of Other Courts in the Network) Versus Shared
Metaphor Comparison
# Shared
Outdegree Metaphors
James (Ala.)
Roosevelt (Ariz.)
DuPree (Ark.)
Lake View (Ark.)
Serrano (Cal.)
Lujan (Col.)
Lobato (Col.)
Horton (Conn.)
Sheff (Conn.)
Rell (Conn.)
Chiles (Fla.)
McDaniel (Ga.)
Engleking (Id.)
ISEEO (Id.)
Edgar (Ill.)
Spagnolo (Ill.)
Bonner (Ind.)
King (Iowa)
Unified Sch.

32
28
12
12
3
12
23
11
6
35
13
8
2
8
23
1
2
54
14

0
1
0
2
2
2
2
0
0
5
0
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
2

Pearson Corr =
0.249875946
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(Kan.)
Montoy (Kan.)
Gannon (Kan.)
Rose (Ky.)
Charlet (La.)
Sch. Adm.
(Maine)
Hornbeck (Md.)
McDuffy (Mass.)
Hancock (Mass.)
Milliken (Mich.)
Skeen (Minn.)
Helena (Mont.)
Columbia (Mont.)
Gould (Neb.)
Heineman (Neb.)
Claremont (NH)
Londonderry
(NH)
Cahill (NJ)
Abbott (NJ)
Levittown (NY)
CFE (NY)
Leandro (NC)
Hoke (NC)
Bismarck (ND)
Walter (OH)
DeRolph (OH)
Fair Sch. (Ok.)
OEA (Ok.)
CESF (Ore.)
Danson (Penn.)
Sundlun (RI)
Richland Cnty.
(SC)
Abbeville (SC)
Davis (SD)
Small Sch.
(Tenn.)
Edgewood (Tex.)
Neeley (Tex.)

34
19
8
0

4
1
2
0

0
15
15
6
2
13
0
0
0
16
7

0
1
2
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
2

6
1
23
10
9
9
2
25
7
22
14
5
1
6
4

1
2
4
5
6
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0

3
11
14

0
3
1

21
19
18

1
2
1
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Brigham (Vt.)
Scott (Va.)
Northshore
(Wash.)
Seattle Sch.
(Wash.)
Pauley (WV)
Kukor (Wis.)
Vincent (Wis.)
Washakie (Wyo.)
Campbell (Wyo.)
Olsen (Or.)

11
1

1
0

2

3

3
4
11
13
3
7
5

2
0
2
2
1
2
0

Appendix H: Citations for Negative Cases “Outside” the Metaphor Network, Use of Local
Control, Legislative Deference, and Constitutional Floor Arguments
Case
Thompson v. Engelking
Gould v. Orr
NCEEA v. Heineman
Fair Sch. Fin. Council v. State
Oklah. Educ. Assoc. v. State
Skeen v. State
Ex Parte James
CASF v. Chiles
Richland County v. Campbell
Scott v. Commonwealth
Milliken v. Green
City of Pawtucket v. Sundlun
Sch. Admin. Dist. #1 v. Comm’r
CESF
Charlet v. Legislature
Olsen v. State

Local
Control
X1

Legislative
Deference
X2

X
X6

X5
X7
X8
X
X
X13
X15

X9
X11
X12

X

19

X18
X20
X22

Constitutional
Floor Met
X3
X4
X
X
X10
X14
X16
X17
X21
X23
X25
X27

24

X
X26

1

Thompson v. Engelking, 537 P.2d 635, 645 (1975) (“a pillar in the American conception of freedom in education, and in local
control of institutions of local concern. In the American concept, there is no greater right to the supervision of the education of
the child than that of the parent. In no other hands could it be safer”).
2
Engelking, 537 P.2d at 648 (“[t]he constitution gives the Legislature plenary responsibility and duty to establish and maintain a
uniform and through statewide system of education”).
3
Ibid. at 668 (“[t]his parallels the discussion in Rodriguez of the ‘floor’ established by the funds provided by the Texas
legislature”). Ibid. at 642 (“[t]his factor must be stressed in light of the considerable debate among educators and commentators
respecting the assumption …that the quality of education varies directly with the amount of funds expended on it and that,
therefore, the difference in quality between two schools can be determined simplistically by looking at the difference in per-pupil
expenditures”).
4
Gould v. Orr, 244 Neb. 163 (Neb. 1993).
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5

Nebraska Coalition for Educational Equity and Adequacy (NCEEA) v. Heineman, 731 N.W.2d 164, 164-65 (2007) (“there were
no qualitative, constitutional standards for public schools that Supreme Court could enforce”).
6
Fair School Finance Council of Oklahoma v. State, 746 P.2d 1135, 1146 (1987) (“[i]n short, § 18–101 creates a partnership
between the state and the local districts in support of education, with a strong emphasis on local control”).
7
Ibid. at 1145 (“state legislature generally may do, as to proper subjects of legislation, all but that which it is prohibited from
doing…it is better to defer to the legislature's wisdom”).
8
Oklahoma Education Association (OEA) v. State of Oklahoma, 158 P.3d 1058, 1065 (Ok. 2007) (“[t]he method employed by
the Legislature to discharge its constitutional duty to establish a public school system is largely within its discretion”).
9
Skeen v. State, 505 N.W. 2d 299, 310 (“The Oregon court stated that the “uniform” language is “complied with if the state
requires and provides for a minimum of educational opportunities in the district and permits the districts to exercise local control
over what they desire, and can furnish, over the minimum”).
10
Skeen v. State, 505 N.W. 2d 299, 318 (Minn. 1993) (“It is important to note that “adequacy” as used here refers not to some
minimal floor but to the measure of the need that must be met”).
11
Ex Parte James, 836 So.2d 813 (Ala. 2002) (“the members of a legislature necessarily enjoy a familiarity with local conditions
which this Court cannot have).
12
Coalition for Adequacy And Fairness in School Funding v. Chiles, 680 So.2d 400, fn. 5 (1996) (“[t]he Court found that local
control was a rational basis that supported Ohio's school financing system, and the system therefore withstood the challenge and
was declared constitutional”).
13
Ibid. at 407 (“[t]he judiciary must defer to the wisdom of those who have carefully evaluated and studied the social, economic,
and political ramifications of this complex issue—the legislature”).
14
Ibid. at 409 (“[w]hile “adequate” may be difficult to quantify, certainly a minimum threshold exists below which the funding
provided by the legislature would be considered “inadequate”).
15
Richland County v. Campbell, 364 S.E.2d 470, 471 (1988) (“[a]pparently, appellants interpret this provision as requiring the
legislature to “pay” for the cost of the public school system rather than “provide” for its maintenance and support”).
16
Ibid. (“the plan provides for shared funding of a minimum program of public education by the state and local school districts”).
17
Scott v. Commonwealth, 443 S.E.2d 138, 140 (1994) (“[t]he state and local funds mandated by the state aid system consist
primarily of the instructional and support costs required by the standards of quality, which are the minimum state-wide
educational standards every local school division must meet”).
18
Milliken v. Green, 212 N.W. 2d 711 (1973) (“there is the traditional deference of courts to the Legislature's expression of the
will of the people…‘equality’ is itself such an ephemeral concept that judicial review on an abstract ‘equality’ standard is bound
to be unmanageable”).
19
City of Pawtucket v. Sundlun, 662 A.2d 40, 62 (1995) (“he preservation of local control over education is a legitimate state
interest, and we agree. The United States Supreme Court has recognized that “[n]o single tradition in public education is more
deeply rooted than local control over the operation of schools; local autonomy has long been thought essential both to the
maintenance of community concern and support for public schools and to quality of the educational process”).
20
Ibid. at 45.
21
Ibid. at 61 (“[b]ecause “[c]onstitutions are designed to afford minimum protections to society,” a judicially imposed notion of
equity is warranted only when the Legislature has failed to meet that minimum level of equity as mandated by the constitution”).
22
School Administrative District No. 1 v. Commissioner, 659 A.2d 854 (1994).
23
Coalition for Equitable School Funding v. State, 811 P.2d 116, 126 (1991) (“[i]t is clear that a floor or minimum educational
program may be implied by the term “uniform, and general” in context of a constitutional duty to assure an adequate education”).
24
Charlet v. Legislature of the State of Louisiana, 713 So.2d 1199, 1205 (1998) (“[a]dditionally, the formula provides for local
choice with respect to the establishment of budgets and tax levies for the support of local schools above the minimum program
ensured by the formula”).
25
Ibid. at 1206-1207.
26
Olsen v. State, 554 P.2d 139 (1976).
27
Ibid. at 138 (“[w]e are of the opinion that Art. VIII, s 3, is complied with if the state requires and provides for a minimum of
educational opportunities in the district and permits the districts to exercise local control over what they desire, and can furnish,
over the minimum”).
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